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Notes and Sources

Introduction: Never Forget Your Trademark
1 From a speech by Gen. Sir Ian Jacob at
Churchill College Cambridge, ‘Looking
Back at Churchill,’ Mar , .
2 Eliot A Cohen: ‘Churchill at War,’ Commentary, NewYork, May , ﬀ.
3 Sir Ian Jacob to Mrs Long, May , 
(Alanbrooke papers, /xi//).
4 WSC to Brooke, Mar , 
(Alanbrooke papers, ///); WSC
saw only the version published by Bryant.
5 In the proof copy of the prewar book by
Churchill (hereafter ‘WSC’), Step by Step,
the ﬁnal chapter written in about March
 held that the world could still ‘welcome and aid a genuine Hitler of peace
and toleration.’ When the book was published in June , this chapter had been
cut out (Longwell papers; Hoover Library, Stanley Hornbeck papers, box ;
Evening Star,Washington, Dec , ).
The papers of Sir Walter Monckton in the
Bodleian Library contain as items  and
 correspondence with Queen Elizabeth
revealing her desire to accept Hitler’s
 peace oﬀer; access to these items
was restricted until .
6 See the letter from R A Butler to Lord
Halifax, May , , on the terms on
which the Labour Party agreed to enter
into WSC’s coalition government
(Hickleton papers, A..).
7 See Paul Addison, in Nick Tiratsoo (ed.),

From Blitz to Blair: A New History of Britain
since 1939 (London, ).
8 See comment of P J Grigg to his father,
Feb ,  (Grigg papers, /).
9 Thus Brendan Bracken revealed to Mirror group newspaperman Bartholomew
on May ,  that ‘the Government
knew the Scharnhorst and Gneisenau had
run on some mines when escaping
through the Channel . . . because we at
that time knew the naval code and had
picked up their report to that eﬀect.’
Bartholomew at once retailed this to
Cecil King: hand-written diary, May ,
 (Boston Univ., Mugar Memorial
Library, Cecil King papers) (hereafter:
Cecil King diary).
10 See Halifax’s secret diary, Jul , .
11 The British Channel  television broadcast on Nov  and ,  a documentary entitled ‘Edward VIII. The Traitor
King,’ which rehashed, though without attribution, the evidence we presented that
his right-wing and anti-war leanings were
the real cause of his enforced abdication
in  and his enforced exile, at pistolpoint, to the Caribbean in Aug .
12 Morton to WSC, Aug : a Prof. Rougier had arrived in Switzerland from
Paris, with word that Weygand wanted to
get in touch with WSC and de Gaulle
(prem./; this ﬁle was closed until
). Again on Oct , Morton to WSC:
‘Monsieur Rougier, who was to have come
here as an emissary from Pétain, has ar-



   

rived. He has been seen by Lord Halifax, ment and Vichy which Eden and WSC
Cadogan and myself. I have found him dis- later took pains to deny. Pierre Flandin,
appointing.’ ‘He has no real mandate to on trial for his life for collaborating with
commit Pétain in any way but he carries a Vichy, had appealed through Morton to
signed note showing that his visit is known WSC to come clean (prem./).
to Petain.’ Rougier, said Morton, ‘was
It was during the trial, on Feb , ,
manifestly bewildered at ﬁnding food, pet- that Flandin ﬁrst publicly revealed the exrol and normal intercourse in London. He istence of this ‘secret agreement’ between
expected to clamber over piles of smok- Vichy and WSC’s government. After the
ing wreckage to discover the Prime Min- latter issued denials, through Reuters on
ister hiding in a cellar’ (prem./). Feb  and Mar , Rougier published a
Rougier saw Halifax on Oct , and WSC pamphlet in Canada, May , entitled ‘Miswith Halifax on Oct .
sion secrète à Londres.’ Kenneth de
Before leaving the UK on Oct , he Courcy, the incorrigible arriviste, printed
drafted an outline of arguments he would a translation in his Review of World Aﬀairs
put to Gen. Weygand; Strang and Halifax that same month. Pétain, by then also on
inserted manuscript amendments, which trial for his life, likewise built the agreeChurchill approved (Hickleton papers, ment into his defence. Speaking in the
A..).While Halifax was careful to House on Jun ,  WSC had to deny
go on the record on Dec ,  – at for a third time that there had been any
the height of the poisonous Darlan con- such agreement, but he admitted that talks
troversy – that in September  ‘the had taken place in ‘a neutral capital.’
government of Marshal Pétain wished to
In a further book, Les Accords Pétain–
reach an agreement with HMG, were de- Churchill, Rougier published in Jun 
termined to prevent at any price the sei- some of the documents, forcing the outzure by the Axis of the French ﬂeet and going Churchill government to publish a
bases, and were anxious to prepare the White Paper, during the Pétain trial, of
way for a large scale landing of Allied which it sent copies to defence and prosforces on African soil,’ he also warned the ecuting counsel. Its repudiation of the
FO that were Rougier to reveal this now ‘agreement,’ noted the FO’s E M Young,
it could only damage. ‘It is a great pity was couched in ‘unduly strong,’ meaning
that we ever had any dealings with this unwarranted, terms.
unpleasant man,’ lamented one FO oﬃSee too the War Cabinet paper WP ()
cial, while Eden virtuously minuted, Dec , ‘Contacts with the Vichy Govern, : ‘I don’t think that I know this ment,’ Dec , , and fo./,
apparently nasty piece of work. But this from which however a key item has been
reply [threatening Rougier with ugly con- removed until . See White Paper, Dessequences if he publishes] seems [the] only patch to HM Ambassador in Paris regarding
possible one.’
relations between HMG in the UK and theViFrom a letter from Desmond Morton chy Government in the autumn of 1940, Cmd.
to WSC on Apr , , released only in , published Jul , .
, it is evident that there was ‘a secret 13 Deakin to Strang, Feb ,  (Churchill
agreement’ between the British Govern- College, Strang papers, /); this ﬁle

     
was closed until . It includes a ‘Chronological outline of events relating to M
Rougier,’ Oct ,  – Jun , ,
by E M Young.
14 ‘Hitler is anti-Christ. The whole ﬁght is
against anti-Christ.’ Mackenzie King,
memo on a conversation with FDR and
WSC, May ,  (Mackenzie King papers).
15 WSC to Lord Halifax, Aug ,  (Public Records Oﬃce [hereafter: PRO] ﬁle
prem.//).
16 Sir John Colville diary, Jun  – Sep ,
 (Churchill College, CLVL./)
(hereafter: Colville diary), Aug , .
Extracts were published as The Fringes of
Power. 10 Downing Street Diaries 1939–19
(London, ).
17 On Aug ,  (Hoover Libr., Edouard
Táborsky papers).
18 Cf. Nigel Nicolson (ed.), Harold
Nicolson, Diaries and Letters 1939–1945
(London, 1967), entry for Jan , 
(hereafter: Nicolson diary). WSC spoke
very similarly to Cecil King over luncheon on Feb ,  (Cecil King diary):
as soon as one got away from platitudes
when speaking about war aims, one ran
into diﬃculties.Thus, recorded the newspaperman in his diary, Lord Vansittart
wanted to oppress Germany after the war,
while WSC believed in a European family
of nations and would treat the Germans
generously, while denying them any arms.
19 Lester B Pearson to Canadian Secretary
of State for External Aﬀairs, Sep , 
(Canadian National Archives, Ottawa,
Hume Wrong papers, MG., E.).
20 The Führer had enthused to his staﬀ,‘War
is the father of all things’ on Aug , ,
May , , Jan , , Jun ,
, and Jan , . David Irving, Hitler’sWar (London, ), .



21 OSS report , Apr ,  (na,
rg., Records of the Oﬃce of Strategic Services).
22 Brooke diary, Oct ,  (Alanbrooke
papers); some of the entries were published by Sir Arthur Bryant (ed.), The Turn
of the Tide (London, ).
23 P J Grigg to his father, Feb  and Jul ,
 (Grigg papers, /).
24 Pound to Cunningham, May , 
(Cunningham papers, Add. MS ).
25 Tovey to Cunningham, Oct , 
(Cunningham papers, Add. MS ).
26 Clive Ponting, Churchill (London, ).
27 John Charmley, Chamberlain and the Lost
Peace (London, ), ; Maurice Cowling, The Impact of Hitler (London, ),
–, and . For the Focus ﬁles see
Churchill College, CHAR./ and /
–.
28 Quoted in Martin Gilbert, ‘The most
horrible crime,’ in Times Literary Supplement, Jun , , .
29 WSC’s mother Jenny Jerome was ‘outed’
in the Jerusalem Post, Jan., : editorial columnist Moshe Kohn wrote: ‘Cunning, no doubt, came to Churchill in the
Jewish genes transmitted by his mother
Lady Randolph Churchill, née Jenny
Jacobson/Jerome.’ As Prof. William
Rubinstein of the Univ. of Wales has
shown, the case of Winston’s schoolfriend
and later India Secretary, Leo Amery, was
‘possibly the most remarkable example of
concealment of identity in th century
British political history.’ In his  autobiography Amery wrote that his father was
English and that his mother was born
Elisabeth Leitner, a Hungarian exile who
had ﬂed via Constantinople to England;
Rubinstein’s convincing research establishes that she was born Erszebet Saphir
in Pest, in the Jewish quarter of the Hun-



     

garian capital. Ibid., Jan ,  (‘Balfour
Declaration’s author was a secret Jew’).
Both of her parents were Jews. Amery –
later one of the authors of the 
Balfour Declaration – changed his middle name from Moritz to Maurice when
he entered Harrow c.. History Today,
Feb , and letter from Prof.
Rubinstein, Nov , .
30 FDR to Col. The Hon and Mrs Arthur
Murray, Argyll, Scotland Jun , 
(FDR Libr., PSF, box , ‘Great Britain:
Arthur Murray.’)
31 Lord Moran [Sir Charles Wilson], Winston
Churchill. The Struggle for Survival, 1940–
65 (London, ); hereafter: Moran,
‘diary.’ Compare for instance page  of
Moran with page  of Robert Sherwood’s The White House Papers of Harry
Hopkins. Lord Moran’s heirs did not grant
our requests for access to his original
notes, which are now in a medical library.
In Beaverbrook’s papers is a letter from
Moran quoting from his WW1 diary,
which seems to be of the same style; on
Feb ,  Moran wrote to Beaverbrook
about ﬁnding an editor for the Diaries
(Beaverbrook papers, C.).
32 Moran to Beaverbrook, Dec , 
(ibid.).
33 In his history of Naval Intelligence (Naval Historical Branch, London:Vice-Adm.
John H Godfrey papers).
34 Martin Gilbert freely draws on the Moran
‘diaries’ in Winston S Churchill, vol. vii:
Road toVictory 1941–1945 (London, )
(hereafter: Gilbert, vol. vii), but seems to
have suspected them after a while; initially,
e.g., page , he would write of Moran,
‘nothing in his diary later that day,’ but
later in the volume Gilbert no longer calls
them ‘diaries’ tout court, but ‘Sir Charles
Wilson, notes relating to’ etc., or ‘diary

and recollections.’
35 In Search of Churchill (London, ).
36 John Charmley, reviewing Gilbert, vol.
vii, in ‘The Gilbert and Churchill Show,’
notes that Gilbert ‘a little naught[il]y’ gave
the source of documents in his companion volumes as ‘the Norwich papers’ when
he had not in fact had access to those; they
were in fact all quoted from the autobiography of Duﬀ Cooper (Lord Norwich),
with one exception, Cooper’s account of
the night before his resignation over Munich: Duﬀ Cooper had sent it to Churchill in , who refused him permission
to publish it. ‘Gilbert’s copy comes from
the Churchill papers,’ Charmley concludes, ‘not the Norwich papers.’
37 The Holy Fox – A Biography of Lord Halifax.
38 A J P Taylor, English History 1914–1945
(London, ).
39 Isaiah Berlin, ‘Winston Churchill in
,’ included in his anthology, Personal
Impressions; published in The Atlantic
Monthly in  as ‘Mr Churchill.’
40 John Charmley, Churchill – The End of
Glory (Harcourt Brace, NewYork, ).
41 Alan Clark, writing in The Times, in .
Reviewing Ponting’s Churchill biography
in The Spectator, Apr , , Clark calls
vol. i of our biography ‘underrated (as well
as, in this country, eﬀectively suppressed
by the book trade).’
42 Paul Johnson, in TheWall Street Journal: ‘A
Revisionist’s Look at World War II.’ Readers familiar with Britain’s political dependence on Washington (‘the special relationship’) and with the alien invasion
inﬂicted on her by her governments since
the s, without any mandate from the
people, will dissent from Johnson’s smug
concluding sentence, that Britain ‘was still
democratic and independent at the end
of the th century.’

     
43Diary of Walther Hewel, Ribbentrop’s liaison oﬃcer to Hitler, Jun ,  (author’s microﬁlm di–).
44 John Charmley, Churchill’s Grand Alliance:
The Anglo-American Special Relationship
(New York and London, ); see the
splenetic review of this work by Eliot A
Cohen, in Wall Street Journal, Oct , .
45 John Lukács, ‘Revising the Twentieth
Century,’ in American Heritage, Sep ,
; and see his study, The Hitler of History
(NewYork, ), –, , –. A
possible reason for his bias is to be found
in John Toland’s papers in the FDR Library. Lukács lamented in Mar  that
he had hoped to write a deﬁnitive biography of Hitler, but no mainline publisher
would commission it since our Hitler’sWar
had scooped the pool.
46 Geoﬀrey Wheatcroft, ‘The Saviour of His
Country,’ Atlantic Monthly, Feb , ﬀ.
47 Re-released by Decca in  as Winston
Churchill, a Selection of hisWartime Speeches,
1939–1945. Decca claimed them to be
‘historic recordings, taken from radio
transcriptions dating from  to .’
The BBC asked Decca to drop this claim.
48 Barry Fox, ‘We Shall Trick Them in the
Speeches,’ in New Scientist, London, May
; The Independent, London, May ; The
Guardian, Jul , . Robert Berkovitz
of Sensimetrics Ltd. summarised, ‘Something very ﬁshy has been going on.’
49 Letter by Sally K Hine in The Guardian,
Apr ,  (‘Here in the Archive we
have watched this story grow with great
interest and some irritation’); she says that
other wartime speeches were recorded in
 by WSC for the Decca twelve-record
set. She told the Melbourne Herald Sun
that in their archives was also an interview with Shelley revealing that he stood
in for Churchill’s voice in broadcast



speeches. The matter was resolved in our
favour when a British newspaper reported
that Shelley’s son Anthony had just found
among his father’s possessions an original
 rpm disc of the Jun ,  speech,
stamped, ‘BBC, Churchill: Speech. Artist
Norman Shelley.’ See The Observer, Oct ,
: ‘finest hour for actor who was
churchill's radio voice.’
50 Beaverbrook to Mrs Ince, Mar , ;
and memo, Mar ,  (Beaverbrook
papers, D.); PM’s card.
51 P J Grigg to his father, Aug , 
(Grigg papers, /).
52 John Barnes et al. (ed.), The Empire at Bay.
The Leo Amery Diaries, 1929–1945 (London,
) (hereafter: Amery diary), entry for
Apr , .
53 Findings of the British Institute of Public
Opinion, published in News Chronicle, Nov
, . WSC’s acceptance ratings were
as follows: 1940, Oct %, Nov %;
1941, Feb %, Mar %, Jun %, Oct
%. For an expert analysis of WSC’s
popularity, see Tom Harrisson, head of
Mass Observation, writing (‘Who will
win?’) in Political Quarterly, vol. xv, No. .
54 Gallup poll of Jul , ; Gallup asked
the same question on Dec ,  and
found little change.
55 Sir Hugh Linstead (Conservative MP for
Putney, –), Macmorren Lecture:
‘The Inﬁnite Adventure of Governing
Men,’ Oct , , in The Pharmaceutical
Journal, Dec , , .
: A Very Big and Very Ugly War
1 Anthony Cave Brown, The Secret Servant.
The Life of Sir Stewart Menzies, Churchill’s
Spymaster (London, ) (hereafter Cave
Brown, Menzies), .
2 Colville diary, Jun , .



     

3 Ambassador Anthony Biddle to FDR, Jun
,  (FDR Libr.).
4 Cecil King diary, Jun , ; and PM’s
appointment card, a copy of which is in
our possession (hereafter: PM’s card).The
16 x 18 inch cards record WSC’s daily appointments; we ‘rented’ these from a gentleman who acquired them under questionable circumstances, and we have
donated copies to Churchill College archives (Author’s microﬁlm di–, ‘Prime
Minister’s desk diaries, –’).
5 See e.g., Tokyo to Washington, No. ,
Dec ; British intercept No. , dated
Dec ,  (hw./). For the suppression of references to FECB in the
PRO, see e.g., Adm. Sir Geoﬀrey Layton’s
ﬁle in which Section , ‘Transfer of
FECB from Singapore to Colombo,’ has
been physically chopped out of the bound
vol. in  before its release to the PRO
as ﬁle adm./a. As for the records
of FECB (PRO series HW.), the PRO
would have us believe that records for
– ‘have not survived.’
6 Sir Frank H Hinsley et al., British Intelligence in the SecondWorldWar: Its Inﬂuence on
Strategy and Operations (Cambridge, –
),  vols. (hereafter: Hinsley), vol. ii,
f.
7 Hinsley. Only late in , and then very
selectively, were the ﬁrst ‘BJ’-intercepts
released to the PRO (series hw.). For
typical ‘BJ’-numbers see also FDR Library, Map Room ﬁle , Aug , with
its references to BJ.,, ,,
,.
8 Cadogan diary, Jun – (Churchill College, Cambridge: Sir Alexander Cadogan
papers, ACAD./) (hereafter: Cadogan
diary); and see David Dilks (ed.), The Diaries of Sir Alexander Cadogan, o.m., 1938–
1945 (London, ) (hereafter: Dilks);

and the diary of John Martin (WSC’s Principal Private Secretary), Jun , 
(hereafter: Martin diary; in Sir J Martin’s
papers, complete copy in our possession).
9 WSC to Beaverbrook, M./, Jun ,
 (Beaverbrook papers, D.).
10 WSC to Portal, Jun  (prem.//);
and to Ismay, Jun , in Gilbert, vol. vi,
f; cf. Eden to WSC, Jun , 
(Eden papers, fo./).
11 Martin diary, and letter, Jun ; chiefs of
staﬀ meeting, Jun , , COS ()
th.
12 Defence committee (Operations) meeting, Jun , , minute  (cab./;
cf. PRO, cab./); tank statistics from
COS aide-mémoire, () (O)
13 Pownall diary, Jun , Jul , .
14 Personal and secret, Randolph Churchill
to WSC, received Jun , , in Winston
S Churchill, The Second World War, vol. iii:
The Grand Alliance (London ) (hereafter Churchill, vol. iii), f.
15 PM’s card; Lyttelton, ﬀ (his dates are
incorrect). WSC’s paper was WP ()
, Jun , .The PRO ﬁle on this is
cab./.
16 WSC to Margesson and Dill, Jun ,
, in Martin Gilbert, Winston S Churchill, vol. vi, Finest Hour 1939–1941 (London, ) (hereafter: Gilbert, vol. vi),
.
17 Elizabeth Layton (Nel) diary, Jun , in
Gilbert, vol. vi, ; Martin diary, Jun
, . In general, Elizabeth Nel, Mr
Churchill’s Secretary (London, ).
18 WSC to Ismay, Jun ,  (prem./
/). The important ﬁles of this Special Secret Intelligence Centre were
opened in , PRO series cab..
19 WSC to Dill, Jul , in Gilbert, vol. vi,
; cf. defence committee (Operations)
meeting, Jul ,  (cab./).

     
20 Gen. Raymond Lee, letter, Jul ; and diary, Jul –, Aug , , in James
Leutze (ed.), The London Observer.The Journal of General Raymond E Lee 1940–1941
(London, ) (hereafter: Lee diary).
21 Frank Owen, quoted by Cecil King diary, Jul , .
22 Cecil King diary, Jul , .
23 Churchill, vol. iii, .
24 MEW to Moscow, Jul  (cab./); cf.
Hugh Dalton’s diary, Jun , .
25 Cripps to FO, Jun ,  (prem./
/).
26 DailyWorker, Jul , . Marshal Philip I
Golikov, S’ Voennoi Missiei v Anglii i SShA
(On a Military Mission to Great Britain
and the USA) (Moscow, ) (hereafter:
Golikov), .
27 Golikov, op. cit., ﬀ. A formal Soviet
military mission under Rear-Adm.
Kharlamov was established in London in
July: N M Kharlamov, Diﬃcult Mission
(Moscow, ).
28 Golikov, op. cit., f.
29 Ibid.; and NewYork Times, Aug , .
30 WSC to Portal, M./, Jul , 
(prem.//; and air./).
31 WSC to Stalin, Jul , rec’d Moscow Jul
,  (prem.//); Churchill, vol.
iii, ; and in Correspondence between the
Chairman of the Council of Ministers of the
USSR and the Presidents of the USA and the
Prime Ministers of Great Britain during the
Great PatrioticWar of 1941–1945 (Moscow,
) (hereafter Stalin–Churchill Corresp.), vol. i, No. .
32 For the Soviet record of the Cripps–Stalin conversation, see Sovetsko-angliiskie
otnosheniya vo vremya velikoi otchestvennoi
voiny, 1941–1945:dokumenty i materialy, two
vols., vol. i,– (Moscow, ),
(hereafter Sov.-angliiskiye), vol. i, ﬀ.We
are indebted to Richard Ogdon for draft-



ing translations of these documents.
33 Harvey diary, Jul ,  (British Library); and see John Harvey (ed.), TheWar
Diaries of Oliver Harvey 1941–1945 (London, ) (hereafter: Harvey diary).
34 Cadogan diary, Jul ; WSC to Stalin, Jul
,  a.m. (prem.//); WSC to
Cripps, Jul , : Churchill, vol. iii,
f, and Sov.-angliiskiye, vol. i, .
35 Colville diary, Jul , .
36 Lyttelton, op. cit., ﬀ.
37 WSC to Attlee, Aug , , in Gilbert,
vol. vi, .
38 Cecil King diary, Jul , .
39 Ibid., Jul , .
40 Elizabeth Nel, Mr Churchill’s Secretary
(London, ) (hereafter: Nel), f.
41 Elizabeth Layton (Nel) diary, Jul ,
.
42 WSC to Cherwell, Jul ,  (prem./
/).
43 Menzies diary, Mar ,  (National
Library of Australia, Canberra, Robert
Menzies papers, MS.//).
44 Cecil King diary, Jul ; cf. Nicolson diary, Jul ; and Martin diary, Jul , :
‘Active afternoon in connection with new
ministerial appointments.’
45 Pownall diary, Jul , .
46 WSC to Auchinleck, Jul , 
(prem.//).
47 Auchinleck to WSC, Jul ,  (ibid.).
48 WSC to Auchinleck, Jul ,  (ibid.).
49 Auchinleck to WSC, Jul ,  (ibid.).
50 Ismay to J Martin, Jul ,  (ibid.).
51 Stalin to WSC, Jul ,  (prem./
/); Sov.-angliiskiye, vol. i, ;
Churchill, vol. iii, ; and in Stalin–WSC
Correspondence, vol. i, No. .
52 Maisky to Molotov, Jul , , in Sov.angliiskiye, vol. i, ﬀ.
53 Jacob diary, record of arcadia conferences, Dec ,  (Churchill College,



     

jacb./).
54 Eden diary, manuscript, Jul , 
(Avon papers, ..). This MS is substantially more revealing than the few extracts published by Sir Anthony in The
Memoirs of Anthony Eden.The Reckoning (London, ): hereafter, Eden, Reckoning.
55 Lee diary, Jul ; and cf. Jul , .
There are  microﬁlm reels of Hull’s
papers in the US Library of Congress.
Harriman, born Nov ,  in NewYork
City to a railroad-building family, was
chairman of the Illinois Central Railroad
(–) and of Union Paciﬁc. He died
in .
56 As reported at COS () th meeting,
minute  (cf. cab./, ).
57 Lee diary, Nov , .
58 Ibid., Jul , . Every room in the
MI safe house near Aldershot where Hess
was being held was bugged with hidden
microphones.
59 Minutes of war cabinet (defence committee) meeting (Supply), Jul , ,
attended by Harriman and Hopkins: DC
(S) () th Mtg (Hopkins papers; Sherwood collection, box , folder ‘Hopkins
returns to London, #’).
60 Eden diary Jul , .
61 Harvey diary, Jul , .
62 Dalton diary, Jul .The minutes are also
in Hopkins’s papers. Minutes of war cabinet (defence committee) Supply meeting
Jul , ,  p.m.: DC(S) () th Mtg
(Hopkins papers).
63 Lee diary, Jul , .
64 War Cabinet, Minutes of a Special Meeting held in Conference Room A, Ministry of Labour, on Jul , at  p.m, attended
by Bevin, Hankey, etc., and Hopkins,
Harriman, Lee, and Bridges; there were
further meetings in Hankey’s room on Jul
 and  (ibid.). See too Churchill, vol.

iii, ﬀ; Lee diary, Jul ; COS () st
meeting (O), Jul , ; and Hopkins’s
version in Robert Sherwood, The White
House Papers of Harry Hopkins, two vols
(NewYork, –), ﬀ.
65 Hopkins to FDR, Jul ,  (FDR
Libr., microﬁlm , f; and FDR Libr.,
PSF, Hopkins).
66 Colville diary, Jul –, .
: Prime Minister with Nothing to
Hide
1 Nevile Butler of the North American dept.
of the FO was informed on Sep , 
that ‘all our [FO] ﬁles go to show that they
had not met before.’ Cdr C R Thompson,
WSC’s personal assistant, stated that ‘the
question was raised when they met, and
it was decided conclusively that they had
met before’ (prem.//).
2 Churchill, vol. iii, .
3 PM’s card, Jul ; Cadogan diary, Jul ,
.
4 Mackenzie King diary, Apr , .
5 On relations with the United States at this
time, see in general William Roger Louis,
Imperialism at Bay 1941–1945: The United
States and the Decolonisation of the British
Empire (Oxford, ); Christopher
Thorne, Allies of a Kind:The United States,
Britain, and the War against Japan, 1941–
1945 (London, ), and David Reynolds, The Creation of the Anglo-American Alliance, 1937–1941: A Study in Competitive
Co-operation (Chapel Hill, ).
6 Jacob diary, Aug , page : the governor then hurried over by train to Placentia
for lunch with WSC. See Malcolm Macdonald to FO, Aug , : Mackenzie
King felt that the Dominions should have
been informed in advance of the charter.
E E Bridges’ ﬁle shows the trouble taken

     
to keep the Dominions in the dark on
riviera (cab./).
7 WSC to King George VI, Jul , ; this
and the king’s reply are in prem.//,
‘Meeting between PM & President Roosevelt Aug ’; about  pages appear to
have been blanked out in this ﬁle.
8 Hopkins, note on meeting with King
George VI (Hopkins papers, microﬁlm);
the passage was deleted from Sherwood’s
edition; the king made similar disparaging remarks to Eleanor Roosevelt, Mackenzie King, and others. On Aug  Eden
(diary) noted Sir Alec Hardinge’s report
that the king was ‘nervy’ (i.e., on edge),
and agreed on Aug  that ‘he is certainly
“nervy” as Alec had warned me. I still do
not ﬁnd him easy to talk to. . .’
9 WSC to FDR, Jul ,  (FDR Libr.,
microﬁlm , f; and Churchill, vol. iii,
).
10 WSC to FDR, Jul ,  (ibid.).
11 Hopkins to FDR, Jul ,  (ibid.,
f; cf. undated postwar memo by R
Sherwood in Beaverbrook papers, C..
12 WSC to Stalin, Jul ,  (prem./
/; Sov.-angliiskiye, vol. i, ; in Stalin–WSC Correspondence, vol. i, No. ;
Churchill, vol. iii, ).
13 On Cripps see Gabriel Gorodetsky,
Staﬀord Cripps’ Mission to Moscow, 1940–
1942 (Cambridge, ).
14 Harvey diary, Jul , .
15 C R Thompson MS (Thompson papers).
16 Elizabeth Layton to her parents, Jul ,
: Gilbert, vol. vi, .
17 Pownall diary, Jul , .
18 Vincent Massey’s report to Ottawa, Jul
,  (Canadian National Archives,
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.
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.
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37 Eden diary, Aug , .
38 WSC memo, Jul  (Beaverbrook papers,
D.). COS () th meeting, Jul ,
minute ; and defence committee (Operations) meeting, Aug , , minute 
(prem./).
39 Martin diary, Jul , .
40 Stewart Menzies MS, , quoted in
Cave Brown, Menzies, .
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.
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and WSC’s marginalia (prem.//).
46 HM Queen Elizabeth to WSC, and reply,
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,  (hw./).
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46 GC&CS summary ZIP/MSGP., dated
Oct ,  (hw./, part i).
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49WSC minutes in ﬁle prem./••• CHECK
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50 See Amery diary, Aug , .
51 Mackenzie King diary, Aug ; war cabinet minutes, Aug ; and WSC to
Randolph Churchill, Aug , :
Churchill, vol. iii, .
52 WSC to Stalin, Aug , rec’d Aug , 
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in Sov.-angliiskiye, vol. i, ﬀ; in Stalin–
WSC Correspondence, vol. i, No. ; and in

Churchill, vol. iii, .
53 Lindemann to WSC, Aug , 
(Cherwell papers, ‘Tube Alloys’; original,
with red sidelining by WSC, in cab./
).
54 WSC to Ismay for COS Committee, COS
() (O), Minute D./, Aug ,
 (cab./; prem.//a;
Churchill, vol. iii, ).
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).
56 FDR to WSC and to Dr Vannevar Bush,
Oct  (FDR Libr., microﬁlm , ﬀ;
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57 WSC to Hopkins, Aug ,  (na,
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ﬁle ‘ War, U-Boats, Atlantic’).
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Aug  (Beaverbrook papers, D., and
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(prem.//). The ‘Declaration’ now
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60WSC to Randolph, Aug , : Churchill, vol. iii, ; and PM’s card.
61 Halifax diary, Aug . On Aug , 
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applied to current political problems!’
62 Colville diary, Aug , .

     
: ‘We Did It Before – and We Can
Do It Again!’
1 On Mar , , after visiting Eton College, Eden privately wrote: ‘Watched the
boys troop in. We were not impressed.
Dirty and sloppy, with an ever increasing
percentage of Jews, was our conclusion!’
(Avon papers, ..). See too his irritation with Henry Morgenthau and ‘this
German Jew’s bitter hatred of his own
land’ (ibid., Sep , ; ﬁle ..).
‘These ex-Germans,’ he wrote in an oﬃcial minute on Nov , , ‘seem to
wish to wash away their ancestry in a bath
of hate’ (fo./).
2 Bruce Lockhart, Jun  and May ,
 (Hoover Library, Sir R Bruce Lockhart papers). On Aug ,  he noted:
‘The restaurant . . . was crowded with a
revolting looking Jew with an Old Etonian tie and a still more revolting family.’
And on Jan , : ‘Here the reason [for
increasing anti-Semitism in Britain] is the
ability of the Jewish émigré to enrich himself even in exile.’ And Aug , :
‘Hamish [Erskine] said . . . people were
saying “Hitler was right” about our army
of foreign Jews.’
3 Harvey diary, Jul  and Aug , .
4 Cecil King diary, Sep , .
5 Postal Censorship Reports, Secret, Series
A, Jul , : Home Opinion No. ,
pt.ii, endorsed in handwriting:‘PM to see.’
Churchill handed it to Hopkins (Hopkins
papers: Sherwood collection, box ,
folder ‘Hopkins Returns to London’).
6 Home Oﬃce Weekly Report, May –,
, sent by Bruce Lockhart to Beaverbrook (Beaverbrook papers, D.).
7 Weizmann to WSC, Feb  (Weizmann Archives, Wix Library, Rehovot, Israel:
Weizmann papers). Lord Moyne was ap-



pointed on Feb ,  and assassinated
by Jewish terrorists in Nov .
8 WSC to Lord Moyne, minute M./,
Mar ,  (prem./).
9 Letter signed ‘J H Peck for J M Martin’ to
Weizmann, Feb  (Weizmann papers).
10 Weizmann, memo on visit to Downing
St., Mar , , : p.m. (ibid.).
11 Harvey diary, Aug , .
12 Weizmann to WSC, Sep , 
(Weizmann papers).The letter is also published in full in Barnet Litvinoﬀ (ed.), The
Letters and Papers of Chaim Weizmann, vol.
xx, series A, Jul –Jan  (Jerusalem, ), Doc. , –.
Samuel Landman wrote in a pamphlet,
Great Britain, The Jews And Palestine (New
Zionist Publications, London, ),‘The
fact that it was Jewish help that brought
the USA into the War on the side of the
Allies has rankled ever since in German –
especially Nazi minds – and has contributed in no small measure to the prominence which anti-semitism occupies in the
Nazi programme.’
13 Amery diary, Sep , , . Despite
the burdens of war,WSC did not overlook
those Jews who had sustained him during
his ten poverty-stricken years out of oﬃce.
His appointment card shows on Oct  a
luncheon date with ‘Mr [Clark] Eichelberger,’ an American Jewish leader, and on
Oct  luncheon with Sir Henry Strakosch, who had eﬀectively given him
£, in , a sizeable fortune at that
time.
After much nagging from the usual
quarters, WSC sent a grudging message
to the Jewish Chronicle on its centenary, Nov
, , but asked for it to be kept secret: it read, ‘On the occasion of the centenary of the Jewish Chronicle, a landmark
in the history of British Jewry, I send a mes-



     

sage of good cheer to Jewish people in this
and other lands. None has suﬀered more
cruelly than the Jew the unspeakable evils
wrought on the bodies and spirits of men
by Hitler and his vile regime.The Jew bore
the brunt of the Nazis’ ﬁrst onslaught upon
the citadels of freedom and human dignity. He has borne and continued to bear
a burden that might have seemed to be
beyond endurance. He has not allowed it
to break his spirit; he has never lost the
will to resist. Assuredly in the day of victory the Jew’s suﬀerings and his part in the
struggle will not be forgotten. Once again,
at the appointed time, he will see vindicated those principles of righteousness
which it was the glory of his fathers to proclaim to the world. Once again it will be
shown that, though the mills of God grind
slowly, yet they grind exceeding small.’
14 Eden diary, Sep , .
15 He said ‘ﬁve hours’ to Maisky. The PM’s
card records on Sep  a : p.m. ‘Persian
Railways Meeting’ which can not have
lasted beyond  p.m.
16 On the Hess aﬀair, see Beaverbrook papers, D.: the transcript of Beaverbrook’s conversation with Hess on Sep ,
; Bruce Lockhart diary, Sep  and ,
; and in general David Irving, Rudolf
Hess.The MissingYears (London, ). Hess
sent Beaverbrook his memorandum,‘Germany–England from the Viewpoint of the
War against the Soviet Union.’
17 Eden diary, Sep , ; PM’s card.
18 Pownall diary, Sep ; cf. Maisky to Molotov, reporting his talk with Eden on Aug
, , in Sov.-angliiskiye, vol. i, ﬀ.
19 Stalin to WSC, Sep . Original in Sov.angliiskiye, vol. i, ﬀ and in Stalin–WSC
Correspondence, vol. i, No. ; Churchill,
vol. iii, . A rather inscrutable translation by the Russians is in prem.//.

20 Maisky to Stalin, Sep , (Sov.-angliiskiye,
vol. i, ﬀ. Cf. Eden to Cripps, No. ,
Sep , , reporting the interview
(prem.//, and Eden papers,
fo./).
21 War Cabinet, Sep , ,WM () th
meeting, minute .
22 Churchill, vol. iii, .
23 Eden diary, Sep , .
24 Ibid., Sep , .
25 WSC to FDR, Sep : Churchill, vol. iii,
. It is not included on the FDR Libr.
microﬁlm of their letters. On Sep  Mackenzie King wrote, ‘He [WSC] had the
feeling that . . . a separate [German–Soviet] peace could not be altogether excluded.’ Cf. Cadogan diary, Sep , .
26 Mackenzie King diary, Sep , ; Eden
diary, Sep , .
27 For the ﬁle on Cripps’ correspondence
with WSC and Eden, Aug – Sep , betraying his extreme reluctance to stay on
in Moscow, see cab./. Eden pointed
out to Cripps in Oct that it would be most
undesirable for the British ambassador to
seem to be ﬂeeing from Moscow.
28 Colville diary, Sep , , quoting
Major Morton, who also told him that Stalin was only ‘lukewarm’ about continuing
the ﬁght against Hitler. On Soviet cyphers,
see e.g., Halifax to Beaverbrook, May ,
 (Beaverbrook papers, D.); the reference might be to telephone tapping; and
see the memo by Lieut. Cdr. W C Ladd,
USNR, Oct ,  (na, rg., US embassy in London, secret ﬁles, box , ﬁle
‘ Political Intelligence OSS’).
29 Eden diary, Sep , .
30 WSC to Stalin, No. , Sep  (prem./
/). This is also the date given by
Churchill, vol. iii, , but it was clearly
despatched at midnight Sep –. Cf. too
fo./, and Sov.-angliiskiye, vol. i, f.
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Stalin–WSC Correspondence, vol. i, No. .
31 WSC to Cripps, Sep , : Churchill,
vol. iii, .
32 Eden diary, Sep , .
33 Martin diary, Sep –, .
34 This was the Government Code & Cypher School (GC&CS) at Bletchley Park.
Martin diary, Sep .
35 The staﬀ were provided by all three services and the FO. A Feb  document
credits GC&CS with ‘some , employees’ (hw./); and AD(S) wrote to C
on Aug , ‘We here have had to interview
and engage over , people since the
beginning of the War and we have not
found it necessary to give them any information about the work at B.P.’ (hw./
). For a description of Station X
(Bletchley Park) and the layout of the admiralty’s operational Intelligence centre in
The Citadel, see the transcript of the Apr
 lecture by Captain H R Sandwith, rn,
‘Discussion of British W/T Intelligence
Organisation’ (hw./).
36 Cadogan diary, Sep , . Until the
recent release by GCHQ of relevant ﬁles
to the PRO, evidence of wartime work
done by GC&CS on foreign diplomatic
cyphers was hard to come by. We interviewed Sir Leonard Hooper about this on
Feb , : Hooper joined the Air Ministry in , heading ﬁrst the Italian and
then the Japanese Air Section at GC&CS.
Security was so strict that he was ‘astounded’ to learn after  that GC&CS
had been reading German diplomatic cyphers as well as military. For Spanish cyphers, see the Dalton diary, Jan , 
(‘The Duke of A[lba] thinks he has made a
discovery. . .’) For Italian cyphers, see e.g.,
Hinsley, vol. i, , , , .
37 Denniston to C, Oct ,  (hw./



). The reading of American cyphers is
conﬁrmed in e.g., hw./, the decrypt
of Tel. No.  from the US minister in
Budapest to the State dept., Washington,
Sep  (GC&CS decrypt No. ,);
see tooWSC’s letter to FDR, Feb , 
(FDR Libr., PSF, ‘Gen. Marshall’); on
which see too David Kahn, The Codebreakers
(New York, , ), .
38 Group Capt. R Humphreys, ‘The Use of
“U” in the Mediterranean and Northwest
African Theatres of War,’ Oct  (na,
rg., ﬁle srh.).
39 Hinsley, vol. ii, ﬀ.
40 Quoted in Hinsley, vol. ii, ﬀ; and Cave
Brown, Menzies, ﬀ.
41 Martin diary.
42 Cripps to FO, Sep  (prem.//).
43WSC to Auchinleck, Sep , : Churchill, vol. iii, .
44 WSC speaking to Balfour, quoted in Chips
Channon diary, Sep , .
45 WSC to Auchinleck, Sep : Churchill,
vol. iii, ; and to Fadden, Sep , ,
in Gilbert, vol. vi, .
46 Nicolson diary, Sep , .
47 War Cabinet, WM () , minute .
48 WSC to Smuts, Sep , : Churchill,
vol. iii, .
49 PM’s card. Maisky to Moscow, Sep ,
, Sov.-angliiskiye, vol. i, ﬀ.
50 Stalin to WSC, Sep , , ibid., vol. i,
; in Stalin–WSC Correspondence, vol. i,
No. ; COS () (O); /;
Churchill, vol. iii, f.
51 On Sep ,  Gen. Brooke (diary) had
visited WSC at Chequers, where the PM
‘also discussed plans for operations in Norway.’ WSC had begun to hanker for the
capture of Trondheim, and it would take
all Brooke’s powers to squelch this project.
52 Lee diary, Sep , .
53 War Cabinet meeting, WM () ,



     

minute . Lord Beaverbrook’s account, egraph, Jul , .
DO () . Cf. cab./.
8 FO ﬁle on Anglo-Japanese relations, Sep –
54 Colville diary, Sep , .
Oct  (prem.//). As Prof.War55 Lee diary; diary of John Martin, and PM’s ren F Kimball pointed out, all references
card, Sep , .
to magic were systematically removed
56 Harold Balfour, in TheTimes, Sep , . from both the FDR Library’s Map Room
series except for three  items dated
: Carry a Big Stick
Jan , , , and from the PRO’s ﬁles
of WSC–FDR correspondence. Although
1 Churchill, vol. iii, ﬀ, especially : ‘I many British ﬁles of magics have been bedo not pretend to have studied Japan.’
latedly released to the PRO since the mid2 Ibid., .
s, scholars will note signiﬁcant gaps
3 WSC to First Lord, Sep , .
in the sequence, and the absence of any
4 COS () meeting, Sep , ; extracts ‘Japan’ ﬁle in the Avon papers in both the
in cab./.
PRO and Birmingham University library,
5 WSC to Cadogan, Feb  (prem.// leaving only a handful of items in a residual
a); WSC to FDR, Feb , . In Jan ‘Far East’ ﬁle (fo./).
 the PRO released a most secret let- 9 See Cdr. Alastair Denniston’s -page study
ter in which Morton informed WSC on on GC&CS’s antecedents, dated Dec ,
March ,  that, asked to explain his  (Churchill College, denn./).
recent failure to obtain any Japanese ‘con- 10 According to Rear-Adm. Edwin T Layton,
versations,’ C had assessed that the Japa- And I Was There (New York, ), one of
nese had not been bluﬃng with the ear- the American magic machines supplied to
lier ‘conversations,’ but that their Britain in  had originally been earambassador had become aware of ‘indis- marked for his unit at Pearl Harbor. For
cretions’ and had ordered his staﬀ ‘to avoid the exchange agreement, see vol. i of this
“conversations” of the type I am referring biography,  edition, page . Gen.
to.’ C did not think the ambassador real- Marshall was only distantly involved, inised that the British knew know of the ear- forming FDR on Jul , , ‘We ﬁnd
lier ‘conversations.’ WSC red-inked: ‘But that an interchange of cryptanalytic inforwere there any conversations before the pe- mation has been in progress for over a year’
riod of activity?’ (prem./).
(FDR Libr., Hopkins papers). In general,
6 Tokyo to Moscow, Mar , ; trans- see The Magic Background to Pearl Harbor (US
lated by US navy, Mar  (na, rg., ﬁle dept. of Defense, Washington DC, ),
srdj.); and Berlin to Tokyo, No.  vols., hereafter: MBPH.
, Mar ; translated by US navy, Mar 11 See wo./.
,  (ibid., srdj.); cf. Göring 12 MBPH, vol. ii, Nos.  and f.
diary, Mar ,  (Institut für Zeitge- 13 Ibid., No. .
schichte, Munich).
14 Tokyo to Washington, No. , Jun ,
7 Sir Robert Craigie, ﬁnal report on Tokyo translated Jun , , in MBPH, vol. ii,
mission,  (fo./); see Prof. No. .
Donald C Watt’s article on this, ‘Was War 15 Eden paper for war cabinet, Jul , WP
with Japan Necessary?’ in The Daily Tel- () ; war cabinetWM () th meet-

     
ing, minute . Signiﬁcantly, Eden’s French
phrase ﬁgures in the intercept of Tokyo’s
Jul ,  dispatch to Berlin, translated
on Jul  and ﬁled as sis.: it instructed
Gen. Oshima to notify Ribbentrop that
‘the Japanese Government have decided
to secure “points d’appui” in French IndoChina to enable Japan further to
strengthen her pressure on Great Britain
and the United States of America’ (na,
rg., ﬁle srdj.).
16 Stimson diary, Jul ; and cf. Jul , , .
17 On Apr ,  magic deciphered a
message from Prince Konoye, the prime
minister, to Oshima in Berlin, reporting
in the purple cypher that foreign powers
were reading Japanese cyphers including
I (an auxiliary code), SO (code P–), and
oite (code PAK), and that ‘to insure secrecy’ Oshima was to use machine- or
TSU-cyphers (what the Americans called
the J–series). On May  the US navy translated an intercepted telegram from
Oshima, No. , sent from Berlin on May
, reporting in purple–ca (what the
Americans called JD–) that Ribbentrop’s
liaison oﬃcer to Oshima, Heinrich Georg
Stahmer, had conﬁrmed that the US government was known to be reading Ambassador Nomura’s cypher messages from
Washington. On May  Japanese foreign
minister Matsuoka asked the German ambassador for his source on this leakage;
Matsuoka also notiﬁed Washington by purple of these suspicions but Nomura replied
the same day, in purple, that he did not
share them.Tokyo nevertheless instructed
its embassies including those in Washington, Bangkok, and Rome (still in purple)
to ‘use  regulations for A and B code
machines until further notice.’ On May 
Nomura then conﬁrmed to Tokyo (by Tel.
No. , again in purple) that he had now



conﬁrmed that the US were ‘reading some
of our codes’; this message was translated
the next day by the US codebreakers (na,
rg., ﬁle srh.). Perhaps after reading these exchanges Japan’s opponents
should have viewed with a jaundiced eye
any message encyphered in purple. See
too Dr Ruth Harris, ‘The magic leaks of
 and the Japanese–American Relations,’ in Paciﬁc Quarterly, vol. lxi, Feb ,
–; and na, rg., ﬁle srh..
18 Lord Halifax wrote in his secret diary on
Jul , : ‘I still think, though, myself
that they [the Japanese] are cautious people, and I shall not feel sure until they have
actually done it.’
19 Adm.William D Leahy diary, Jul , 
(Libr. of Congress, Manuscript Division,
Fleet-Adm. William D Leahy papers, reel
) (hereafter: Leahy diary).
20 Cadogan diary, Jul –, .
21 Pownall diary, Jul , .
22 War Cabinet, Joint Planning Staﬀ, report,
‘Japanese Southward Move,’ JP () ,
Jul ; Pound to Eden, Jul ; J C
Sterndale Bennett, minute, Jul , 
(fo./). The Times, Jul ,  (Diplomatic Correspondent’s report), , .
We shall meet Sir John Sterndale Bennett
(–) again: he headed the FO Far
Eastern dept. –; had an unidentiﬁed
role, presumably in Intelligence, –;
and was again FE head –.
23 WSC to Ismay for COS Committee,
M./, Jul ,  (prem.//a).
24 Wickard diary, Jul , . It is evident
from the papers of Ickes, FDR’s secretary
of the interior (and ‘Petroleum Coordinator’), that he was also one of the prime
movers behind the subsequent oil embargo
against Japan. FDR assured Ickes that his
idea was only to ‘slip the noose around Japan’s neck and give it a jerk now and then.’



     

Ickes diary, Jun , , .
25 Cited in United States Seventy-Ninth
Congress, Hearings Before the Joint Committee on the Investigation of the Pearl Harbor Attacks (Washington, ) (hereafter Pearl
Harbor Hearings), part , f.
26 Halifax diary, Jul , 
27 War Cabinet, Jul , , conf. annexe,
minute .
28 Cadogan diary, Jul , .
29 Eden diary, Jul , .
30 Ashley Clarke, Far Eastern dept., FO,
‘From the Burma Road Crisis to Pearl
Harbor,’ Feb , para.  (fo./
).
31 Ibid., para. .
32Wickard diary, Jul , ; cf. MBPH, vol.
ii, Nos. –. FDR had also assured Ambassador Nomura that he did not want the
embargo to include oil supplies to Japan.
33 Colville diary, Jul –, .
34 Hopkins to FDR, Jul  (FDR Libr., microﬁlm , ﬀ); cf. Hopkins to WSC, Jul
,  (prem.//). Churchill, vol.
iii, , etc., repeatedly gave the impression that FDR had singlehandedly initiated
the embargo, and that Britain and Holland
had merely joined in.The passages in which
he examines cause () and eﬀect (ﬀ)
are widely separated in his memoirs, and
they make no reference to his own and
Hopkins’s role in egging FDR on.
35 Tokyo (Toyoda) to London, No. , Jul
; repeated to Ottawa, No. , translated Aug . MBPH, vol. ii, No. . Nomura (Washington) to Tokyo, Jul , 
(na, rg., ﬁle srdj.).
36 COS paper, Jul ; cf. cab./.
37 Ashley Clarke, see note .
38 Nevile Butler, head of the FO’s North
American dept., minuted in Jan ,
‘This [the July  imposition of sanctions] was the decisive step.’ In a highly

signiﬁcant memorandum, he recommended that they ‘record where the initiative lay.’ J O Ashley Clarke suggested,
‘The initiative for making the measure so
rigid as to amount to an embargo came
from the US’ ‘It wd. be of historical interest,’ Butler however deﬁned on Jan ,
, ‘to have on record where the initiative mainly lay for the decision in July to
freeze Jap. assets and impose the embargo.
My impression is that it was ourselves and
the US thinking alike’ (fo./).
39 Pearl Harbor Hearings, vol. xii, .
40 Wickard diary, Aug , .
41 Churchill, vol. iii, f.
42 Eden to Halifax, Aug , , cited in
cab./, fol. .
43 Ismay, minute, Aug  (prem.//);
COS ()  and COS () nd meeting, minute  (cab./); and Amery diary, Aug , : ‘[Tom] Phillips, for Admiralty, opposed [to warning the Japanese]
and suggested that even if they occupied
Kra we should do nothing, as we are so
helpless at sea out there, and wait till the
Americans came in. . . ! I would certainly
sack Pound and Phillips at once..’
44 Welles used the word in a memo on his
talk with Cadogan, Aug  (na, State dept.
ﬁles, . European War, /
–/); see too L C Hollis, record
of conversations between WSC and FDR,
Aug ,  (COS(R), in Beaverbrook
papers, D.).
45 Stimson diary, Aug , , .
46 Record of Anglo–US chiefs of staﬀ conference, Aug , .This also shows the
British chiefs of staﬀ endorsing Stark’s suggestion that Lend–Lease be ‘rearranged’
so that the B-s earmarked for Britain
should stream across the Paciﬁc to the
Philippines instead (na, rg., item No.
, ﬁle b).
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of staﬀ the next day: L C Hollis, record of
COS meeting, Aug , : a.m. (COS
(R) , in Beaverbrook papers, D.); cf.
WSC to Eden, Aug , : Churchill,
vol. iii, f. And see US dept. of State,
FRUS, Japan, , vol. ii, .
48 Cadogan to Eden, Aug , , in Dilks,
op. cit., .
49 Col. Frank Knox to his wife, Aug , 
(Library of Congress, Frank Knox papers,
box : ‘Letters Frank to Annie Knox,
–’).
50 Stimson diary, Aug , .
51 A note on his talk with Hull is in Henry
Wallace’s diary, May , .
52 FDR to WSC, Aug ,  (FDR Libr.,
microﬁlm , ).
53 Mackenzie King diary, Aug , , 
54 Dalton diary, Aug , .
55 See Craigie’s telegram from Tokyo to the
FO, Aug ; on Sep  he added that the
Japanese foreign minister had oﬃcially
protested about WSC’s references to Japan, and the FO’s minutes indicate that
they agreed that the prime minister’s remarks were ‘not helpful’ (fo./).
On Aug  Craigie talked with foreign
minister Adm. Tijiro Toyoda and became
convinced, as he reported to London, that
Toyoda remained well disposed toward
Britain, and sincerely hoped,‘insofar as the
situation would permit,’ to prevent any
break with Britain. Craigie added that he
was more than ever convinced that the
policy of ‘keeping Japan guessing’ was a
mistake under present conditions, and that
Britain could gain more by a frank and
open discussion of their mutual diﬃculties. See Grew’s report to State dept., No.
, Tokyo, Aug ; reprinted in FRUS,
, vol. iv, The Far East, –. On Dec
,  the State dept. asked the US em-
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investigations (misﬁled in na, rg.84, US
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ﬁle ‘ EAC’).
56 Grew quoted the Japanese editorials in
his Tel. to the State dept., Aug , .
57 Dalton diary, Aug , . The minutes
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ministers are in cab./.
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 (prem.//).
59 MBPH, vol. iii, No. .
60 Ibid., No. .
61 Ibid., Nos. ﬀ.
62 Ibid., No. .
63 Berlin (Oshima) to Tokyo, No. , Aug
; British intercept No. ,, dated
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wsc, .viii.’ ‘The Americans,’ conﬁrmed
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64 Mackenzie King diary, Aug , , .
65 Edwards diary, Aug – (Churchill College, Cambridge: Ralph Edwards papers,
REDW./) (hereafter: Edwards diary);
WSC to Pound, Aug ,  (adm./
); cf. Churchill, vol. iii, ﬀ and appendix K, ﬀ.
66 Menzies to WSC, Aug , in Gilbert, vol.
vi, . Cf. Edwards diary, Aug , .
67WSC to Pound, M./ (cab./)
and M., Aug ,  (adm./).
68 WSC to Pound, M./, ‘action this
day,’ Aug ,  (adm./). Pound,
alarmed, wrote the next day to his staﬀ,
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69 Edwards diary, Aug ; Pound to WSC,
Aug ,  (adm./).
70 WSC to Pound, Aug ,  (prem./
/; Pound’s records, adm./);
and Churchill, vol. iii,  and .
71 Ibid.
72 Eden diary, Sep ,  (Avon papers,
..).
73 Eden to WSC, Sep , , with WSC’s
marginal comments (prem.//a).
74 Stimson diary, Sep , , , .
75 Halifax to WSC Oct  ‘secret and personal’ (Hickleton papers, A.. .).
76 Halifax to WSC, Oct , ‘not sent’ (ibid.).
77 Stimson to FDR, Oct  (FDR Libr.,
PSF). A copy is also in na, rg., Stimson
Safe ﬁle, folder: ‘White House Correspondence.’ See too the memorandum for
Gen. Marshall, ‘Strategic Air Oﬀensive
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rg., Marshall’s ﬁles.
78 FDR to Hopkins, Oct ,  (FDR
Libr., PSF).
79 Stimson diary, Oct , .
: The ‘Nigger in the Woodpile’
1 Colville diary, Sep , .
2 Harvey diary, Sep , , , , Oct .
3 Operational Record Book, RAF Fighter
Command, War Room log (air./;
and see ﬁles , ).
4WSC to Stalin, Sep ,  (prem.//
; Sov.-angliiskiye, vol. i, ﬀ).
5 WSC to Beaverbrook, Sep  (cab./
); WSC directive for Anglo–American–Russian conference, Sep , 
(cab./).
6 Eden diary, Sep , .

7 Brazzaville interview of Aug , :
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8 Colville diary, Aug , Sep , .
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, : p.m. (fo./).
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).
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21 W H B Mack minute, Sep ; and record
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,  (fo./ and prem./
/; the latter ﬁle contains de Gaulle’s
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22 Morton to Mack, Sep ,  (fo./
).
23 Morton to Mack, Sep ,  (ibid.).
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Morton to WSC, Sep  (prem./,
‘[Morton] minutes to PM, –’).This
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can now be seen in prem.//.
25 Colville diary, Sep , and PM’s card, Sep
, . On Oct , it records Gen. de
Gaulle and Major Morton seeing WSC.
26 Morton to WSC, Sep ,  (fo./
). See too the papers in prem./
/.
27 WSC to Eden, M./, Sep , 
(prem.//).
28 Halifax secret diary, Sep , . He
kept this record separately from the informal daily typed record which he circulated to his family (Hickleton papers,
A...) (hereafter: Halifax secret diary).
29 Martin diary, Sep , , and letters.
30 Colville diary; and PM’s card.
31 For the Coventry raid see: Operational
Record Book, RAF Fighter Command,
War Room log (air./; and see ﬁles
, ); and Martin diary, Nov ,
.
32 WSC to Portal, Sep ,  (Portal papers, ; air./ and cab./).
33 Portal to WSC, Oct ,  (Portal papers, ; air./).
34 War Cabinet, Oct ; Portal to Sinclair,
Oct ,  (air./).
35 Cecil King diary, Oct , .
36 WSC to Portal, M//, Oct  (air./
, Sinclair’s ﬁle on bombing policy,
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); Churchill, vol. iii, . Telegram
from D Kelly (Berne) to FO, Oct , ,
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Pierse, C-in-C, Bomber Command, for
observations.
37 PM’s card, Oct .
38 Portal to WSC, Oct ,  (air./
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was due to see WSC at  p.m. on Oct .
39 Portal to WSC, Oct ,  (prem./
/a).
40 L C Hollis to J M Martin, Oct , 
(prem.//).
41 Tedder to Portal, Oct ,  (Arthur
Tedder papers, courtesy of Prof. the Lord
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(hw./).
47 Lord Hankey diary, Oct , 
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Hankey diary).
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53 For the Russian record on Beaverbrook’s
Moscow conferences see Sov.-angliiskiye,
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cab./. Cf. Harriman, vol. i, .
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//; Sov.-angliiskiye, vol. i, f).
Churchill, vol. iii, .
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57 Bruce Lockhart diary, Oct , .
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papers, /).
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63 Eden diary, Oct , .
64 Pownall diary, Oct , .
65 Harvey diary, Oct , .
66 Brooke diary, Oct ,  (Alanbrooke
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70 WSC to Keyes, Oct , ; Martin diary.
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(Cunningham papers, Add. MS ).
72 Pownall diary, Sep , .
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(King’s College London, Ismay papers,

IV/key, /b).
74 Pound to Cunningham, Nov , 
(Cunningham papers, Add. MS ).
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(prem.//); Churchill, vol. iii, .
Philip Ziegler, Mountbatten (London,
), chapter .
76 Cadogan diary, Oct , .
77 Harvey diary.
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79 Chequers register, Oct , .
80 WSC to Stalin, Oct ,  (prem./
/); Sov.-angliiskiye, vol. i, f; and
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Pownall diary, Oct –; Harvey diary,
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82 Eden diary, Oct , .
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III, B., vol. .
84 WSC to Auchinleck, Oct , ;
Churchill, vol. iii, f.
85 WSC to FDR, initialed ‘wsc .x.[]’
(FDR Libr., microﬁlm , ). The enclosed extract from Auchinleck’s letter to
WSC is endorsed by FDR,‘Brought to me
by A***, man from WSC, Oct , .’
86 Eden diary, Oct , .
87 WSC to FDR, Oct ,  (FDR Libr.,
microﬁlm , ﬀ); cf. Churchill, vol. iii,
ﬀ.
88 Defence committee (Operations) meeting, Oct ,  (cab./). Cf. COS history, cab./, fol. .
89 Cadogan diary, Oct , .
90 Pownall diary, Oct ; Brooke notes on
Oct . Cf. Gen. Sir Frederick Pile, Ack-

     
Ack (London, ), . The PM’s card
shows a twice-postponed visit by WSC to
the AA in Richmond Park with Gen. Pyle
[sic] on Oct ; the Chequers register
records Pile staying there that night with
Nye and Lieut. Gen. G M MacReady (Asst.
CIGS), and again on Nov , .
91 Harvey diary, Oct , .
92 Taylor, Beaverbrook, : Crozier’s note on
the interview (Beaverbrook papers).
93 WSC to Auchinleck, Oct , 
(prem./).
94 Randolph Churchill to WSC, Oct ,
; quoted in Gilbert, vol. vi, .
95 WSC to Auchinleck, Oct , ; cited
in Gilbert, vol. vi, ; cf.WSC to Lyttelton, Oct : Churchill, vol. iii, ﬀ.
96 WSC to Lyttelton, Oct : Churchill, vol.
iii, ﬀ.
97 Cadogan diary, Oct –; Harvey, Oct
; Bruce Lockhart; War Cabinet meeting, Oct . PM’s card, Oct , .
98 WSC memo, Mar ,  (cab./
).
99 WSC to FDR, Oct ,  (FDR Libr.,
microﬁlm , ﬀ); Churchill, vol. iii,
.
100 Pownall diary, Oct , .
101 Harvey diary, Oct , .
102 WSC to Cripps, Oct ; Churchill, vol.
iii, . WSC to Cripps, Oct , 
(ibid., f). Harvey diary, Nov , .
103 Greenwood told Kingsley Martin, editor of the New Statesman, who repeated it
to Cecil King: diary, Oct , .
104 WSC to Randolph Churchill, Oct ,
; cited by Gilbert, vol. vi, . The
register of guests shows Harvie-Watt at
Chequers on Oct  :–: a.m.;
the PM’s card shows at  a.m. a ‘Demonstration’ at No.  Downing-street.
105 Somerville diary, Oct –,  (Churchill College, SMVL./).



10 6 Somerville’s letters to Adm.
Cunningham (Cunningham papers, Add.
MS ). He confuses the dates and
omits the year, but begins the letter of ‘Oct
’ (in reality perhaps Nov ) with the
words,‘That was a pretty wet project I was
called home to discuss,’ and he mentions
the presence of ‘Alex & Steve’ (Alexander
and Stevenson). Their presence is established by his diary, and by the hand-written register of weekend guests at Chequers, Oct , .
107 Somerville to Cunningham, ‘Jun ’ (?)
(Cunningham papers, Add. MS ).
108 See the description of Brooke in Jacob’s
diary, page  (jacb./).
109 Ismay, interviewed by Sir Arthur Bryant
(Alanbrooke papers, /xi//).
110 Brooke, quoted by Lady Brookeborough
in letter to MCL, Jul  (Alanbrooke
papers, /xi//).
111 Brooke notes on Oct , .
112 Churchill, vol. iii, ; WSC to Ismay,
Oct ,  (ibid.), .
113 Cadogan diary, Oct ; Somerville diary, Oct ; Somerville to Cunningham,
‘Oct ’ (Nov ?),  (Cunningham papers, Add. MS ).
114 Cited in Leahy diary, Oct , . FDR
also spoke of another document in his possession which ‘revealed’ Hitler’s plans to
abolish all religions and impose Mein Kampf
in place of the Bible. ‘In place of the Cross
of Christ will be put two symbols, the
swastika and the naked sword.’ When the
White House required the War dept. to
produce the originals of these alleged
documents however, they could not be
found. Adolph Berle (diary, FDR Libr.)
learned to his dismay that the source was
William Stephenson (‘intrepid’), head of
British Intelligence operations in North
America. Warning Cordell Hull about



     

these British forgeries, Berle wrote, ‘I believe that the British Intelligence probably
has been giving attention to creating as
many “incidents” as possible to aﬀect public opinion here. . . Consequently before
we shoot oﬀ I think we should have some
check.’ Cf. Cave Brown, Menzies, .
115 The NewYork Daily Mirror had ﬁrst published such a map on Aug , ‘said to be
identical with maps found in a raid on a
German welfare association headquarters
in Rosario, Argentina on Aug ,’ showing
South America divided into only three
zones; after FDR’s broadcast the NewYork
PM reproduced on Oct ,  a map
published by the ‘Munich Institute of Geopolitics’ dividing South America into ﬁve
numbered zones. For a ﬁle on the (unsuccessful) search for the original of the ‘secret map made in Germany by Hitler’s
Government’ see FDR Libr., PSF, box ,
folder ‘Germany –.’ This includes
a map of ‘Südamerika ,’ divided into
four zones, torn out of Otto Tannenberg’s
 book Großdeutschland; Donovan was
notiﬁed that Professor Karl Haushofer’s
Zeitschrift für Geopolitik had been searched
for such a map without luck.
: Really Not Quite Normal
1 Craigie to F.O., No. , Nov , 
(cab./). He added that Shigemitsu
had recently told him that the British government had conﬁrmed before he left London that they were leaving the conduct of
Far East policy to Washington. ‘I have received no record of such a statement,’
complained Craigie.
2 War Cabinet Oct ,WM () , Minute
, conf. annexe; cf. COS () , annexe
ii. On Sep , , inviting Canada to
supply two battalions of troops to

strengthen the garrison at Hongkong, he
expressed the belief that the Japanese were
showing ‘a certain weakness’ in their attitude, which made it seem less forlorn to
reinforce such a little ‘outpost.’
3 Churchill, vol. iii, .
4 Stimson noted on Oct : ‘I told him [Hull]
we needed three months to secure our position and to be protected from an explosion of the Japanese army’ while the USA
was reinforcing the Philippines; cf. his diary for Oct , Nov , , , .
5 Stark to Kimmel, Oct ,  (Pearl
Harbor Hearings, vol. xiv, ). RearAdm. Edwin T Layton, op. cit., , .
6 Tokyo to Honolulu, Sep ; translated Oct
,  (Pearl Harbor Hearings, vol. xii,
ﬀ).
7 The Washington ‘specialists’ were Capt.
Alan Kirk, Director of Naval Intelligence;
Capt. Howard Bode; and Cdr. Laurance F
Saﬀord.Turner had usurped the ONI’s responsibility for disseminating Intelligence.
8 On that date Saﬀord warned Kimmel that
‘purple showed that’ the Japanese embassies had been ordered to destroy their secret papers.
9 Tokyo to Honolulu, No. , Nov ; translated by US army, Dec  (na, rg., ﬁle
srdj.). Honolulu’s reply to Tokyo,
No. , dispatched on Nov , , was
deciphered by the US army on Dec ,
.
10 WM () rd meeting, Minute , conf.
annexe.
11 Pound wrote to WSC on Mar , ,
accepting responsibility (prem./;
Roskill, Admirals, ). WSC tried to shift
the blame in  onto Phillips, writing
to his reluctant naval ghost writer G R G
Allen that his intention had been that the
task force should merely show its face at
Singapore and then ‘disappear into the

     
immense archipelago.’
12 Pound to Cunningham, Oct ; Francis
Brown to Pound’s secretary, Oct , 
(First Sea Lord’s records, adm./).
13 Hart diary, Dec ,  (Hart papers).
He was C-in-C, Asiatic Fleet, based at Manila. On Phillips see also Vice-Adm. John
H Godfrey’s manuscript,  (Naval Historical Branch, London: Godfrey papers),
and the entry by Adm. H G Thursﬁeld in
Dictionary of National Biography.
14 Phillips to Pound, Oct , : in
Roskill, Admirals, .
15 Defence committee (Operations) meeting, Oct ,  (cab./).
16 Halifax to FO, Oct ,  (prem./
/a, fol. ).
17 WSC to FDR, Oct ,  (prem./
/).
18 Tokyo to Nomura, Oct  (Pearl Harbor
Hearings, vol. xii, ); Layton, op. cit., .
Defence committee (Operations) meeting, Oct ,  (cab./).
19 Defence committee (Operations) meeting, Oct ,  (cab./).
20 WSC to Ismay, chiefs of staﬀ, and Dominions Secretary, D./, Oct  (cab.
/). Ismay pointed out, Oct , that
under a long-standing arrangement covering such ﬂeet movements, Washington
had already been informed of Prince of
Wales’ departure on Oct , .
21 PM’s card.
22 PM’s minute in prem.//.
23 FDR to WSC, Oct ; and to Mountbatten, Oct ,  (FDR Libr., microﬁlm , f). The letter concluded,
‘Dicky will tell you of a possibility for your
people to study – to be used only if Pétain
goes and Weygand plays with us.’ WSC
would however minute to Ismay on Oct
, referring to FDR’s ‘lively interest in
Tangier,’ that he himself foresaw compli-



cations with the Spaniards and the French.
Churchill, vol. iii, .
24 Quoted by Philip Ziegler, Mountbatten,
ﬀ. Mountbatten to Lady M., Nov ,
 (ibid.).
25 WSC to DMI (Maj. Gen. F H N
Davidson), m./, and reply, Oct ,
; Davidson appended a secret memo,
‘Autumn–winter weather conditions in
Russia’ (cab./).
26 Cabinet meeting, Oct , .WM ()
, Minute , conf. annexe. PM’s card:
‘ p.m. cabinet (First Sea Lord and First
Lord staying on to talk to PM).  p.m.
D.O. meeting.’
27 War ﬃce to C-in-C, Far East and C-inC, China, Oct , , : a.m. (Special Secret Intelligence Centre papers,
cab./).
28 Halifax secret diary, Oct , .
29 WSC to FDR, Nov , .
30 WSC to Smuts, Nov ,  (adm./
).
31 WSC to Stalin, Nov ,  (fo./;
Sov.-angliiskiye, vol. i, ﬀ; Churchill, vol.
iii, f).
32 Ashley Clarke (see chap. , note ).
33 Roskill to Cunningham, Mar , 
(Cunningham papers, Add. MS ).
34 Roskill to Cunningham, Sep , 
(ibid.).
35 Roskill to Cunningham, Sep , 
(Ibid.). On Dec ,  he wrote: ‘My
ﬁrst vol. is still ﬁrmly jammed by Churchill.’ After it was published, Roskill wrote
on Jun , , ‘Except for WSC (who
exploded with wrath) everyone has been
most kind’ (ibid.).
36 Churchill, vol. iii, .
37 Pound to WSC, Mar ,  (prem./
).
38 Dalton diary, Feb , .
39 Chequers register, Nov , .



     

40 WSC to Pound, Nov  (First Sea Lord’s
records, adm./). On Nov , ,
he had complained to Pound that Prince of
Wales was taking ‘a very long time’ to reach
Capetown (cab./).
41 Amery diary, Oct , , , , , Nov
, , , . On Jan ,  US naval
Intelligence informed the COS that U Saw
was due back in Bangkok on Jan . ‘He
plans on arrival to get into touch with Japanese and with their assistance to set up
Quisling or Free Burma government.’
Hollis cabled to Ismay that WSC would
want India to hold U Saw’s aircraft pending investigation (cab./). For U
Saw’s subsequent detention see prem./
/ and /. He was hanged in .
42 Amery diary, Oct , .
43 PM’s card. His afternoon appointments
were all postponed or cancelled.
44 WSC to FDR, Nov ,  (FDR Libr.,
microﬁlm , ).
45 See for instance the letter of Ralph
Ingersoll, editor of PM, to Bill Donovan,
Oct . ‘There is a smell of trouble in the
air. . . I found my friends in the Tory Party
smug’ (Hopkins papers: Sherwood collection, box , folder ‘Far East’); Cecil
King diary, Aug , ; John Martin letters and Raymond Lee diary, passim.
46 Raymond Lee diary, Nov , .
47 WSC to Pound, Nov  (adm./).
48 Eden diary, Nov , .
49 WSC to Stalin, Nov ,  (fo./;
Sov.-angliiskiye, vol. i, ﬀ; Churchill, vol.
iii, f; WM () , Minute , conf.
annexe).
50 Pownall diary, Nov , .
51 WSC to COS Committee, Nov , ,
minute D./ (prem.//).
52 C to WSC, Nov  (cab./); cf.
Churchill, vol. iii, .
53 Cadogan diary, Nov ,  (Churchill

College).
54 WSC to Sinclair and Portal, M./,
Nov ,  (prem.//; also in
air./); Churchill, vol. iii, .
Sinclair argued that despite the ‘most painful’ bomber losses he hoped WSC would
not ban further raids on Berlin. He spoke
in a draft reply, not sent, of the ‘moral
eﬀect’ of ‘a good attack on Berlin just when
their troops are bogged outside Moscow
and Leningrad and of blowing in windows
and smashing windows just when the winter is coming on’ (ibid.). See also the Special Secret Intelligence Centre ﬁle on
bombing policy (cab./).
55 WSC to Sinclair and Portal, Nov , 
(air./, Sinclair’s ﬁle, ‘Bombing
Policy, –’).
56 Portal to WSC, Nov  (cab./).
57 Amery diary, Nov , , .
58 Ibid., Nov , .
59 WSC to Lord Linlithgow, Nov , :
Churchill, vol. iii, .
60 Amery diary, Nov , .
61 Ibid., Nov , .
62 Ibid., Nov ; and cf. Cadogan diary.
63 Ibid., Nov , , .
64 Elizabeth Layton diary: Gilbert, vol. vi,
.
65 Cecil King diary, Nov , , reporting a conversation with Sinclair.
66 WSC to Alexander and Pound, Nov ,
: Churchill, vol. iii, . He asked for
the actual ﬁgures and planned a special
meeting on the crisis.
67 Eden diary, Nov , .
68 Stalin to WSC, Nov ,  (Sov.angliiskiye, vol. i, f; English translation
in prem.//).
69 PM’s card, Nov ; Eden diary, Nov ,
.
70 Cabinet meeting, Nov , .WM ()
, Minute , conf. annexe (revise).

     
71 Eden diary, Nov , .
72 Ibid., Nov , .
73 Pound to WSC, Nov ,  (cab./
 and adm./).
74 Smuts to WSC, Nov ,  (prem./
/).
75 Lord Camrose to his son, Nov , :
Gilbert, vol. vi, .
76 WSC to Dowding, Nov ; and note by
Dowding on his stay at Chequers, Nov –
,  (RAF Museum, Hendon: Sir
Hugh Dowding papers).
77 Harvie-Watt, Most of My Life (London,
), .
78 Amery diary, Nov ; Eden diary, Nov
, . ‘There was talk of Nye to succeed him, and P.J. [Grigg], rather unexpectedly, favoured this.’
79 Ismay, interviewed by Bryant (Alanbrooke
papers, /xi//). Chequers register.
Pownall diary, Nov , : ‘It is hardly
a credible tale, and really rather unworthy. . . But the PM is like that; he exercises his patronage in very peculiar directions and with little regard to the
ordinary decencies.’
80 Brooke diary, Nov ; Hankey diary, Nov
, , reporting a conversation with
Dill (Churchill College, Cambridge: Lord
Hankey’s papers). (hereafter: Hankey diary).
81 WM () , Minute , conf. annexe.
82 Hankey diary, Nov , .
83 Eden diary, Nov , .
84 Cripps to WSC, and reply, Nov , 
(prem.//).
85 WSC to Stalin, Nov , : Churchill,
vol. iii, .
86 Eden diary, Nov , .
87 Stalin to WSC, Nov  (prem.//).
WSC refers to a meeting between Maisky
and Eden on Nov : Churchill, vol. iii,
. For Maisky’s account, Nov , see



Sov.-angliiskiye, vol. i, f. The PM’s card
indicates a further meeting with Maisky
on Nov , , but there are no Soviet
or British accounts of this.
88 WSC to Mannerheim, Nov , forwarded
via the US Legation in Helsinki (prem./
/); Cadogan diary, Nov , .
89 WSC to Eden, Nov ,  (ibid., and
Churchill, vol. iii, ).
90 Eden to WSC, Nov ,  (prem./
/).
91 WSC to Eden, Dec ,  (ibid.).
92 Defence committee (Operations) meeting, Dec  (cab./). Amery diary, Dec
. The PM’s card has these entries: Dec :
‘: [deleted: Cabinet ] Defence Ctee.’
Dec : ‘ p.m. Cabinet . . . : Maisky.
 p.m. staﬀ conference.’ Dec , :
‘: M Maisky.’ (The ‘staﬀ conference’
was a term ﬁrst used by WSC to describe
‘O’ (Operations) meetings of the COS
Committee on Dec . It ﬁrst appears on
the PM’s card on Dec ).
93 Amery diary, Dec , .
94 Mannerheim to WSC, Dec , received
: p.m., Dec  (prem.//). Churchill, vol. iii,  oddly says he received it
Dec , .
95 Eden to WSC, Dec ,  (prem./
/).
96 Halifax to FO, Dec , received  p.m.; J
M M[artin], minute, Dec , : a.m.
(ibid.).
: Westward Look
1 WSC to FDR, Oct ; Churchill, vol. iii,
f. WSC to FDR, Nov , , midnight (FDR Libr., microﬁlm , ﬀ;
); it went at triple priority (na,
rg., Records maintained by Ambassador Winant, –).
2 Rommel to OKW, Nov , ; Church-



     

ill, vol. iii, f.
3 ultra intercept OL., Nov , ;
cited in Hinsley, vol. ii, .
4 Martin diary, Nov , ; PM’s card.
5 Hankey diary, Nov , .
6 WSC to Auchinleck, Nov , ; Gilbert, vol. vi, .
7 Auchinleck and Tedder to WSC, Nov ,
 (Tedder papers).
8 Hankey diary, Nov ; Nicolson diary, Nov
, : ‘I dread these forecasts.’
9 Auchinleck toWSC, Nov ; Churchill, vol.
iii, ; Gilbert, vol. vi, .
10 WSC to Auchinleck, Nov , ; Gilbert, vol. vi, .
11 Intercept CX/MSS//T., Nov ,
 (hw./). ‘Attached messages
were taken over to PM direct, by CSS,
...’
12 WSC to Adm. Cunningham, Nov ,
; Churchill, vol. iii, ; cf. Hinsley,
vol. ii, f.
13 CX/MSS//T., Nov , 
(hw./).
14 Auchinleck to WSC, Nov , ;
Churchill, vol. iii, .
15 Lyttelton to WSC, Nov , ; Gilbert,
vol. vi, ; Lyttelton, f.
16WSC to Lyttelton, Nov ; Churchill, vol.
iii, ; Eden diary, Nov , .
17 WSC to Auchinleck, Nov , ;
Churchill, vol. iii, .
18 Amery diary, Nov , , .
19 Ibid., Dec , : ‘. . . A most unnecessary waste of time and generation of heat
owing toWinston’s refusal to accept things
as they are and not as they were in .’
20 WSC to Auchinleck, Nov , ; Gilbert, vol. vi, .
21 WSC to Auchinleck, Nov , , :
p.m.; Churchill, vol. iii, . He wrote
untruthfully, ‘Neither I nor the CIGS was
convinced, but we did not press our point.’

22 WSC to Auchinleck, Nov , ; Gilbert, vol. vi, .
23 Forwarded in signal, Auchinleck to WSC,
Nov , ; Churchill, vol. iii, .
24 Barrington-Ward diary, Dec ; PM’s card.
: Gaps in the Archives
1 Prof. D C Watt, ‘Was War with Japan Necessary?’ in The Daily Telegraph, Jul , .
2 A pencilled entry in Morgenthau diary, Nov
,  (FDR Library, Henry R Morgenthau papers, page ).
3 The British government has still (Aug )
withdrawn fol.  from the First Sea
Lord’s ‘Report on the Loss of the Prince of
Wales,’ dated Jan ,  – the Appendix
II which reproduces ‘signals giving information on the movements of the Japanese
ﬂeet’ around Dec  and ,  (prem./
/). A second copy of the same report
(adm./) refers on fol.  to Appendix II, but again the Appendix is missing. There is a third copy of the report in
the same ﬁle, diﬀerently typed, circulated
to the Board of Admiralty by H V M[arkham] with an index on fol.  listing:‘Appendix II. Copies of Important Signals
made just prior to and after Force Z sailed.’
This is a diﬀerent Appendix II from the one
which has been withdrawn.
4 Stimson diaries, passim. The retyping was
perhaps done in November  – by a
secretary using a diﬀerent typewriter, indenting eleven character-spaces instead of
ﬁve, leaving three spaces after each period,
and with other idiosyncrasies quite diﬀerent from Stimson’s  private secretary.
Historians should also note that there are
two versions of Stimson’s letter to FDR
dated Nov , : one in his ‘Philippines’ ﬁle (Yale Univ. Libr.) and in the
Cordell Hull papers (Library of Congress),

     
and another with signiﬁcant additions in
his ﬁle of correspondence with FDR, dated
Nov , .
5 Probably in September . Hopkins’s
memo on the events of Dec ,  is in
the Hopkins papers, microﬁlm . It emphasises FDR’s more angelic qualities, e.g.,
‘The President discussed at some length
his eﬀorts to keep the country out of the
war and his earnest desire to complete his
administration without war. . . ’
On Sep ,  Hopkins would write
to FDR: ‘I was sorry to learn from Bob
Patterson that you had been worried by
rumors as to what the Army Pearl Harbor
Board might ﬁnd in its report. The Congressional Joint Resolution directing the
creation of such a board was passed while
I was in Europe, and the Board was appointed before I returned. . . I found
awaiting me a request to appear before it.
I postponed my appearance until now in
order that I should have time to make a
careful study of the documents and thus
make an appearance which would answer
any possible false rumors that have arisen.’
He continued, ‘This morning I was before the Board for two hours and a
half. . . I felt at the end of the hearing that
they were satisﬁed with my account of the
sequence of events. I had the advantage . . . of having kept a daily account of
my meetings and work during the critical
period. . . For myself I can hardly imagine a picture of more close co-operation
and anxious desire to warn our outposts
of impending attack than was shown by
this documented record.’ He recalled that
FDR was ‘painstaking on the job throughout that period’ (FDR Libr., PSF, box ,
folder ‘Germany -’).
6 PRO ﬁles, defe. series.
7 Ministry of Defence to the late John



Costello, quoted in The Sunday Telegraph,
Aug , ; Foreign & Commonwealth
Oﬃce to the late James Rusbridger, Sep
, . The ‘weeders’ removed even
innocuous ‘BJs,’ e.g., from prem.//b,
‘Movements of Jap Minister for Foreign
Aﬀairs,’ Feb .The special messages to
which Ismay referred in this ﬁle, clearly
magics or ‘BJs,’ were sealed until the year
. This ﬁle has been re-sealed for 
years since we reviewed it.
8 Pownall diaries, op. cit. A box of Pownall’s
diaries is in Churchill College, Cambridge – but not those for the war years.
9 prem.//, also closed for  years.
Warren F Kimball, in ‘Churchill and
Roosevelt:The Personal Equation,’ in Prologue,Washington DC, Fall , f, also
ﬁnds that these ‘omissions from the premier  records are suggestive.’ File
prem.//a, which is open, is catalogued as containing records from Sep
 to May , but now includes only
those from Dec ,  to Jul , .
10 PRO series fo..The foreign oﬃce has
not provided any explanation to us. The
ﬁle is also missing from the Avon papers.
11 The Times reported on Nov ,  that
James Rusbridger and the Far East
codebreaking expert Cdr. Eric Nave had
claimed in Betrayal at Pearl Harbor that British codebreakers had intercepted Japanese
signals which alerted them to an imminent
Japanese attack on Hawaii. Cdr. Denniston
wrote to Taylor on Dec ,  that he
knew little about the work being done by
the FECB at Singapore; the bureau was still
functioning under Shaw, he wrote, but not
enjoying much success except with the
Japanese consular codes. ‘That is why we
and Washington are concentrating on research into Japanese naval and military cyphers’ (hw./).



     

12 This was Anthony Best, lecturer in international history at the LSE, quoted in The
Daily Telegraph, Jul , .
13 WSC to FDR, Nov ; this was transmitted as US embassy Tel.  to Washington at six a.m. (na, State dept. ﬁle ./
); despatched from the FO to Washington as No. , Nov , , :
a.m. (fo./). In the State dept’s
index of telegrams received from its embassy in London two items are not accounted for between Tels. No. , (six
a.m). and No. , (midnight), namely
telegrams No. , and No. ,.
14 Gilbert, vi, . There is a tell-tale reference in the next paragraph to Nov ,
 as ‘the same day.’
15 For the record, the seven ‘BJs’ were Nos.
,, ,, ,, ,,
,, ,, , (hw./).
16 For the American ﬁles see e.g., na, rg.,
ﬁle srh., papers released in .
17 GC&CS report for , Jan , 
(hw./).
18 Unsigned memorandum to GC&CS director, Oct ,  (hw./).
19 C to DNI and ACAS(I), C/, Nov ,
 (hw./).
20 Admiralty to C-in-C, Home Fleet, and
others, Dec ,  (adm./).
21 Admiralty to C-in-C, Mediterranean, Jan
, . ‘Our sources of intelligence and
most secret methods of acquiring it should
not be divulged’ to US representatives
(adm./).
22 Draft signal by C to AOC-in-C Middle
East, Jun , ; Group Capt. F W Winterbotham to Hut , undated (hw./).
23 Butler, Washington, Tel No.  to FO,
Dec ,  (hw./). Signal DNI to
Flag Oﬃcer Commanding, rd Battle
Sqdn, Halifax, ca Dec , : ‘A party
of US oﬃcers consisting of Lieut. Col.

Freeman [sic. Friedman], Lieut. Col.
Rosen, Lieut. Currier, USNR, and one
other naval oﬃcer, together with six cases
of very valuable mechanical equipment
will shortly arrive from Washington for
embarkation in Royal Sovereign or Revenge
for UK. . .’ (hw./).
24 Denniston to Maj G Stevens, Nov , 
(hw./).
25 Denniston, notes, Aug ,  (hw./
).
26 In hw./. On July , Capt. Harold G
Hayes, the American Signals Corps custodian of codes, turned over a bundle of
technical papers to the British – mostly
World War I code books and items including ‘The Zimmermann Telegram of Jan ,
 and its Cryptographic Background.’
And see Capt. Laurance F Safford, usn
ret., A Brief History of Communications Intelligence in the United States, Mar  (NA,
rg., srh-).
27 Denniston, notes, Aug  (hw./).
28 Denniston to Hastings, Aug , 
(hw./).
29 Denniston (see note ).
30 Report by Lieut. Col. J H Tiltman on his
visit to North America during March and
April  (hw./).
31 Denniston’s report on US trip, Oct ,
 (hw./). Denniston later said he
found the Americans – apart from their
magniﬁcent work on purple – scratching
at the outside of the Italian, French, and
South American problems. He subsequently sent them all he knew about these
as well as the French Colonial, Brazilian,
Portuguese, Swedish, and other cyphers
they had penetrated. Denniston to Maj G
Stevens, Nov ,  (hw./). Denniston’s complaint was that the US war
dept. kept him in the dark as to what further progress they had made.

     
32 Notes on conference held Aug , 
(hw./); for further  messages
between Bletchley Park and Cdr. Nave in
Melbourne, relating to his work on Japanese naval codes, see also /, /, and
. Nave appears to have operated on a
loose rein. On May ,  he reported
success with the naval code .
33 Notes by Cdr. Denniston after his return
from USA, Aug  (hw./).
34 Ibid.
35 Denniston to Hastings, Oct , 
(hw./).
36 Denniston to C, Oct  (hw./).
37 Adm. Sir Charles Little, British Admiralty
Delegation, Washington, to Pound, ‘most
secret,’ Dec ,  (adm./).
38 Hastings (Washington) to CSS, Tel. CXG
No. –, Nov  (hw./). The
Nov ,  meeting was also attended
by Gen. Olmstead and Captain Wilkinson.
39 CSS to Hastings (Washington), CXG No.
 – , Dec ,  (hw./). Hastings was due to leave Washington shortly.
40 [Hastings] telegram Washington to CSS,
CXG No.  –, Nov  (hw./).
41 Adm. Sir Charles Little (BAD) Washington to Pound, ‘most secret,’ Dec , 
(adm./).
42 [Denniston], untitled MS (Churchill College, Denniston papers, /).
43 Ibid. It is signiﬁcant that on May , 
Ismay suggested toWSC that they suppress
the phrase ‘based on our own best sources
in Melbourne’ in a message about Intelligence on imminent Japanese naval operations (‘those against Midway Island are
certain’) (prem.//). Nave, the Australian based at Melbourne, had lived in
Japan in the s and helped to found
the Japanese section of GC&CS in ,
the forerunner of Bletchley Park. For references to the work and ‘some success’ of



Nave and ‘two young Australian military
oﬃcers’ and a math professor from Melbourne University, see Col. G E Grimsdale’s report on his visit to Australia, Oct
–,  (wo./).
44 GC&CS comments on   of draft
history, ‘The American Alliance,’
.. (hw./).
45 See na, rg., ﬁle srh., , and
srh., ﬀ. Layton, op. cit., , quotes
the opinions of three experts on this and
on  cites a memo by Saﬀord dated May
, , to be found in na, rg., Pearl
Harbor Liaison Oﬃce ﬁles, box .
46 Rusbridger and Nave, interviewed in The
Independent, London, Mar  and , ,
based on the MS of their unpublished book
Codebreaker Extraordinary.
47 Rusbridger, interviewed by Daily Telegraph, Aug , .
48 Denniston to Hastings, Dec , 
(hw./). At this stage the GC&CS liaison on purple seems to have been with
the US navy dept. only; the US war dept.
was not supplied with British data for several months. On one message from
Stephenson to C, Feb , , Bletchley
Park noted: ‘I do not know if the American Army cryptographic party know that
we are reading Japanese BJs.’ On Feb ,
, GC&CS minuted that their co-operation with the US war dept. on purple
was ‘complete’ (hw./).
49 WSC’s  ﬁle on Japanese oil stocks
was closed until ; access was repeatedly refused to us even then. In  it
was listed as ‘missing,’ then located in the
PRO safe room, and ﬁnally released
relabelled ‘ Japan’ and containing only
two innocuous items: Admiralty to Adm.
Little, Mar , requesting data on Japanese
oil stocks in Philippines; and the reply, Mar
, , endorsed: ‘Surely you won’t



     

bother the PM with this?’ (prem.//
b). Quite so.
50 Tokyo to Nomura, Nov ; sis.,
translated by US army, Nov ,  (na,
rg., ﬁle srdj.).
51 Pearl Harbor Hearings, vol. xii,  and .
The US army had intercepted one part of
a three-part message, Tokyo to Washington, No. , Nov , and translated it Nov
 (na, rg., ﬁle srdj.). Stimson
summarised these messages in his diary on
Nov , : the Japanese, he noted, were
sending an emissary with ‘a proposal impossible of acceptance.’Matters seemed to
be coming to a head. He discussed it on
the sixth with FDR who said he would
think up something to say to the emissary
which would ‘give us further time.’
52 Tokyo to Nomura, Nov , , intercept sis., transl. by US army, in Pearl
Harbor Hearings, vol. xii, , , , .
53 Churchill, vol. iii, . See e.g., the British magic intercept No. ,, dated
Aug ,  of Oshima (Berlin) to Tokyo, No. , Aug  (HWI/). WSC
noted, ‘In view of the fact that the Americans themselves gave us the key to the Japanese messages, it seems probable the President knows this already.’
54 Pownall diary, Nov , .
55 Cf. Halifax secret diary, Oct , :‘The
Americans claim to have sure information
that the Japanese are going to start an attack on Yunnan on the nd November. I
am told that this does not cause the Chinese much anxiety. . . ’
56 Chiang Kai-shek to WSC: Churchill, vol.
iii, .
57 Cabinet meeting, Nov , .WM ()
, minute (), conf. annexe.
58 WSC to FDR, Nov ,  (FDR Libr.,
microﬁlm , ); Churchill, vol. iii,
f.

59 FDR’s cabinet of Nov , in Wickard diary, Nov , .‘Several times during the
discussion,’Wickard’s note continues, ‘the
President indicated that he did not expect
to declare war against Germany or Japan
but intended to carry on undeclared war
by shooting on the seas to protect American commerce.’
60 Possibly the magics had been brought to
WSC by William Stephenson himself;
there is a ‘Mr Stephenson’ recorded on the
PM’s card at : p.m. on Nov , .
Any conversation with FDR is likely to
have been on the ﬁfth, because on the next
two days WSC was away from the London
end of the transatlantic radiotelephone
link, touring Midlands cities.
61 Because WSC speciﬁcally mentioned this
aspect to his War Cabinet, WM () 
con. annexe (cab./).
62 Wickard diary; Stimson diary, Nov ,
: cabinet feeling, he wrote, ‘would
have been much stronger if the cabinet had
known – and they did not know except in
the case of Hull and the President – what
the Army is doing with the big bombers
and how ready we are to pitch in.’
63 Brigadier Gen. Laurence S Kuter, memorandum, Nov ,  (na, rg., War
dept., Chief of Staﬀ, Army –, ‘Philippines project’).
64 On Nov ,  Marshall and Stark sent
to FDR a memorandum advising against
issuing any further warnings to Japan that
the United States could not back up with
force. Pearl Harbor Hearings, vol. xvi, .
65 FDR to WSC, Nov   (FDR Libr.,
microﬁlm , ﬀ); this reply had been
drafted by Hull, Nov  (ibid.). Cf., with
minor diﬀerences, Churchill, vol. iii, .
What Lord Halifax made of this exchange
of telegrams, in his secret diary of Nov ,
, was: ‘Chiang Kai-shek has made an

     
impassioned appeal . . . for all-out
help. . . Winston has asked the President
what he is going to do about this, and has
had rather a cautious reply. The President
evidently feels that anything too drastic
may push the thing over on the other side,
and the Americans . . . don’t think the
Japanese can do anything in Indo-China for
quite a long time, and therefore aren’t as
excited as we are.’
66 Marshall grasped it, recommending e.g.,
in his memo of Nov  (see note ) ‘certain minor concessions which the Japanese
could use in saving face.’
67 Brooke diary, unpublished, Apr , 
(Alanbrooke papers, /a).
68 Churchill, vol. iii, f; he wrongly says
the speech was at the Guildhall.
69 Japanese embassy in London to Washington and Tokyo, No. , Nov , ;
translated by US navy Nov  (na, rg.,
ﬁle srdj.f). See too the Japanese
broadcasts of Nov  e.g., at : p.m. to
Germany and at  p.m. to England: ‘Informed circles here think the British prime
minister’s utterances peculiar and incomprehensible.’ BBC Summary of World
Broadcasts, No. , Nov , .
70 The codebreakers soon furnished a similar message from the Japanese Legation in
Thailand, telling Tokyo that Churchill’s
speech amounted to a boast that he was
ready to ﬁght them. Japanese Legation in
Bangkok to Tokyo, Nov ; translated by
US army, Nov ,  (na, rg., ﬁle
srdj.).
71 Tokyo to Washington, No. , Nov ,
reporting the interview with Craigie;
translated by US navy, Nov ,  (na,
rg., ﬁle srdj.–).
72 Nomura to Tokyo, Nov ,  (Pearl
Harbor Hearings, vol. xii, , , , ).
73 Letter and telegram of Lieut-Col. S A



Greenwell, US Assistant Military Attaché
in London, to US War dept., Nov : summarising the British Joint Intelligence
Committee report of Nov , .
Greenwell asked Washington not to divulge to the British that he had obtained
the JIC report (Hopkins papers, box ,
‘Far East docs., xv’).
74 Cadogan’s unpublished diary, Oct , ,
 (Churchill College, ACAD, /).
75 Craigie to Eden, Feb , ; H Ashley
Clarke, minute, Sep ,  (fo./
).
76 Sir H Ashley Clarke, ‘From the Burma
Road Crisis to Pearl Harbor,’ May , 
(fo./). It makes no reference to
magic, but does refer to sensitive items
including WSC’s ‘thin diet’ telegram of
Nov ,  (on which Washington
blamed their own fateful actions) and the
British plan to invade southern Thailand
(matador).
77 WSC to Eden, Sep ,  M./
(fo./). As Richard Lamb
pointed out in a letter in The Times, Jan ,
, neither J Charmley nor M Gilbert
nor Churchill’s own memoirs mentions
the Craigie episode. Meeting Craigie in
September , Lord Halifax found him
‘much obsessed with the view that if he
had been able to get more into the picture
of the Japanese negotiations of  [sic]
and if we had been willing to lift the Economic Sanctions in return for the Japs getting out of South Indo-China, and reduce
their numbers in North Indo-China, they
would not have gone for war. It may be
so, but I am inclined to think that it would
never have been a secure world, with the
point that the Japs had reached, without a
showdown.’ Halifax diary, Sep , 
(Hickleton papers, A..).



     

: A Sorry Pass
1 FDR to WSC, Oct ; Donovan to WSC,
Oct ; Maj W D Whitney to WSC, Nov
, ; Morton to Ismay, Jan ; Ismay
to Morton, Jan ,  (cab./);
Halifax to Eden, Oct , Nov , 
(fo./, fols. –). For Whitney’s
work with Harriman’s staﬀ earlier in
see prem.//.
2 Chequers guest register, Nov –, .
3 Whitney to W J Donovan, London, Nov
,  (FDR Libr., PSF, box , folder
‘Coordinator of Information, ’).
4 Whitney to W J Donovan, London, Nov
,  (ibid.).Two days later at his :
p.m. cabinetWSC would again say that Britain had to avoid becoming embroiled in
war with Japan ‘without the assurance of
American participation.’ WM () ,
conf. annexe.
5 Ismay to WSC, Nov ; note by WSC, Nov
 (cab./); cf. Cave Brown,
Menzies, –. Around Nov , 
WSC directed that Morton and Ismay collaborate with Whitney on civil and military aﬀairs respectively.
6 Ismay to Whitney, Nov ; Ismay to CapelDunn, Nov  (cab./). In OSS
chief Donovan’s ﬁles are letters from him
to Halifax, Nov , and , and reply, Nov
,  about Donovan receiving British
daily operational reports (USAMHI, Carlisle, Donovan papers, vol. ).
7 Amery diary, Nov , .
8 JIC report, Nov  (see above); for similar
speculation on Japan’s intentions, see the
Pownall diary, Nov , .
9 Tokyo to Nomura, Nov , , intercept
sis., translated by US army, in Pearl
Harbor Hearings, vol. xii, , , , .
10 Nomura to Tokyo, Nov ; translated by
US army Nov  (na, rg., ﬁle

srdj.).
11 Nomura to Tokyo, Nov ; translated by
US army Nov  (na, rg., ﬁle
srdj.).
12 Tokyo to Nomura, Nov ; translated by
US army Nov  (na, rg., ﬁle
srdj.).
13 Tokyo to Kurusu, Nov ; translated by
US army Nov  (na, rg., ﬁle
srdj.).
14 Nomura to Tokyo, Nov ; translated by
US army Nov  (na, rg., ﬁle
srdj.).
15 Ibid.
16 Halifax to FO, Nov ,  (fo./
).
17 Nomura to Tokyo, Nov ; sis.,
translated by US army Nov ,  (na,
rg., ﬁle srdj.).
18 Nomura to Tokyo, No. , Nov ;
translated by US navy Nov ,  (na,
rg., ﬁle srdj.).
19 Togo (Tokyo) to Nomura, Nov . In full:
‘You may point out that the empire can
decide independently as to whether or not
there had been an attack without being
bound to the interpretation of the other
countries involved in the Tripartite Pact
Treaty.’This intercept was produced by the
Prosecution Section as Document –
D() at the International Military Tribunal, Far East. At the Tokyo Liaison Conference of Nov , , Togo stated that
he had that morning directed Nomura
once again to tell the American government,‘Although the United States says that
Japan will be a tool of Germany, Japan intends to act on her own.’
20 Nomura to Tokyo, Nov  and ; translated by US army Nov  and , 
(na, rg., ﬁle srdj. and ).
21 Pearl Harbor Hearings, vol. xii, .
22 Ibid., vol. xii, .

     
23 Nomura to Tokyo, Nov ; sis.,
translated by US army Nov ,  (na,
rg., ﬁle srdj.). At lunch with
his secretary of the interior Harold F Ickes
on Nov , FDR said that Kurusu had still
not put his cards on the table. ‘I am not
sure whether Japan has a gun up its sleeve.’
When Ickes argued for a defensive – meaning pre-emptive – war, FDR remarked that
Japan was too far away to be attacked. ‘It
seemed to me,’ noted Ickes that day in his
diary, ‘that the President had not yet
reached the state of mind where he is willing to be as aggressive as Japan.’
24 Our added emphasis. Tokyo to Nomura,
No. , Nov ; translated by US army
Nov ,  (na, rg., ﬁle
srdj.).
25 Tokyo to Singapore, Nov , translated
Nov ; and to Bangkok, Nov , translated Nov ,  (na, rg., ﬁle
srdj. and ).
26 Tokyo to Washington, No. , Nov ;
translated by US army Nov ,  (na,
rg., ﬁle srdj. and ).
27 D C Watt emphasises this (see chap. ,
note ): ‘Whatever he said later . . . Hull
wanted to accept it.’ In written testimony
to the Pearl Harbor hearings, Hull admitted that he had, that weekend, hoped for a
temporary accommodation (na, rg.,
Pearl Harbor Liaison Oﬃce ﬁles; and Pearl
Harbor Hearings, vol. ii, ).
28 See Halifax secret diary, Nov , ,
evidently referring to the previous day: ‘I
still remained completely sceptical about
the Japs meaning to do this sort of thing,
but I am quite prepared to be proved
wrong at any moment.’
29 T V Soong, quoted in Morgenthau diary,
Nov –,  (FDR Library, Henry R
Morgenthau papers).
30 FRUS, , vol. ii, ; also in FDR to



WSC, Nov ,  (see below).
31 Stimson diary, Nov , .
32 Chequers register.The evidence that FDR
sent to WSC a message, not yet released
to public ﬁles, late this day, Nov , ,
is strong. In Churchill, vol. iii, , the
prime minister wrote,‘[Hull] did not even
mention to these [Japanese emissaries] the
modus vivendi about which the President
had telegraphed to me on the rd.’
33WSC Minute M./ to Eden, Nov ,
 (prem.// and cab./).
The former ﬁle does not contain the Washington message on which the PM is commenting. After the war WSC would write
merely, using the – here convenient – passive voice, ‘We were informed of the Japanese Note [of Nov , ] and asked
for our views.’ Churchill, vol. iii, .
34 Harvey diary, Nov  (Eden’s private secretary). Eden’s diary records only, ‘Told
[Winston] of my worries about Thailand.
Encouraged me to bring proposals for
more help to the cabinet’ (Avon papers).
35 Amery diary, Nov , .
36 PM’s card.
37 T V Soong, quoted in Morgenthau diary,
Nov –,  (FDR Library, Henry R
Morgenthau papers).
38 Pearl Harbor Hearings, vol. xiv, .
39 Lee diary, Nov ; PM’s card, three p.m.
40 Hull to FDR, Nov  (on which FDR
wrote,‘OK. See [my] addition. FDR’).The
enclosure, a draft telegram, went to London as FDR to WSC, Nov –, 
(FDR Libr., microﬁlm , ﬀ); a US
embassy messenger delivered it with a covering letter from Jacob D Beam to John
Martin at No.  Downing-street on the
morning of Nov  (prem.//).
Lord Halifax forwarded a copy to the FO,
which received it at : p.m. (prem./
 and fo./).



     

41 Mackenzie King diary, Dec , .
Appendix ‘A’ to aﬃdavit of Major Gen. C
42 Foreign Minister, Tokyo, to Japanese A Willoughby, Douglas MacArthur’s G–
chargé d’aﬀaires, London, etc., circular , May ,  (ibid.). As Willoughby tesTel. No. , Nov ; British intercept tily pointed out, the casual reference to ‘a
No. ,, translated Nov , . It Col. Wilkinson’ in the aﬃdavits of Jack E
is noteworthy that this crucial item is not Russell, president of the trading ﬁrm’s
among the British magics released to the head oﬃce in Hawaii, and Harry Dawson
PRO in  (hw.). Our copy comes (MI chief in Hawaii) was misleading.
from Hearings before the Joint Committee on 46 Quoted in Sir Josiah Crosby, Minister in
the Investigation of the Pearl Harbor Attack, Bangkok, to FO, No. , Nov , 
Seventy-Ninth Congress of the United (cab./).
States (Washington, ), part : Inves- 47 The message concluded, ‘American militigation [into the GC&CS ﬁles] by Lieut. tary and Naval Intelligence informed.’
Col. Henry C Clausen, US army, Exhibit Message received by Wilkinson in Manila
, ﬀ (‘The following documents com- on Nov  (Nov , , UK time): Hearprise intercepts obtained from British ings before the Joint Committee on the Investisources.They consist of  documents ex- gation of the Pearl Harbor Attack, Seventytending over the period’ Nov –Dec , Ninth Congress of the United States
); and see especially ibid., part , (Washington, ), part : Clausen inﬀ. Before , these forty-one Brit- vestigation, : memorandum by JAGD
ish magics were the only ones known for for Stimson, Sep , . Wilkinson’s
certain to exist.
journals – are now in Churchill
43 At six p.m. on Nov ,  Cdr. Laurance College, heavily censored by the British seF Saﬀord, head of the US navy’s Commu- curity authorities. Gen. Willoughby testinications Security Division, drafted a lis- ﬁed in  to Clausen that when he took
tening directive to the naval radio moni- over as G– in the Philippines he found
toring posts on Hawaii and the Philippines; that Wilkinson had his own code systems;
this signal went out at : p.m., followed this world-wide network of British spies
at : p.m. by directives to two other was ‘still in operation,’ and were ‘loyal to
monitoring posts at Cheltenham, Mary- no one but themselves and the Empire.’
land, and on Bainbridge Island, Washing- London gave Wilkinson a military rank in
ton (their station logs conﬁrmed this).The case of capture; as the Japanese advanced,
War dept. and the Federal Communica- he attached himself to MacArthur’s forces,
tions Commission made their own listen- leaving his wife and children to be ining arrangements at their San Francisco terned. MacArthur sent him to Wavell as
and Oregon stations respectively. Saﬀord, liaison oﬃcer. He made his way back to
testimony, Dec ,  and Jan ,  London. Despite his ‘complete lack of
(na, rg., ﬁle srh., a collection of military knowledge,’ as Willoughby rehistorical papers about the winds message marked, he enjoyed WSC’s absolute supreleased in ).
port. Promoted to colonel, he attempted
44 Layton, –.
to return to MacArthur’s headquarters.
45 Aﬃdavit of Col. GeorgeW Bicknell, Army ‘We declined to have him,’ huﬀed
G– at Hawaii, Feb  (Clausen inquiry). Willoughby; the Englishman found him-

     
self shuﬄed oﬀ to Stephenson’s headquarters in New York.
48 Clausen obtained a ﬁle of Wilkinson’s reports to Theo Davies & Co in Honolulu.
Aﬃdavit of Col. George W Bicknell, assistant G- at Hawaii.This version was supported by the aﬃdavit of Col. Joseph K
Evans, at the time US army G–, Philippine dept. The local MI oﬃce gave him
the same warning as he left Manila for
Washington on Nov , , adding that
the Japanese naval forces were concentrating near the Marshall Islands. Evans’ ship
was re-routed to avoid that area. And see
the testimony of Capt. Wilfred J Holmes,
usn, Apr ,  (Clausen inquiry).
49 Halifax secret diary, Nov , .
50 Ibid. That Eden sent the message to Halifax is evident from the sentence in WSC’s
message to FDR on Nov  – ‘on which
[Eden] has sent some comments’ – which
has been omitted from the text in Churchill, vol. iii, . Cordell Hull told Lord
Halifax on Nov  that ‘contributory
causes to his decision [to drop the proposal] were Chinese reaction, suggestions
of [HMG] which did not appear capable
of inclusion in interim agreement. . .’
Halifax to FO, Nov ,  (prem./
/). Hull told FDR the reasons were
‘opposition of the Chinese government
and either the half-hearted support or the
actual opposition of the British, the Netherlands, and the Australian governments,
and in view of the wide publicity of the
opposition. . . ’ Oral statement, Nov ,
, noted in Hull papers, microﬁlm .
51 Eden diary, Nov , .
52 WSC to FDR, Nov . The carbon copies
in prem.// and in Churchill’s papers, / (cf. Gilbert, vol. vi, ) say
that it was dispatched at : a.m.; it was
despatched from the FO to Washington as



No. , Nov , , at : a.m.
(fo./); the corresponding US
embassy Tel. No.  went oﬀ at six a.m.
toWashington where it was received at (local time) : a.m. (na, State dept. ﬁle
./). An edited text is in
Churchill, vol. iii, .
53 Bevir to Beam, Nov ,  (‘I am so
sorry to trouble you at this hour’); original in na, rg., US embassy in London,
secret ﬁles, ‘.US.’
54 Sterndale Bennett, minute, Jan , 
(fo./). We made a two-year
search for Sterndale Bennett’s private papers – it is known that he wrote manuscript memoirs – but despite assistance
from his descendants, the FO Library, and
Lewes Record Oﬃce, we drew a blank;
perhaps a later researcher will be more
fortunate.
55 Minute by Nevile Butler, head of the
North American dept. of the FO, Jan ,
 (fo./). Sterndale Bennett
of the Far Eastern dept. instructed on Jan
,  that a memorandum be prepared
on the negotiations with the Japanese since
early : ‘But a good deal of the information is non-publishable,’ he wrote,
probably referring to the magics, ‘and I
am arranging for paragraphs in the memorandum based on such material to be
clearly marked in some manner.’ A ﬁrst
draft of the history was submitted on Feb
, . It has not been found in the public domain ﬁles.
56 Morgenthau diary, Nov ,  (FDR
Library, Morgenthau papers, vol. ,
). He also describes the eﬀorts of the
Chinese that day to scupper the talks.
57 Historians are on shifting sands here, as
two versions of Henry Stimson’s diary
exist for this passage, both doctored: the
one in na, rg., Pearl Harbor Liaison



     

Oﬃce ﬁles and the other in Yale University Library (Henry L Stimson papers).
Stimson to FDR, ‘Japanese Convoy Movement towards Indo-China,’ Nov . An
original copy for Hull is in the Libr. of
Congress (Cordell Hull papers, microﬁlm
). Stimson diary, Nov , : FDR
‘jumped into the air, so to speak, and said
that he hadn’t seen it and that that changed
the whole situation because it was evidence
of bad faith on the part of the Japanese that
while they were negotiating for an entire
truce – an entire withdrawal – they should
be sending this expedition down there to
Indo-China.’
58 JIC report, Nov ; Stimson to FDR, Nov
, and Watson to Stimson, Nov , all
bearing as Layton, , observes,‘the same
fold creases.’ FDR’s aide, Major-Gen.
Edwin M ‘Pa’ Watson, returned this item
to Stimson on Nov , saying he had found
it ‘in the inside pocket of a very
distiguished gentleman,’ no doubt FDR
himself. Stimson buried it in his most secret ﬁle, as it contradicted his later version to the Pearl Harbor inquiry (na,
rg., FormerlyTop Secret Correspondence of Secretary ofWar Stimson Safe File,
‘Philippines’). As for the memorandum
from Stimson to FDR of Nov , ,
there is a carbon copy ‘for Secretary of
State’ in Hull’s papers, microﬁlm  (Library of Congress).
59 Conference in the Oﬃce of the Chief of
Staﬀ [Marshall] : a.m., Nov , 
(na, rg., ﬁle WDCSA/).
60 State dept., Memorandum for the President, Nov , , with a typed signature and the apparent endorsement: ‘Delivered orally and agreed to by the
President – hull.’ This stated that in view
of the widely publicised Chinese, British,
and other opposition ‘through utter lack

of an understanding of the vast importance . . . of the modus vivendi’ Hull desired
‘very earnestly’ to recommend handing
the Japanese emissaries the Ten Points instead (Hull papers, microﬁlm ).
61 Halifax telegrams to FO, Nov , rec’d
: p.m.; and Nov , : p.m., rec’d
: a.m. next day (fo./).
62 H Montgomery Hyde, who worked for
Sir William Stephenson at the Rockefeller
Center in New York, reported in Room
3603 (London, ), , that FDR sent
his son Col. James Roosevelt round to
Stephenson to hand him this message for
WSC (and see our chap. , note ).
Stephenson conﬁrmed it to author John
Costello in .
63 Nomura to Tokyo, No. , Nov ;
translated by US army Nov  (na,
rg., ﬁle srdj.).We do not know
whetherWSC ever saw an intercept of this,
but since FO oﬃcials shortly criticised the
State dept. for oﬀering such terms ‘unsweetened’ they appear to have learned the
details. Minute by J O Ashley Clarke, Nov
,  (fo./).
64 Halifax secret diary, Nov , .
65 Hornbeck to Hull, Nov , ; from
Kimmel’s papers, quoted by Layton, .
It is not in Hornbeck’s papers at the Hoover Library.
66 Sir William Hayter to Ashley Clarke, Sep
,  (fo./).
67 Halifax secret diary, Nov , 
(Hickleton papers, A...); cf. Hull desk
diary, Nov , : a.m. (Hull papers).
68 Lee diary, Nov , , quoting
Desmond Morton.
69 Sarah to Clementine Churchill, Apr ,
 (copy in our possession).
70 Halifax to FO, Nov , : p.m., rec’d
: a.m. next day (fo./).
71 COS () th meeting (O), Nov ,

     
 (cab./).
72 Minute by Sterndale Bennett on the
above, Nov ,  (ibid.).
73 Minute by J O Ashley Clarke, Nov , on
Tel. Halifax to FO, Nov , : p.m.
(fo./).
74 Halifax to FO, Nov , : p.m., rec’d
: p.m. (fo./).
75 Halifax to FO, Nov , : p.m., rec’d
: p.m. (ibid.).
76 Minute by Ashley Clarke, Dec , 
(ibid.).
77 Adm. Thomas B Hart, US naval commander in the Philippines (as C-in-C, Asiatic Fleet), had written in his diary on Nov
, : ‘Today, I learn from Washington
– straight from the horse’s mouth – that
the tension between Japs and ourselves is
very far from having eased up. . . The
storm pretty much must break, somewhere. It’s really a war warning.’ On Nov
, he continued: ‘The plot grows thicker
and thicker – today our communications
system brought Sayre his war warning right
straight from the very biggest horse’s
mouth. It was very speciﬁc and . . . made
him shy like a scared ﬁlly. . . Well, it looks
like rain’ (Hart papers).
78 OpNav signal to C-in-Cs of Asiatic and
Paciﬁc Fleets, repeated to SpeNavO (Adm.
Ghormley) in London, , : p.m.
(na, rg., Pearl Harbor Liaison Oﬃce
ﬁles, box ); Layton, op. cit., . The
Hart diary, Nov  (equivalent to Nov ,
US time) , conﬁrms:‘We got our “war
warning” last night. . . ’ (Hart papers).
79 Marshall to Short, Nov , , :
p.m. (Hull papers, microﬁlm ). Stimson’s
diary for that afternoon, Nov , ,
states that Marshall was in the south on
manœuvres; Stimson phoned FDR, who
approved his proposal that they send to
MacArthur ‘the ﬁnal alert,’ which the com-



mittee then drafted ‘very carefully.’ – For
the message to MacArthur see Pearl Harbor
Hearings, vol. iv, . A copy exists in
Marshall’s ﬁles (na, rg., Army Operations/OPD Executive , envelope ).
80 Nomura to Tokyo, No. , Nov ;
translated by US army Nov ,  (na,
rg., ﬁle srdj.f). Hull’s diary indicates that FDR called him to the White
House at : p.m. (Hull papers).
81 Halifax to FO, Nov , : a.m., rec’d
: a.m. (fo./).
82 Capt. C A Lockwood, of the oﬃce of US
Special Naval Observer, to Pound, Nov ,
, quoting war warning from CNO to
C-in-C, Asiatic and Paciﬁc for action and
to C-in-C, Atlantic for information
(cab./).
83 Quoted in Sir J Crosby, Bangkok, to FO,
No. , Nov ,  (ibid.).
84 COS meeting () th (O), Nov ,
 (ibid.).
85 Admiralty to C-in-C, China, SO Force ‘G,’
C-in-C, East Indies, Nov , , :
a.m. (ibid.).
86 Ibid.
87 War oﬃce to C-in-C, Far East, Nov ,
,  p.m. (ibid.).
88 FO to Halifax, Nov , , : p.m.
(fo./).
89 Halifax to FO, No. , Nov 
(prem.//); quoted in Dominions
oﬃce to Dominions prime ministers, Tel.
, Nov , ,  p.m. (cab./
).
90 COS () nd mtg., Nov , 
(ibid.).
91 Draft telegram, in report COS ()
(O), ‘Situation in Siam,’ Nov , 
(ibid.).
92 Ismay to WSC, Nov ,  (ibid.).
93 See his remarks at Staﬀ conference, Dec
, , : p.m. (ibid.).



     

94 FO to Washington, No, , Nov , attachés, reads out the warning, in the
, : p.m. (ibid.).
American embassy in London. It is quoted
95 The FO notiﬁed Bangkok, Nov , , by Churchill, vol. iii, .
: a.m., in a summary repeated to COIS 2 Tokyo to Washington, circular telegram No.
Singapore for C-in-C, Far East, that a Japa- , Nov ; translated by US navy Nov
nese attack against Thailand was possible , JD., No.  (na, rg., ﬁle
(fo./).
srh.; and srdj.; and Pearl Harbor
96 Halifax to FO, No. , Nov , , Hearings, vol. xii, ). It was also inter: p.m., received : p.m. (cab./ cepted by the Dutch at Bandoeng, Java;
).
on Dec  at : a.m. Col. Thorpe, the
97 Eden diary, Nov , .
senior US army intelligence oﬃcer on Java,
98 Halifax to FO, No. , Nov , , forwarded the ‘code intercept’ to Wash: p.m., received Nov , : a.m. ington. On Dec ,  at : a.m. the
(cab./).
State dept. received a similar intercept
9 9 Minute by Cadogan, Dec ,  from Mr Foote, their consul general in
(fo./).
Bandoeng.The Dutch East Indies War dept.
100 Halifax to FO, No. , Dec , : had provided it to him. Foote however
a.m. (fo./; cab./).
commented, ‘I attach little or no impor101 Halifax to FO, No. , Dec , , tance to it and view it with suspicion. Such
: p.m. (cab./).
have been common since ’ (na,
102 Ibid.; No. , : p.m., rec’d : rg., ﬁle srh.).
a.m. Dec  (fo./). A lengthy 3 The version which Hart received had some
hand-written comment, no doubt express- variations. It read: ‘If diplomatic relations
ing little aﬀection for the USA, has been are on verge of being severed following
blanked out on the PRO copy of this tel- words repeated ﬁve [sic] times at beginegram. As H Ashley Clarke, head of the ning and end of ordinary Tokyo news
FE dept. remarked in his Feb  sur- broadcasts [in Morse code] will have sigvey, ‘From the Burma Road Crisis to Pearl niﬁcance as follows:’ – Higashi if the tarHarbor,’ para. : ‘This latter [the general get is USA; Kita if the target is British emstatement of Nov ] was not communi- pire including occupation of Thailand or
cated to HM ambassador until six days af- invasion of Malaya and Dutch East Indies.
ter it was given to the Japanese.’ Apart Hart to OpNav, Nov , : p.m. (na,
from this the only documents on their ne- rg., ﬁle srh., ). His signal
gotiations with the Japanese which the US added, ‘British and ComSixteen [US NaGovt. communicated textually to the Brit- val District , Philippines] monitoring
ish were the Japanese proposal of Aug  above broadcasts.’
and the Kurusu compromise of Nov , 4 Tokyo to Washington, No. , Nov :
 (fo./).
JD., No.  (na, rg., sis.).
There was also a circular telegram relat: Day of Perfidy
ing to code phrases in Morse broadcasts:
Tokyo to Washington, No. , Nov ,
1 Cf. Lee diary, Nov , , ten a.m.: JD., No. , translated by US navy Nov
Ghormley, in conference with the naval ,  (na, rg., ﬁle srh.).

     
5 Tokyo to Washington, No. , Nov ;
translated by US army Nov ,  (na,
rg., ﬁle srdj.).
6 Takushiro Hattori, Dai-toa senso zenshi (A
Complete History of the Greater East Asia
War), vol. i (Tokyo, ), ; Nobutake
Ike (ed.), Japan’s Decision forWar. Records of
the 1941 Policy Conferences (Stanford, ),
ﬀ; and testimony of Tojo in International
Military Tribunal in the Far East, ,ﬀ.
7 Chequers register, Nov , .
8 Halifax to FO, Nov , ; Churchill,
vol. iii, .
9 Chiefs of staﬀ meeting, Nov , 
(cab./).
10 Harvey diary, Nov .
11 FO to Halifax, Nov , , : p.m.;
WM () , minute , conf. annexe
(prem.//).
12 Dominions Oﬃce to Dominions, Nov ,
, : a.m. (prem.//). The
replies here quoted are in the same ﬁle;
they are also summarised in WM () ,
minute , conf. annexe (prem.//).
13 As the chiefs of staﬀ’s own history observed,‘It is not clear whether this periphrasis meant that we should actually go to
war!’ (cab./, fol. ).
14 Cf. Mackenzie-Cecil King diary, Nov ,
Dec , .
15 Ibid., Dec , , ten p.m.
16 Eden diary, Nov , .
17 WSC to FDR,T., Nov , , three
p.m. (fo./). T L Rowan made a
hand-written annotation on the ﬁle copy:
‘On PM’s instruction I read this over to
Mr Eden who thought it excellent. No. 
informed and asked to despatch : p.m.
tlr .xi.’ (prem.//). It went
oﬀ as No.  from the US embassy in
London at four p.m. to Washington, received there at : p.m. (FDR Libr., microﬁlm , f). The FO copied it on Nov



, : p.m. to Halifax; on Dec  to
Curtin, Australia, and the other Dominion leaders.
18 Before going away to Warm Springs,
Georgia, FDR had independently weighed
the idea of sending a warning to Hirohito.
Stimson had chided him, ‘One does not
send warnings to an Emperor,’ and the idea
was dropped. Stimson diary, Nov ,
.
19 Amery diary, Nov , .
20 Report by Major B A Tormey, US military observer, Singapore, to USWar dept.,
Dec ,  (Hopkins papers, box ).
21 FO to Washington, No. , Nov ,
, : p.m. (cab./).
22 Halifax No.  to FO, Nov , :
p.m., received Dec , : a.m.; Eden to
Halifax, No. , Dec ,  (cab./
).
23 WSC to Eden, Dec ,  (prem./
/).
24 Chiefs of staﬀ th meeting, conf. annexe,
Dec ,  (cab./); PM’s card.
The minutes termed it a ‘staﬀ conference,’
an expression not previously used to describe an operations meeting of the chiefs
of staﬀ.
25 Ed Murrow was shocked by the anti-British feeling he found in the USA even after
Pearl Harbor, particularly the wealthier
middle classes who disliked the dislocation to their lives. Halifax diary, Mar ,
 (Hickleton papers, A...).
26 Staﬀ conference, Dec , , : p.m.
(cab./).
27 Admiralty to S O Force G, Dec , ,
:A (cab./).
28 WM () , minute , War Cabinet,
Dec , six p.m.; Cadogan diary, Dec ,
. On the document’s publication see
the diaries of Bruce Lockhart and Oliver
Harvey.



     

29 Halifax diary, Nov ,  (Hickleton
papers, A...).
30 PM’s card.
31 Admiralty to COIS Singapore, Summary
FE., Dec . For Chiang Kai-shek’s version of events, see A Clark Kerr (Chungking) to FO, Dec ,  (cab./).
32 Signal from OpNav to C-in-C, Asiatic
Fleet (Adm. Hart), Dec , , :
p.m. (na, rg., Pearl Harbor Liaison
Oﬃce ﬁles, box ). This macabre order
to form a ‘defensive information patrol’
speciﬁed: ‘Minimum requirements to establish identity as US men-of-war are command by a naval oﬃcer and to mount a
small gun.’ See Rear-Adm. Kemp Tolley,
‘Pearl Harbor Revisited,’ in Shipmate, the
journal of the US Naval Academy Alumni
Association, vol. , No. , Dec .
Tolley was the oﬃcer selected to command one such schooner, Lanikai.
33 Halifax to FO, No. , 1, :
p.m.; received in London Dec , : a.m.
(prem.//; and see cab./)).
Halifax diary, Dec , , reports that
FDR had phoned him to come round;
Hopkins was also present (Hickleton papers, A...). Afterwards, on Dec , the
ambassador noted in his other, secret, diary: ‘I feel pretty clear that if we get into
war with Japan we can count on the United
States.’ (Ibid., ﬁle A...).
34 Annexe II to COS () st meeting (O),
Dec ,  (cab./). Cadogan
noted earlier this day, ‘: talk with A
[Eden] about Far East,’ and after the :
p.m. chiefs of staﬀ meeting, ‘: to No.
 to discuss with PM Russian visit & Far
East. (Quite a good message from Pres).’
35 Cecil King diary, Dec , .
36 One of the journalists reported this to
Casey. Halifax to FO, Dec , : p.m.;
received in London : a.m. Dec , 

(cab./).
37 Tokyo circular, No. , Nov ;
sis.f, translated by US army Dec ,
 (na, rg.); Layton, op. cit., .
38 Tokyo to Berlin, No. , Nov ;
sis.ﬀ, translated by US army Dec 
(na, rg., ﬁle srdj.ﬀ), and
(paras.  and  only, which did not contain the phrase ‘insulting clause’) by
GC&CS on Dec ,  as No. ,
(hw./).
39 Tokyo to Washington, Dec ; translated
by US army Dec ,  (na, rg., ﬁle
srdj.).
40 Adm. Sir Charles Little, Washington to
Pound, ‘most secret,’ Dec , 
(adm./).
41 C to Wilkinson, Dec ;Wilkinson to Theo
H Davies & Co, Honolulu, Dec , ;
cited in US Congress Pearl Harbor Investigation, part , Clausen investigation,
f. After the war Lieut. Col. H C
Clausen of the US Judge-Advocate General’s dept. investigated this in London; C
responded to his man in the USA on Aug
, , that the data was ‘based on BJ
[intercepts]. Wilkinson was unaware of
source and passed information to Honolulu as he appreciated that I possessed no
direct communication.’ Ibid., f; cf.
Cave Brown, Menzies, ﬀ (evidently not
appreciating that the ‘BJs’ were essentially
British decrypts of Japanese messages).
42 John E Russell to Lieut. Col. H C Clausen,
Apr ,  (Exhibit to Clausen inquiry).
43 Testimony of Robert L Shivers, FBI chief
at Honolulu, Apr ,  (Clausen inquiry). On Dec ,  he cabled to J
Edgar Hoover: ‘Japanese consul-general
Honolulu is burning and destroying all important papers. shivers.’
44 No.  circular, Togo to Oshima and
ambassador in Rome, Nov , translated

     
Dec ,  (hw./). ‘‘The Japanese
– American negotiations [? are ? seem to
be] [approaching their ﬁnal stage]. In the
event of the breakdown of the negotiations
we shall be face to face with a rupture of
relations with Britain and America, and the
necessity is likely to arise for the sudden
tightening up of the relations which had
hitherto prevailed for co-operation between Japan, Germany, and Italy.’
45 Tokyo to Berlin, No. , Nov . The
British translation, ‘BJ’ No. ,, is
dated Dec  and initialled ‘WSC, .xii’
(hw./(ibid.).). But the admiralty had
an advance copy of this decode already by
Dec  and immediately tipped oﬀ Washington by signal: ‘Tokyo to Berlin No. 
of immediate interest.’
The diﬀerent American text, also translated on Dec , has greater colour and urgency: Oshima was to say ‘that there is extreme danger that war may suddenly break
out between the Anglo-Saxon nations and
Japan through some clash of arms and add
that the time of the breaking out of this
war may come quicker than anyone
dreams.’ sis.f, translated by US army
Dec ,  (na, rg., ﬁle srdj.;
Nuremberg document –PS, in Nazi
Conspiracy and Aggression, vol. vi, ﬀ).
No doubt for security reasons Churchill, vol. iii, , quotes verbatim the American translation of this, but wrongly suggests that it was ‘already before’ Hull and
FDR on Nov . ‘I received the decode of
the telegrams [sic] on December ,’ he correctly added. The Sep  ‘Streamlined
Index of Translations. . . ’ by Lieut. Cdr.
Joseph J Rochefort of Op––G conﬁrms
that the British admiralty sent it to Washington at ‘,’ i.e., on Dec  at :
p.m. gmt. Cf. Layton, op. cit., , and ND:
–PS, in Nazi Conspiracy and Aggression,



vol. vi, ﬀ.
46 Bangkok to Tokyo No. , Nov , referred to in Denniston to Hastings, Dec
, and war oﬃce to C-in-C, Far East and
C-in-C, India, Dec  (cab./).
There is a hint at the withholding of these
intercepts implicit in Denniston to Taylor,
Dec : ‘The Foreign Oﬃce occasionally
wish that the Ambassador should see certain “BJs,” and to avoid the danger and delay of telegraphing them across, we are
trying to establish a routine by which we
ask Hastings to get copies from our friends
of such telegrams as the Foreign Oﬃce indicate and he passes them to the Ambassador.This has as yet only occurred once. . .’
On Dec ,  this system was devised:
C or his secretary Kathleen Pettigrew
would phone Mr E E Smith at GC&CS to
notify the British six-digit serial number
of the telegram the FO wished to be shown
to Ld Halifax. ‘You will send to Gen. Hill
(Codes) the original Japanese number of
the telegram and ask him to telegraph this
number to Hastings’ (hw./).
47 C-in-C, Japanese Combined Fleet, to
Combined Fleet, Dec , : p.m. (Tokyo
time); intercepted by American Signals
Intelligence on Dec  at nine p.m. but decrypted only in  (na, rg., ﬁle
SRN.). For evidence that the British and Dutch had made progress on JN.
see Hinsley, vol. ii, f. Mt Niitaka (,
ft, also known as Mt Morrison) is now Yü
Shan in Taiwan.
48 They passed this information to the British naval mission in Moscow. Admiralty to
C-in-C, Eastern Fleet and COIS Singapore,
Jan ,  (hw./).
49 Signal in JN., dated Dec , ; not
translated by the US navy until Dec 
(na, rg., ﬁle SRN.).
50 Cecil King diary, Dec , : ‘Hugh



     

[Cudlipp]’s most sensational item was that
we had given the Americans ﬁve days’
warning on Pearl Harbor, but he did not
know whether the message was ignored
in Washington or further along the line.’
Cudlipp, formerly editor of the Sunday
Pictorial, was chairman of Daily Mirror
Newspapers Ltd. On occasion, Fleetstreet newspapers did obtain access to, and
even publish, the Intelligence gained by
codebreaking. After The Daily Telegraph on
Oct ,  reported that local police in
Stuttgart had placed an urgent order for
hundreds of steel helmets after air raids,
GC&CS complained, ‘This information
would appear to have been taken directly
from our MSGP. [summary of German
police cypher signals] of Sep , ’
(hw./).
51 Tokyo to London, Dec , translated by
GC&CS as No. , on Dec  (hw./
).The American translation, dated Dec
, has: ‘Please discontinue the use of your
code machine and dispose of it immediately.’ sis. (na, rg.). MBPH, vol.
iv, page A. On Dec ,  Adm.
‘Betty’ Stark made this signal to admirals
Hart, Kimmel, and the naval commanders in the Philippines and Hawaii: ‘Categoric and urgent instructions were sent
yesterday to Japanese diplomatic and consul posts at Hongkong, Singapore, Batavia,
Manila, Washington, and London to destroy most of their codes and cyphers at
once and to burn all other important
conﬁdential and secret documents’ (MIS,
‘Study of Pearl Harbor Hearings,’ Jan ,
. na, rg., ﬁle srh., ).
The preceding ‘BJ,’ No. ,, was sent
to the director of Naval Intelligence on
Dec  and is not in open PRO ﬁles. On
Dec ,  Hawaii notiﬁed Stark,‘Believe
local Consul has destroyed codes’(ibid.,

ﬀ). And Lord Halifax wrote in his secret diary, Dec , : ‘Everything looks
exactly like the Japanese balloon going up
in the course of a day or two – cyphers
being burnt, secret messages in that sense,
etc.’
52 Note on ‘BJ’ No. , (hw./).
53 WSC to Eden, M./, Dec , 
(prem.//, prem.//;
cab./; and Beaverbrook papers,
D.).
54 Harvey diary, Dec , .
55 Pownall diary, Dec , , ; PM’s card.
56 WSC to Evatt, Nov ,  (adm./
).WSC originally drafted ‘ lives,’ but
Pound corrected the error.
57 Cunningham to Pound, Alexandria, Dec
,  (British Library, Add. MS ).
58 Harvey diary, Dec , .
59 WSC to Ismay for COS committee,
D./, Dec ,  (prem.//).
60 Chiefs of staﬀ meeting, Dec , 
(cab./).
61 Brooke diary, Dec , .
62 Cabinet, Dec , : p.m. (cab./);
cf. Hollis, quoted by Bruce Lockhart diary, Dec , .
63 PM’s card.
64 Defence committee (Operations) st
meeting, Dec ,  (cab./;
prem.//; and Beaverbrook papers,
D.).
65 Amery diary, Dec , .
66 Eden diary, Dec , .
67 Ibid., Dec , .
68 Amery diary, Dec , .
69 Brooke unpublished diary, Dec , 
(Alanbrooke papers, /).
70 Eden diary, Dec , .
71 C to WSC, C/, Dec ; Oshima (Berlin) to Tokyo, No. , Nov ; translated by Bletchley Park as intercept No.
, on Dec , and initialled ‘WSC,

     



.xii’ (hw./). GC&CS furnished a to the eﬀect that on Dec , , the naval
copy to the Clausen inquiry in  (op. radio monitoring station at Cheltenham,
cit., f). The Americans’ own magic in- Maryland, heard the message broadcast on
tercept is in na, rg., ﬁles srdj.ﬀ Dec  at : p.m. gmt (i.e., : a.m.
and srh..
local time); his chief at the US navy dept.
72 Togo (Tokyo) to Japanese ambassador, had telephoned the gist to the War dept.,
Hanoi, etc., No.  circular, Dec . to every person on the magic distribution
Translated by Bletchley Park on Dec , and list, and to John R Beardall, FDR’s naval
sent as an advance telex as ‘BJ/’ by aide. Several secret signals went out beACAS(I) [Assistant Chief of Air Staﬀ, In- tween : p.m. and : p.m. local time
telligence, AirVice Marshal F F Inglis], and in direct consequence; these survived, and
shown to WSC, Dec ; the telex, which is conﬁrm the date beyond doubt, although
timed Dec , , : p.m., ends,‘Typed every other trace of the ‘winds–execute’
copy of this message will leave B.P. / message would vanish from American ﬁles
th December for Foreign Oﬃce, Admi- (na, rg., ﬁle srh.; Army Pearl
ralty,War Oﬃce and Air Ministry’ (hw./ Harbor Board, report of Oct , ;
).This and other ﬁles indicate thatWSC and review of transcripts by Major-Gen.
often received advance texts of intercepts Myron C Cramer, Judge Advocate Genby telex a day previously.
eral, in Yale University Libr., Henry L
73 Tokyo to Nomura (Washington), No. , Stimson papers). One of the points Col.
Dec ; sis., translated by US army Clausen was directed to investigate was
and US navy, Dec  (na, rg., ﬁle what Mr Justice Roberts and his Commissrdj.). British intercept No. sion had done with the original of the Navy
, (also ‘BJ/’), translated on Dec dept. message and translation. Clausen
, and initialled ‘WSC, .xii’ (hw./). surfaced one telegram from Gen. Miles to
The British translators noted that the Japa- the Army G– at Honolulu, No. , dated
nese word used for ‘discard,’ haiki, could Dec : ‘Contact Commander Rochefort
mean ‘cease to use,’ ‘abolish,’ or ‘discard’; [the naval cryptanalyst at Honololu] imit was not the normal word for ‘destroy’ mediately thru Commander Fourteen
(HWI/). Cf. the similar Tokyo toWash- Naval District regarding broadcasts from
ington circular No. , Dec ,  (na, Tokyo reference weather.’ Not surprisrg., ﬁle srdj.).
ingly, Hawaii did not know what to make
74 ACAS(I), advance telex with ‘BJ/’:Togo of this text (Clausen inquiry exhibits).
(Tokyo) to Japanese ambassador, Rome, 76 FO to Sir J Crosby, Bangkok, No. ,
No.  circular, Dec , translated on Dec , : a.m.; a pencil endorsement
Dec , and shown to WSC, Dec ,  suggests it was drafted Dec , , :
(hw./).
p.m. (cab./).
75 Capt. Laurence F Saﬀord, testimony, Jan 77 PM’s card.
,  (na, rg., ﬁle Srg.). Much 78 Brooke diary, unpublished, Dec 
has been written about the ‘winds–ex- (Alanbrooke papers, /); Eden diary, Dec
ecute’ message. Saﬀord also testiﬁed be- , . Eden too wrote: ‘Eventually, affore the Pearl Harbor Investigating Com- ter a long pause he closed the meeting
mittee on Dec ,  and Jan ,  without tackling the rest of the agenda.’



     

79 Japanese consul-general, Capetown, to
Togo (Tokyo), No. , Nov . Intercept
, translated on Dec , , and
initialled ‘WSC, .xii’ (hw./).
80 ACAS(I), advance telex with ‘BJ/’:Togo
(Tokyo) to Japanese consul in Mombasa,
etc., No.  circular, Dec , translated
on Dec , and shown to WSC, Dec 
(hw./). The telex from ACAS(I)’s
oﬃce, which is timed Dec , : p.m.,
ends, ‘Typed copy of this message will
leave B.P. th December,  for FO,
Admiralty, War Oﬃce, and Air Ministry.’
81 PM’s card; Martin diary, Dec , ;
Chequers register.
82 WSC to Eden, Dec , : Churchill,
vol. iii, .
83 Maisky to Stalin, in Russian, Dec , (Sov.angliiskiye, i, ﬀ); PM’s card.
84 Morgenthau diary, Dec ,  (FDR
Library, Morgenthau papers, vol. ).
85 FO to Halifax, No. , Dec , 
(cab./).
86 Halifax diary, Dec ,  (Hickleton
papers, A...); and Halifax to FO, Dec
, , : a.m., received  a.m.
(fo./ and cab./).
87 Chiefs of Staﬀ to C-in-C, Far East, No.
FE , Dec , : a.m. (a handwritten
note on the draft reads ‘agreed: PM, FS,
SL, CAS, VCIGS’); phoned for immediate despatch :, Dec , 
(cab./).
88 US Naval Attaché, Capt. John M
Creighton, to Adm. Hart, Dec , ,
: p.m. gmt: Joint Committee Transcript, ,f (Hull papers, microﬁlm
); here it is paraphrased as, ‘We have
now received assurance of American
armed support in cases as follows: (a) [if]
we are obliged to execute our plans forestall Japs landing Isthmus of Kra or take
action in reply to Nips invasion any other

part of Siam; (b) if Dutch Indies are attacked and we go to their defence; (c) if
Japs attack us the British. Therefore without reference to London put plan into action if, ﬁrst, you have good info. Jap expedition advancing with the apparent
intention of landing in Kra; second, if the
Nips violate any part of Thailand. If N.E.I.
are attacked put into operation plans
agreed upon between British and Dutch.’
89 Hart wrote in his private diary, Dec ,
: ‘What is worse is that my Government has assured the British of armed support in any one of four
contingencies . . . and not a word to me
about it.’ Normally, he continued, he
would have resigned on the spot (US navy,
Classiﬁed Operational Archives,Washington DC, Adm. Thomas B Hart papers).
90 Pearl Harbor Hearings, vol. x, .
91 Halifax diary, Dec ,  (Hickleton
papers, A...). ‘Anyhow,’ he entered in
the other, secret, diary, that day, ‘if [war]
does come it looks pretty clear now that
the United States, the Dutch, and ourselves shall all be immediately together’
(ibid., A...).
92 Halifax to FO, No. , Dec , ,
rec’d : p.m. (cab./).
93 Halifax to FO, Dec , , received Dec
, : p.m. (fo./).
94 Cadogan diary, Dec , . WSC informed the Dominions of FDR’s promise
of armed support.‘Please treat President’s
attitude with utmost secrecy,’ he telegraphed to Curtin on Dec , .
95 Eden diary, Dec , .
96 Berlin (Oshima) to Tokyo, No. , Dec
; translated by US navy Dec ,  (na,
rg., ﬁle srdj.).
97 Tokyo to Washington, No. , Dec ;
translated by US navy Dec  (na, rg.,
ﬁle srdj.).

     
98 Tokyo to Washington, No. , Dec ;
sis., translated by US army Dec 
(na, rg., ﬁle srdj.).
99 Tokyo to Washington, No. , Dec ;
sis., translated by US army Dec 
(na, rg., ﬁle srdj.).
100 Chequers register; and ‘MrWinant’s visitors to Chequers,’ extracts from the Chequers Visitors Book (FDR Libr., Winant
papers, box , ‘Chequers’).
101 Postal censorship report on Home Opinion, No. , Dec  (prem.//). Directing Bridges to circulate it on Dec ,
 under most secret cover to the ministries,WSC remarked only on references
to public feeling about the manpower position and hostility to the labour-conscription of women.
102 Togo (Tokyo) to London, No.  circular, Nov , intercept No. ,,
translated on Dec , , and initialled
‘WSC, .xii’ (hw./); printed in
Clausen, . For the American version
of No.  (‘are not in accordance with
expectation’) see Pearl Harbor Committee exhibit No. , –.
103 Togo (Tokyo) to consul-general in Singapore etc., No.  circular, Dec , intercept No. ,, translated on Dec
, and initialled ‘WSC, .xii’ (hw./).
‘Dept. Note: These [code words] are presumably those given in our No. ,’
– which was Tokyo to London, No. 
circular, Nov , translated Nov , ;
printed in Clausen, .
104 Togo (Tokyo) to London, No.  circular, Nov , intercept No. ,,
translated on Dec , , and initialled
‘WSC, .xii’ (hw./); printed in
Clausen, .
105 Togo (Tokyo) to London, No.  circular, Dec , intercept No. ,, ‘BJ/
’, translated on Dec , , and ini-



tialled ‘WSC, .xii’ (hw./).
106 Japanese chargé in London to Togo (Tokyo), No.  circular, Dec , intercept
,, ‘BJ/’, translated Dec , ,
and initialled ‘WSC, .xii’ (hw./).
107 C-in-C, China to war oﬃce, most immediate, Dec , , : gmt, rec’d
: p.m. (cab./).The RAAF Hudson making the sighting was piloted by
Flight-Lieut. J C Ramshaw.
108 Col. Brink (Singapore) to the US War
dept., Dec , : p.m.; received there on
Dec , : p.m. Washington time
(Hopkins papers, box ,‘Far East docs.,
xv’). The War Diary of Adm. Sir Geoﬀrey
Layton, C-in-C, Eastern Fleet, Singapore,
reported on Dec , :‘.. Reports
were received at Singapore from reconnaissance aircraft of three separate forces
of Japanese warships and auxiliaries oﬀ the
South coast of Indo-China.’ He transmitted these sightings immediately to the admiralty, to Hart, C-in-C, Netherlands naval forces and others. At : p.m. gmt he
signalled to the admiralty that air reconnaissance had lost sight of these forces
(adm./).
109 Hart diary, Dec ,  (Hart papers).
110 Cadogan diary, Dec , .
111 Winant, draft typescript memoirs, chapter , ‘Pearl Harbor’ (na, rg.,Winant
papers, box ).
112 Winant’s telegram reached the State
dept. at : a.m. on Dec , ; a second telegram from him about the convoys
came at : p.m.
113 Edwards diary, Dec , .
114 Cadogan diary, Dec , .
115 COS meeting, () th meeting, Dec
, : p.m.; with Cadogan present
(cab./). Chiefs of staﬀ to WSC,
Dec ,  (ibid.; and prem.//).
116 Harriman and Abel, op. cit., ; and



     

Sherwood, op. cit., .
117 On Dec ,  the admiralty received
at : p.m. a message from COIS, Singapore, about the wireless traﬃc of the convoys’ escorts. ‘During last  hours majority of signals originated by [Japanese]
C-in-C, Combined Fleet, whereabouts unknown.’ Ismay commented to WSC, ‘It
looks as though the strength of the Japanese expedition is nearer to two divisions
than one’ (prem.//).
118 C-in-C, China to admiralty etc., most
immediate, Dec , , rec’d : p.m.
(cab./).
119 Togo (Tokyo) to Bangkok, Nov , intercept ,, translated on Dec ,
, and initialled ‘wsc, .’ (hw./
).The message added that Consul-General Asada was bringing encyphered instructions to Bangkok.
120 Bangkok to Togo (Tokyo), Nov , No.
, intercept ,, translated Dec ,
, initialled ‘wsc, .’ (hw./).
121 In his diary Mackenzie King noted on
Dec ,  that to describe the independence of Thailand as a British interest was
unfortunate wording; but he agreed that
the Canadian Legation in Tokyo might ‘associate itself’ with the warning.
122 British embassy in Washington, memo,
Dec , , and enclosure (FDR Libr.,
microﬁlm , ﬀ).
123 WSC to prime minister of Thailand, Dec
, , : a.m. (prem.//). The
suggested text originally telephoned to
Eden at : p.m.and notiﬁed to Washington and Bangkok at : p.m. on Dec 
read: ‘There is imminent danger of Japanese move against your country. If you are
attacked, defend yourselves.We shall come
to your aid to the utmost of our power &
will safeguard the independence of your
country whatever happens.’

124 Halifax to FO, No. , Dec , ,
: p.m., received Dec , : a.m.
(cab./).
125 Halifax to FO, No. , Dec , received
: a.m. (prem.//). At his cabinet on Dec , , FDR had read out the
Japanese reply, ‘that they were staying
within their agreement with the French
and . . . merely seeking to have enough
troops there to defend themselves from a
threat from the Chinese. The President of
course ridiculed the idea.’ So the US secretary of agriculture recorded the meeting in his diary on the sixth, even adding:
‘It seemed to be the consensus that the Japs
were a little less warlike than a few days
ago’.
126 Adm. Little, British delegation Washington, to admiralty, Dec , , : p.m.,
rec’d Dec , : a.m. (cab./).
127 This was by : a.m. on Dec , .
Note by John Martin (prem.//).
128 WSC to Ismay for chiefs of staﬀ (and
Eden), Dec ,  (cab./; original in prem.//). WSC was equally
optimistic when he passed the news from
Washington on to Gen. Auchinleck in
Cairo, Dec , : p.m.‘This is an immense
relief,’ he said, ‘as I had long dreaded being at war with Japan without or before
the United States. Now I think it is all
right.’ Gilbert, op. cit., vol. vi, .
129Winant, typescript memoirs, chapter ,
‘Pearl Harbor’ (na, rg.,Winant papers,
box ); and cf. Winant, A Letter from
Grosvenor Square. An Account of a Stewardship
(London, ), ﬀ.
130 Chiefs of staﬀ minute to WSC, Dec ,
; annexe to report of Jan , 
(prem.//). Brooke says (diary) that
they sent oﬀ this minute ‘after their morning meeting,’ : a.m. to : p.m.; the
evening meeting was from ﬁve to seven

     
p.m. (cab./).
131 WSC to Halifax, draft, Dec , 
(prem.//).
132 This is not among the British intercepts
released to the PRO in . Evidently,
Clausen did not obtain a copy from
Bletchley Park either. James Rusbridger
argues that the British would have translated it much faster than the Americans,
and that WSC would therefore have had
the ﬁrst thirteen parts late on Saturday Dec
, , before midnight GMT.
133 Tokyo to Washington, No. , Dec ;
sis., translated by US army Dec 
(na, rg., file srdj.). For the full
text, see Dept. of State Bulletin, vol. v, No.
, Dec , .
134 Berle diary, Dec , .The US army’s
G– had reported the Navy’s intercept of
this fourteen-part message, sis No. ,
to Berle by : p.m. (FDR Libr., Adolph
A Berle papers). Col. Carlisle Clyde
Dusenbury testiﬁed (by aﬃdavit to the
Clausen inquiry) that ‘the fourteenth part,
being the ﬁnal part of the message, was
received about  that night,’ Washington
time; failing to appreciate the signiﬁcance,
Dusenbury went home to bed, held the
long message overnight and began distributing it only at nine a.m. on Sunday morning, delivering the State dept. copy last –
just as Kurusu and Nomura were arriving
at one p.m.
135 Tokyo to Washington, No. , Dec 
(Tokyo time), ; intercepted by Maryland, at : a.m. When did the British
translate it? It was not translated by the
US army (as intercept sis.) until a
day later, Dec , USA time (na, rg.,
ﬁle srdj.).
136 Tokyo to Washington, No. , Dec 
(Tokyo time), translated by US army, Dec
,  (na, rg., ﬁle srdj.).



137 Tokyo to Washington, No. , Dec 
(Tokyo time), translated by US army, Dec
,  (na, rg., ﬁle srdj.).
138 Togo (Tokyo) to London, No.  circular, Nov , translated Nov ,  as
No. ,; printed in Clausen, .
139 Togo (Tokyo), No.  circular to London and elsewhere, Dec , 1: a.m.
GMT, : p.m. Japanese time.Translated
as ‘BJ/,’ intercept No. ,, Dec ,
initialled ‘WSC, .xii’ (hw./). Col.
Clausen also procured a copy of this British intercept from Bletchley Park in 
(Clausen report, ); he did so although
the US navy had also deciphered it on Dec
, , perhaps because they interpreted
it only as ‘Relations between [Japan] and
[England] are not in accordance with expectation’ – no mention of the United
States. sis. (ibid., srdj.; Pearl
Harbor Committee exhibit No. -B).
The US army in Mar  translated the
same message as: ‘Relations between Japan and [ ] are approaching a crisis (on the
verge of danger): England, United States’
(ibid., Committee exhibit No. -B).
140 Sir M Young, Governor of Hongkong,
cabled the purport of the telegram to the
Secretary of State for the Colonies as a
most immediate telegram on Dec , 
(Hongkong time) and it was received in
London at eight a.m. (fo./) and
in Singapore at : p.m. (adm./
a).
141 GC&CS secret history, typescript, chap.
ix, ‘The Japanese War,’  (hw./).
142 The operative phrase is no doubt ‘in this
country.’ The US embassy in London inquired of the FO on Nov , , on behalf of the Joint Congressional Committee inquiring into Pearl Harbor, whether
the ‘winds’ message – the so-called
‘winds–execute’ message – had been



     

monitored, particularly between Nov 
and Dec ,  inclusive, by US, Australian, Dutch, or British agencies and if so
when? J C Sterndale Bennett, head of the
Far Eastern dept., replied for the FO on
Dec , : ‘None of the code messages
were [sic] heard in this country until the
morning of December th . . . It appears that a broadcast made by the Japanese containing code messages was relayed
by Hongkong to Singapore, where it arrived about six hours after the Pearl
Harbor attack.’ – This inquiry and the FO’s
response have survived ‘weeding’ because
they were misﬁled in na, rg., US embassy in London, secret ﬁles, box , ﬁle
., ‘Imperial PoW Committee,’ now
held at Suitland, Maryland. No trace of
them survives in British archives; Sterndale
Bennett’s ﬁle (fo./) on a parallel State dept. request to allow the production of British documents to the Congressional inquiry contains a slew of other
letters dated Nov ,  – Jan , .
The ﬁle contains a dozen important 
items, with  marginal notes of some
of the main FO players. The FO asked
WSC, by then retired as prime minister,
on Nov ,  if he objected to the publication of his telegrams to Halifax dated
Nov  and , ; he did not. The FO
was concerned that publication of certain
other documents would reveal that WSC
had been planning to invade Siam in violation of their non-aggression pact (e.g., Tel
No.  to Washington). Adm. William
D Leahy would note in his diary on Dec ,
, that Congressman Keefe of the Pearl
Harbor Investigating Committee had requested to be given messages that passed
between the two leaders between Nov 
and Dec , , regardless of subject matter. Leahy advised President Truman to

refuse to permit access to any FDR messages not bearing on Pearl Harbor.
143 Information from the late James
Rusbridger, Mar , .
144 A hand-written note on the top of the
draft reads, ‘PM approved of desp. of this
telegram : p.m. ... Subsequently
in view of news of Japanese commencement of hostilities instructions were given
to cancel it. jmm, ...’
145 Halifax diary, Dec , : FDR phoned
him at : p.m. (Hickleton papers,
A...). By : p.m. Halifax had notiﬁed Ottawa of FDR’s phone call. Mackenzie King diary, Dec , .
146 FO to Washington, No. , Nov ,
, : p.m. (cab./).
147 How he recalled those infuriating seconds, years later! ‘I turned on my small
wireless set shortly after the nine o’clock
news had started.’ – Churchill, vol. iii,
. The dinner party was described by
Harriman and Winant in their autobiographies, as no doubt WSC had intended.
For a reference to these American wireless sets see WSC’s cable to Halifax dated
Oct , : ‘Could you please send
three complete sets of valves for the small
wireless sets’ (prem.//).
148 Those ﬁrst ﬁfteen seconds of the news
bulletin included these words: ‘Here is the
News, and this is Alvar Lidell reading it.
President Roosevelt has just announced
Japanese air attacks on American bases in
the Hawaiian Islands: the Japanese envoys
in Washington are now at the State dept.
In Libya . . . ’ (BBC Written Archives,
Caversham). Had WSC left the set on a
few seconds after the announcement about
Bartlett he would have heard the report
of the attack on Hawaii repeated. ‘No further details are yet available.’
149 Martin, typed memo, Dec , 

     



(prem.//). Perhaps for reasons of intercepts of several German army mesvanity, Churchill, vol. iii, f, has him- sages from the Moscow front: one to
self speaking ﬁrst, then Winant; this pas- OKH, Ia, (operations oﬃcer, German
sage bears the stamp of WSC’s personal Army High Command) reporting on Dec
authorship. WSC summarised this tel-  at : p.m. the suspension of the attack
ephone conversation brieﬂy to the War on Tula and preparation of the Don–Shat–
Cabinet next day, conclusions  () Upa line. ‘The severe cold (up to minus
(fo./); cf. Sir Llewellyn Wood- ˚ C) has rendered useless many weapward, British Foreign Policy in the SecondWorld ons, tanks and motor vehicles, and this toWar, (London, ), vol. ii, .
gether with the strained position as regards
150 C-in-C, Far East to war oﬃce, Dec , supplies renders any further prosecution
,  a.m., rec’d : a.m. (fo./ of the oﬀensive without prospect.To continue
). At : a.m. on Dec  (Dec  the attack in these conditions would imLondon time), two hours after the inva- peril the . . . and thereby endanger our
sion of Malaya began, the defenders of defence during the winter.’ Churchill
Kota Bahru shelled and sank a Japanese ringed in red ink ‘without prospect,’ and
troop transport, Awagisan Maru.
‘breaks through’ on the next sheet – a re151 The last news from C-in-C, Far East rec’d port by Heeresgruppe Mitte (Army Group
by the war oﬃce at : p.m. read: ‘Ma- Centre) on Dec  that the Russians had
laya is at ﬁrst degree of readiness and mata- broken through en masse. In another interdor force standing by. Some road blocks cept Panzergruppe  was seen reporting to
are reported in construction by the Thais higher echelons that everything was ‘froon the road between Kedah frontier and zen up’ in the cold and they intended ‘to
Singgora [Songkhla] and on Kroh road near break oﬀ the attack and pass to the deBetong’ (cab./).
fence.’ GC&CS intercepts CX/MSS//
152 News of this, a signal timed Z (i.e., T., T., T., T. (hw./).
gmt) reached the admiralty at : p.m. 2 On Dec  Ribbentrop radioed to Ott in
from C-in-C, China,‘Most Immediate. Air Tokyo and to Mackensen in Rome the
attack by  aircraft carried out in Singa- draft of a ‘Nichtsonderfriedensvertrag’
pore island at Z/’ (cab./).
(Ausw. Amt. St. Sekr., ﬁle ‘Krieg
153 Eden diary, Dec , .
Amerika’). On Dec , Ribbentrop in154 Ibid., Dec ; Cadogan diary, written up structed Thomsen, in Washington, to hand
three weeks later; and Harvey diary, Dec the German declaration of war to Cordell
, .
Hull at : p.m. on Dec  (ADAP [D],
155 Churchill, vol. iii, .
vol. xiii, No. ). Cf. the postscript of
156 Brooke diary (Alanbrooke papers, /). WSC’s letter to the king, Dec ,  in
Churchill, vol. iii, ).
Part II
3 ACAS(I), advance telex with Diplomatic
: At the White House
BJ/: Oshima (Berlin) to Tokyo, No.
 ‘most immediate,’ Dec .The telex
1 Summary of Home Intelligence, Weekly from ACAS(I)’s oﬃce, which is timed Dec
Report, Dec –,  (Beaverbrook , : P.M., ends, ‘Typed copy of this
papers, D.). On Dec , WSC initialled message will leave B.P. /th Decem-



     

ber for Foreign Oﬃce, Admiralty, War
Oﬃce and Air Ministry’ (hw./).This
shows that WSC received by telex rushes
of intercepts a day ahead of the typed hard
copy: the typed copy of the same Oshima
telegram No. , now stamped MOST IMMEDIATE and serial-numbered No. ,,
Dec , , and endorsed ‘Shown PM /
/’ is in hw./.
4 Churchill, vol. iii, .
5 Chequers register, Dec , .
6 Winant to Hull for FDR, Tel. , Dec ,
 p.m. (sic. a.m. ?), received Dec , :
p.m. (FDR Libr., microﬁlm , ).
7 FDR to Winant, Dec , : a.m. (FDR
Libr., microﬁlm , ).
8 Churchill, vol. iii, .
9 Signal, BAD Washington to admiralty, London, Dec , : p.m. (prem.//;
several pages have been blanked out).
10 Eden, Reckoning, ; Cadogan and
Harvey diaries, Dec , .
11 Cabinet meeting, Dec , : p.m. WM
()  (cab./).
12 WSC to the king, Dec , . Churchill,
vol. iii, f. It is not clear why Gilbert in
vol. vii,  cites his source as ‘Royal Archives.’
13 Nicolson diary, Dec ; Cecil King diary,
Dec , . Cf. Churchill, vol. iii, .
14 Cadogan diary, written up three weeks
later; and Harvey diary, Dec , .
15 FDR to WSC, Dec ,  (FDR Libr.,
microﬁlm , ).
16 Summary of Home Intelligence, Weekly
Report, Dec – (Beaverbrook papers,
D.). Cecil King diary, Dec , .
17 British admiralty Delegation,Washington
(Adm. Little) to Pound, Dec , ,
: (adm./).
18 Vice-Adm. R L Ghormley, US Special
Naval observer in London, to Pound, Dec
,  (adm./).

19 Note by H R M[oore] to Pound, Dec ,
(adm./).
20 Halifax secret diary, Dec , 
(Hickleton papers, A...). Not until
Jan ,  could Adm. Pound notifyWSC
of his unoﬃcial information on the damage, ‘which is considerably more than [released] by Colonel Knox’ (First Sea Lord’s
records, adm./).
21 HM King George VI diary, Dec . PM’s
card. On Dec , Lord Halifax was still
uncertain of the true losses.That day Knox
reassured a press conference that they had
lost only one battleship. Halifax believed
the true situation was ‘one . . . blown up
and sunk; two . . . resting on the bottom;
two pretty badly damaged; two slightly
damaged; one undamaged’ (secret diary).
The British consul-general in Honolulu reported on Dec , that after the ‘inexplicable lapse of vigilance’ on Dec , 
‘according to reliable but unoﬃcial reports’ four capital ships were total losses
or seriously damaged, and one hundred
aircraft destroyed, including every B-
Flying Fortress (fo./).
22 Eden to WSC, Dec , , : p.m.
Gilbert, vol. vii, .
23 WSC to FDR, Dec , . Not found in
US ﬁles, but sent as FOTel.  (prem./
/; Churchill, vol. iii, ).
24 Lord Halifax to FO, No. , Dec .
Gilbert, vol. vii, . Brooke diary, Dec ,
 (Alanbrooke papers, /c).
25 COS () th meeting, Dec , 
(cab./). Beside the chiefs of staﬀ,
those present included A V Alexander,
Moore, Harwood, and Ismay.
26 There is some uncertainty about this telegram from WSC to Eden. Churchill, vol.
iii, at f, dates it Dec ; but it makes
no mention of the loss of Prince ofWales and
Repulse. Auchinleck’s ‘tide turned’ message

     
to WSC was early on Dec , .
27 Hastings to Denniston, Dec  (hw./
). Adm. John H Godfrey (DNI) stated
to the VCNS on Dec  that Adm. Stark
was being given all codebreaking Intelligence of use or interest to him. Godfrey
added: ‘The American Oﬃcers when they
were over here [Feb ] were informed
of all our methods and shown our machines [the bombes]. Our methods are not
adaptable to them, as they have not got
the machines. The American cryptographers consider, however, that they can
achieve the same results by diﬀerent methods and in order to try this out, they were
supplied in October with information by
GC&CS [Bletchley Park]. . . A message
has been received by Denniston from his
opposite number [Noyes] indicating that
the Bureau in Washington are quite content with what they have received’
(adm./). At a discussion of Anglo–
US intelligence exchanges at the COS
meeting on Dec ,  ‘C’ continued
to oppose any further codebreaking revelations to the Americans, but added that
this did not apply to the Far East, where
GC&CS was working closely with them
(cab./).
28 FO to Halifax, Jan ,  (adm./
).
29 WSC to Pound, Jan ; and reply, Jan ,
(adm./).
30 HM King GeorgeVI diary, Dec –, .
31 C-in-C, Eastern Fleet, to admiralty, Dec
, , : gmt; in the First Sea Lord’s
report on the warships’ loss (prem./
/); Churchill, vol. iii, .
32 HM King George VI to WSC, Dec :
ibid., .
33 Churchill, vol. iii, .The Japanese news
agency Domei had announced the successful action by ‘Japanese aircraft’ against the



British Far Eastern Fleet at : a.m., Dec
,  (prem.//).
34 WSC to FDR, Dec ,  (prem./
/); US embassy Tel. ,  p.m.
(FDR Libr., microﬁlm , ).
35 FDR to WSC, Dec , , : p.m.
Sent as OpNav’s Dec , : (FDR
Libr., microﬁlm , f). FDR’s ﬁrst
draft is very reluctant indeed: ibid., f.
In general see also The Conferences atWashington 1941–1942 and Casablanca 1943 (US
Government Printing Oﬃce,Washington,
) (hereafter: FRUS Washington and
FRUS Casablanca).
36 Brooke diary, unpublished, Dec , 
(Alanbrooke papers, /).
37 Amery diary, Dec , .
38 Brooke to WSC, Dec , commenting on
ultra mk. (cab./); initialled by
wsc, Dec , .
39 Brooke to Auchinleck, Dec , 
(Alanbrooke papers, (c); and MS, /A/
V, ). Cf. Winston S Churchill, The SecondWorldWar, vol. iv: The Hinge of Fate (hereafter Churchill, vol. iv), –, –.
40 Auchinleck to WSC, Dec –; and to
CIGS, Dec ,  (prem.//).
41 Duﬀ Cooper to cabinet, Tel. , Dec ,
 (prem.//).
42 Ismay at COS meeting, Dec , ,
quoted by Brooke, diary. COS()
Meeting, Dec , . WSC informed
Auchinleck in a telegram on Dec , of
the diversion of the th Division and the
change in theatre bundaries (prem./
/).
43 Hansard, House of Commons Debates, columns –; Churchill, vol. iii, .
44 Cecil King diary, Dec , .
45 J Peck to Eric Seal, Dec ; Gilbert, vol.
vi, . Martin diary, Dec , .
46 Summary of Home Intelligence, Weekly
Report, Dec –,  (Beaverbrook pa-



     

pers, D.).
47 Report by Harvie Watt, Dec , ;
Gilbert, vol. vii, .
48 Brooke diary, unpublished, Dec , 
(Alanbrooke papers, /).
49 Ibid., Dec , : ‘I hope to God that
there is nothing wrong with him’
(Alanbrooke papers, /).
50 Churchill, vol. iii, .
51 Cecil King diary, Dec , .
52 WSC to Attlee and Lord Woolton, Dec
, ; Churchill, vol. iii, .
53 WSC to FDR, Dec , ,  a.m.
(FDR Libr., microﬁlm , ).
54 WSC to Curtin, Dec , ; Gilbert,
vol. vii, .
55 WSC to Smuts, Dec ,  (prem./
/).
56 WSC to Wavell, Dec ,  (prem./
/).
57 WSC to Eden, Dec , ;Churchill,
vol. iii,  and .
58 WSC to Governor and Defenders of
Hongkong, Dec , ; Churchill, vol.
iii, .
59 Note in Princeton University, Seeley
Mudd Libr., Arthur Krock papers.
60 In Churchill, vol. iii,  he wrote, ‘We
passed within four hundred miles of Brest.’
His letter to Clementine, Dec , ,
is more speciﬁc: ‘ or ’ (Gilbert, vol.
vii, ).
61 Ibid., ﬀ. Smuts to WSC, Dec 
(prem.//); Duﬀ Cooper to WSC,
Dec  (Gilbert, vol. vii, ); Auchinleck
to WSC, Dec , , ,  (prem./
/). Seeing the fate of Malaya sealed,
on Jan , ,WSC humanely extricated
his friend; he cabled to Duﬀ Cooper that
theWashington decisions ‘necessarily bring
your Mission to an end,’ and he should
return home ‘by whatever is safest and
most suitable route.’ The Government

were ‘entirely satisﬁed’ with Duﬀ’s work
(cab./).
62 WSC to Clementine, Dec , ; Gilbert, vol. vii, .
63 In Churchill, vol. iii,  he wrote that
FDR had made no ‘formal reply’ to his letter of Oct , . But the copy in FDR’s
ﬁles, in an envelope marked ‘Lord Privy
Seal’ (Attlee), is endorsed:‘Handed to the
President by Winston Churchill Jan  or
, ’ (FDR Libr., microﬁlm , ﬀ).
64 Cecil King diary; and Dalton diary, Dec
, .
65 Nicolson diary, Dec , .
66 Clementine to WSC, Dec , ; Mary
Soames, Clementine Churchill (London,
), .
67 Attlee to WSC, Dec , .
68 WSC to Clementine, Dec ; op. cit.
69 WSC to Smuts, Dec , ; Churchill,
vol. iii, .
70 PM’s card, Dec , : lunch with Lord
Derby, Lord and Lady Crewe, Gen. and
Madame de Gaulle.
71 WSC minute to Hollis for COS Committee, Part I, ‘The Atlantic Front,’ Dec ,
: text in Churchill, vol. iii, ﬀ, and
FDR Libr., microﬁlm , ﬀ.
72 Ditto, Part II,‘The Paciﬁc Front,’ Dec ,
; not in Churchill, vol. iii, but on FDR
Libr., microﬁlm , ﬀ.
73 WSC to Ismay, Dec , . The text in
Churchill, vol. iii,  stated ‘st,’ while
Gilbert, vol. vii, , has ‘th Australian Division.’
74 WSC to Ismay, Dec , ; Churchill,
vol.iii, f.
75 WSC minute to Hollis for COS Committee, Part III, ‘The Campaign of ,’ Dec
, ; Churchill, vol. iii, ﬀ; FDR
Libr., microﬁlm , ﬀ.
76 On Dec ,  WSC radioed ahead to
Washington on the points to which he

     
hoped to reach agreement, primarily the
raising and redistribution of Anglo-American forces for victory and setting up joint
control machinery (Hopkins papers: Sherwood collection, box , folder ‘Churchill visit, Dec .’)
77 COS meeting, Dec , ,  a.m.
(prem.//); Churchill, vol. iii, .
78 For the liaison through Rougier see
prem.//. In March  there were
further contacts. See fo./.
79 Morton to WSC, Mar ,  (prem./
/).
80 Abetz informed Ribbentrop of this in Tel
No. , Oct , .
81 PM’s card. The message is in prem./
a/. The intermediary was probably
André Poniatowski, who would have come
to London with Pétain’s agreement (information from Darlan biographer Captain Claude Huan, Mar , Apr , ).
82 FO to WSC, taut No. , Dec , ,
:a (prem./a/).
83 While this message was shortly forwarded
via C to France, the further sentence, in
the original message (‘You may add, if you
think ﬁt, . . . The above come from
Churchill himself’) was left out. Memo by
John Martin, Oct , . See too WSC
to Attlee, Dec ,  (cab./).
84 WSC minute, Dec , ; in full on
(FDR Libr., microﬁlm , ﬀ; the version (entitled ‘The Paciﬁc Front’) in Churchill, vol. iii, ﬀ, omits () the sentences recommending ﬁre raids on Japan.
85 Unsigned notes [by Pound, Portal, and
Dill], Dec ,  (prem.//).
86 Eden to WSC, Dec  (prem.//);
see too his diary, Dec , , .
87 Conversations between Stalin, Molotov,
and Eden, Dec ,  in Sov.-angliiskiye,
ﬀ.
88 WSC to Attlee, Dec ,  (prem./



; Churchill, vol. iii, ).
89 WSC to Eden, Dec , ; Churchill,
vol. iii, . On the telephone with WSC
a few days later Lord Halifax mentioned
that he had been ‘interested to see his very
sharp reply to Anthony [Eden] about Stalin’s desires to have the  boundaries
of Russia recognised.’WSC replied that ‘he
had been greatly surprised with Anthony.’
He was equally surprised that the ambassador did not agree with Eden. Halifax
secret diary, Jan , .
90 WSC to Eden, Jan ,  (prem.//
).
91 Cf. Tel. WSC to Governor of Hongkong,
Dec , , in Churchill, vol. iii, ,
calling for prolonged resistance.
92 WSC to Clementine, Dec , ; op.
cit.
93 WSC to COS Committee, Dec , 
(prem.//).
94 See the schedule in prem./.
95 Martin diary, Dec , and letter home,
Dec ; Halifax diary, Dec , 
(Hickleton papers, A...); Churchill,
vol. iii, f.
: Some Chicken
1 Brooke unpublished diary, Dec , 
(Alanbrooke papers, /c; and notes, /
A/V). Gilbert, vol. vii, ﬀ, devotes a
chapter to WSC’s sojourn in the United
States without referring to American
sources once.
2 Churchill, vol. iii, f, and other sources.
3 Jacob diary, record of arcadia conferences,
Dec ,  (Churchill College, jacb./
).
4 Sir Walter Raleigh: so WSC himself wrote
in Churchill, vol. iii, .
5 Halifax diary, Dec  (Hickleton papers,
A...); British record of conversation,



     

Dec  (prem.//);WSC Tel. to War
Cabinet, and COS Committee, Dec ,
: Churchill, vol. iii, ﬀ. He states
that FDR ‘had evidently thought much
about my letter of October .’ In fact
FDR did not receive it until Jan , .
6 Jacob diary, record of arcadia conferences,
Dec , ,  (Churchill College,
jacb./).
7 FDR and WSC evidently told Ambassador
Litvinov in Jan  that their forces
would land in strength in Europe if there
was danger of a collapse. See Forrest Davis,
‘The January Promise,’ in Saturday Evening
Post, Feb , ; he claimed in  that
FDR had told him this himself.
8 FRUS, , vol. i, . According to Hull’s
memoirs, vol. ii, , ‘no conclusions
were arrived at.’
9 WSC to FDR, Feb , . The letter in
the FDR Library PSF ﬁles is not even
singed, let alone ‘burnt.’
10 GC&CS draft history, chap. viii: ‘The
Russian liaison’ (hw./).
11 Tel. WSC to War Cabinet, Dec  [sic],
: Gilbert, vol. vii, . Churchill, vol.
iii, ﬀ, omits this passage. The Dominion representatives present were South
Africa’s R W Close, Australia’s Richard
Casey, Canada’s Leighton McCarthy, and
New Zealand’s F Langstone.
12Washington war conference,  noon, Dec
 (prem.//). Cf. Halifax diary, Dec
,  (Hickleton papers, A...): ‘I
think he got them [the Dominion representatives] into quite a good temper. He
was very cheerful and optimistic about
Libya and Russia.’
13 Press conference, Dec , , four p.m.
(prem.//); and Halifax diary.
14 Frank McNaughton manuscript, Dec ,
 (Harry S Truman Libr., Frank
McNaughton papers).

15 Hansard, House of Commons Debates, Nov
, .
16 Author’s interview of George Odey, MP
(Cons.), Apr , .
17 Moran, quoted by Randolph Churchill,
in Bruce Lockhart diary, Jun , .
18 Daniel Longwell to f.y.i. [Life in-house
magazine], Oct ,  (Columbia University, New York: Butler Library, Daniel
Longwell papers).
19 Butcher diary, Aug , .
20 WSC to Eden, Feb , ; in Dilks, op.
cit., n.
21 Clementine to Mary Churchill, Dec ,
; in Mary Soames, op. cit., .
22 Memo, ‘Dates Mr Hopkins lunched and
dined with President and Prime Minister
[Dec –Jan ]’ (Hopkins papers: Sherwood collection, box , folder ‘Churchill visit, Dec ’).
23 So FDR told Molotov, on May , 
(ibid.).
24 FDR related this at a JCS meeting on Feb
, , adding that WSC had explained
that the UK looked on France as a bulwark (‘against the Russians,’ FDR surmised).
25 Stimson diary, Dec , .
26 WSC to Clementine, Dec , .
27 G C Marshall, Notes of meeting at White
House with the President and the British
PM presiding, Dec ,  (na, rg.,
Army Operations/OPD Executive Files
–, box , ﬁle , item ).
28 Arnold diary, Dec , .
29 Washington War Conference, Second
Meeting, Dec ,  (cab./).
30 Halifax diary, Dec , quoting Lord
Beaverbrook (Hickleton papers, A...
). For typical criticisms, see Amery diary, Dec : Clement Davies out to attack
WSC; Dec , Crowder, secretary of 
Committee, on Tory restlessness; Dec ,

    
Stuart memo.
31 Cunningham to Pound, Dec , 
(British Library, Add. MS ).
32 Attlee to WSC, Jan  (cab./); reply, Jan  (cab./). See Churchill,
vol. iii, . Briefed by Adm. Pound, Lord
Halifax noted in his secret diary, Jan ,
, ‘We are keeping all this very dark,
in order that the Italians may not know to
what extent they have got command of the
Mediterranean if they would only take it.’
33 Stimson diary, Dec , .
34 Halifax diary, Dec ,  (Hickleton
papers, A...).
35 Smuts to WSC, through British High
Commissioner in Pretoria and Lord Halifax, Dec , received in Washington at
: a.m. (prem.//).
36 Auchinleck toWSC, Cairo, Dec ,  a.m.
and  p.m. (prem.//).
37 Text in Hopkins papers: Sherwood collection, box , folder ‘Churchill visit,
Dec ’; cf. Churchill, vol. iii, f.
38 Moran, ‘diary,’ .
39 Martin diary, Dec , ; Lieut.-Col.
E I C Jacob, diary of Washington conference, quoted by Gilbert, vol. vii, .
40 Halifax secret diary, Dec , : ‘He
[Casey] was not comforted by my telling
him that I didn’t know either’ about the
talks.
41 Cf. Taylor, Beaverbrook; and Beaverbrook
memo, Sep ,  (Beaverbrook papers,
D.).
42 ‘Harry Hopkins looked like a mere wraith
– so thin, but quite joyous in appearance,
like a living ﬂame.’ Mackenzie King diary,
Dec , .
43 Ickes diary, Feb , .
44 Stimson wrote on Jan , , ‘[Hull]
has been very gloomy of late because he
feels that the President has rather sidetracked him in the recent negotiations with



the British.’ Ibid., Dec , . And
memo, ‘Churchill speaking,’ Apr –,
 (DDE Library, C D Jackson papers,
box , ‘Churchill’); and see Churchill,
vol. iii, f (‘Hull . . . did not seem to
me to have full access at the moment to
the President’).
45WSC to de Gaulle, Dec  (cab./).
The State dept. ﬁle on this, ./
/, was opened in the NA in Mar .
Muselier decided to resign as Commissaire
Nationale à la Marine on his return to
London ‘so as to have no longer a political
position in a movement where the will of
a single man could prevail against wiser
counsels.’ Cf. Churchill, vol. iii, f
(‘Strongly urged by our foreign oﬃce, I
supported General de Gaulle. . . ’). Halifax diary, Dec ,  (Hickleton papers,
A...).
46 Hopkins, memo, Dec  (Hopkins papers:
Sherwood collection, box , folder
‘Churchill visit, Dec ’).
47 WSC to Auchinleck, T., Dec 
quoted in Gilbert, vol. vii, f. And WSC
to Curtin,T., Dec ,  (prem./
/ and ﬁle cab./). These ‘direct messages fromWinston to Auchinleck
and to Australia’ vexed his cabinet colleagues in London: Amery diary, Dec ,
.
48 Jacob diary, record of arcadia conferences, Dec , page  (Churchill College, jacb./).
49 Note by Brigadier Hollis, Dec , 
(prem.//).
50 Stimson diary, Dec , .
51 Moran, ‘diary,’ .
52 Martin diary, Dec , .
53 Beaverbrook related this to Lord Halifax:
diary, Dec ,  (Hickleton papers,
A...).
54 Morgenthau diary, Dec ,  (FDR



     

Library, Henry R Morgenthau papers).
55 Gilbert, vol. vii, , states that the movie
was Oliver Twist. Lord Moran, op. cit., ,
and the Morgenthau diary agree that it was
a war documentary.
56 Halifax diary, Dec ,  (Hickleton
papers, A...).
57 Based on the McNaughton manuscript
cited above.
58 Moran, ‘diary,’ .
59 For the British government’s authentic
text of WSC’s speech, see fo./.
Gilbert, vol. vii, , while citing ‘Churchill
papers, /’ as his source, does not
quote a line more than does WSC himself
in Churchill, vol. iii, f.
60 Ickes diary, Dec , .
61 Randolph Churchill to WSC, Jan , :
Gilbert, vol. vii, . Clementine to WSC,
Dec ,  (cab./). Lord Halifax was less impressed. ‘Personally I did
not think it so very good, but naturally I
kept the opinion within a narrow circle’
(diary, Dec ); and see his letter to the
king, Jan , : ‘Personally, I thought
his [WSC’s] speech at Ottawa was the better of the two, but this was not the general opinion’ (Hickleton papers,
A...).
62 Ickes diary, Dec ; and see The Daily Telegraph, Dec , .
63 Harold Smith diary, Dec ,  (FDR
Library, Harold Smith papers).
64 Wickard diary, Dec , .
65 Mackenzie King diary, Dec , .
66 On Dec , , Hull bluntly asked
WSC ‘to induce [de Gaulle] to withdraw
his troops.’ WSC pointed to the damage
this would inﬂict on his relations with the
‘Free French’: Hull memoirs, vol. ii,
f. ‘I thought,’ wrote Lord Halifax to
Eden on Jan , , ‘he was a little lighthearted about de Gaulle and St. Pierre!’

(Hickleton papers, A...).
67 Mackenzie King diary, Dec , .
68 Ibid., Dec , . Pierre Dupuy (b.
) had been ﬁrst secretary at the Paris
legation; after the fall of France he became
Canadian chargé d’aﬀaires in London to
the governments of France, Belgium, and
the Netherlands. On Nov ,  Lord
Halifax invited Mackenzie King to send
Dupuy to Vichy to establish contact with
Pétain; Dupuy returned on Dec  with
word that Pétain was still hoping for Germany’s defeat. He returned twice more to
Vichy in Feb and Aug , and remained
optimistic. In Jul  WSC turned down
his proposal for a further trip to Vichy. See
documents released on the Canadian govt
website www.dfait-maeci.gc.ca/hist/
Dupuy.asp.
69 Mackenzie King diary, Dec , .
70 Moran, ‘diary,’ f. In Churchill, vol. iii,
,WSC wrongly places this incident on
Jan , .
71 Conference at the White House, Dec ,
: p.m. (Hopkins papers: Sherwood collection, box , folder ‘Churchill visit,
Dec ’).These texts are also in the Library of Congress, H H Arnold papers,
box . For the British record, seeWashington conference, Fourth Meeting, Dec
, , : p.m. (cab./).
72 Curtin to FDR, Dec , : Churchill,
vol. iv, f.
73 Melbourne Herald, Dec , ;
Churchill, vol. iv, . Amery (diary, Dec ,
) called the article a ‘low down utterance,’ and described the Australians as
‘in a howl of unreasoning panic.’
74 Curtin to WSC, No. , Dec ; WSC
had to lecture him in his reply, Jan , ,
that ‘the whole naval situation has been
upset by the losses of the United States
Fleet at Pearl Harbor and our own naval

     
losses’ (cab./). WSC to Attlee,
Dec , and to Hughes, Dec , 
(cab./).
75 COS Committee,  p.m., Dec , 
(prem.//).
76 Churchill, vol. iii, . Lord Moran
records in his ‘diary’ (Winston Churchill.The
Struggle for Survival, 1940–6 [London,
], ), that on Dec  WSC was sure
the plan was ‘neither workable nor desirable,’ a remarkable coincidence with the
wording in Churchill, vol. iii, , ﬁrst
published in .
77 The formal British record (cab./)
shows that Pound, Dill, and Portal all opposed Marshall’s proposal for a British Supreme Commander, since American public opinion would blame the inevitable
coming reverses on the British; and that
the PM felt that it would be ‘sounder’ if
they allowed an American Adm. command
of ‘all the Naval forces.’
78 Mackenzie King listed McCarthy, Ralston,
Power, and Macdonald for Canada, along
with the representatives of India and South
Africa and Casey. Diary, Dec , .
79 Mackenzie King diary, Dec , .
80 This telegram to Attlee, published in
Churchill, vol. iii, f, is the probable
source of the meeting between WSC and
Marshall on ‘Dec ’ described by Lord
Moran, Winston Churchill. The Struggle for
Survival, 1940–6 (London, ); in fact
the telegram was written on Dec  (‘I
leave to-morrow afternoon for Ottawa. . .’) although dated Dec , .
Gilbert, vol. vii, , consequently falls into
the same error.
81 Ickes diary, Feb , , quoting Baruch.
82 Stimson diary, Dec , ; and FRUS
Washington.
83 Halifax diary, Dec ,  (Hickleton
papers, A...); COS Committee, Dec



, , : p.m. (cab./). If WSC
had really spent ‘ﬁve hours’ receiving diplomatic representatives (Gilbert, vol. vii,
) this would have involved a : a.m.
start – in WSC both commendable and
unusual.
84 PM’s movements (prem./). Jackie
Martin of the Chicago Sun wrote that the
train comprised locomotive, baggage car,
club car, four Pullmans, a diner, three
more Pullmans, and the observation car
in the rear.
85 Mackenzie King diary, Dec , .
86 Schedule in prem./.
87 Lord Moran, Winston Churchill.The Struggle for Survival, 1940–6 (London, ).
88 John Martin letter home, Jan , .
89 Mackenzie King diary, Dec , .
90 Ibid.
91 Canadian Government print of WSC’s
speech, Dec , , in Mackenzie King’s
papers. It is also printed in full in the Canadian Hansard, House of Commons Debates,
Wednesday, Jan , , vol. lxxix, No.
, –; copy in fo./.
92 Mackenzie King to WSC, Jan , and reply, Jan ,  (Mackenzie King papers,
MG., J, vol.  ).
93 Mackenzie King diary, Dec , .
94 WSC to Attlee, Dec , ; in Churchill, vol. iv, .
95 Summary of press conference, Dec ,
 (prem.//).
96 Schedule in prem./. Gilbert errs in
writing that WSC left Ottawa the previous night.
97 Jackie Martin, letter to a friend, Jan ;
printed in ‘A Night to Remember,’ Evening
Star,Washington, Jan , . Cf. Churchill, vol. iii, . Halifax diary, Jan , :
WSC told him he ‘had gone in in his
romper suit, and drunk toasts and sung
Auld Lang Syne, and enjoyed it immensely’



     

(Hickleton papers, A...).
: The Completest Intimacy
1 Brooke diary, unpublished, Dec –,
 (King’s College London, Alanbrooke
papers; and MS, /A/v, f). War Cabinet, Dec ; COS meetings, Dec , ,
.
2 Amery diary, Dec , .
3 prem./.
4 Berle diary, Jan ,  (FDR Libr., Adolph
A Berle papers).
5 Halifax to Eden, Jan  (Hickleton papers,
A..., and fo./); and diary.
FDR repeated this account later in the year
to Ld Halifax: diary, Dec , 
(Hickleton papers, A...). Desmond
Morton also related it, e.g., to Gen. Everett
S Hughes: ‘Winnie took a bath and was
parading about naked when comes a knock
on the door. In comes FDR in chair. W
held up hands and said – “As we said last
night, we have nothing to conceal.” Morton
says W naked looks like kewpie,’ a cheap
plaster Cupid doll often won at fairground
side-shows. Hughes diary, Nov , 
(Library of Congress, Everett S Hughes papers; transcribed by us).
6 Arthur Krock, quoting ‘Mr Jones, a clerk
with the British mission.’ This was W R
Jones, secretary to Lieut.-Colonel J C
Hollis. ‘There was the Prime Minister,
fresh from the bath, without a stitch. I
started to back out; there was squeak behind me and in wheeled the President’
(Princeton University, Seeley Mudd
Manuscript Libr., Arthur Krock papers).
Jones also relates this in James Leasor, War
at the Top (London, ), . Ian Jacob
has it that Jones had wangled his way into
the White House on a pretext, carrying a
secret document for WSC. ‘What should

he see coming towards him but the President in his wheeled chair, unaccompanied
by anyone. Jones stood rooted to the spot,
and the President addressed him saying,
“Good morning. Is your Prime Minster up
yet?” “Well Sir,” said Jones, who had a
stilted way of speaking, “it is within my
knowledge that the Prime Minister is at
the present moment in his bath.” “Good,”
said the President, “then open the door.”’
Jacob diary, record of arcadia conferences, Dec , – (Churchill College,
jacb./).
7 Churchill, vol. iii, : ‘The President was
wheeled in to me on the morning [sic] of
January . I got out of my bath, and agreed
to the draft [U.N. Declaration].’
8 Berle diary, Jan . Berle added: ‘The President did not call to Churchill’s attention
the analogy to the “United States” – a name
worked out by a somewhat similar process of mind in ’ (FDR Libr., Adolph
A Berle papers,VIII/I/ﬀ).WSC invited
Eden in m./ of Feb , : ‘Will
you kindly meanwhile draw me up a list
of the candidates for election [to the UN]
and mark those you want blackballed?’
(cab./).
9 Halifax diary, Jan ,  (Hickleton papers, A...); and cf. Leasor, op. cit., .
10 Martin diary, Jan ,  (in the author’s
possession).
11 Hopkins memorandum, Jan ,  (in
FRUSWashington).
12 Reporting by telegram to Attlee on Dec
,WSC had remarked:‘Litvinov is a mere
automaton, evidently frightened out of his
wits after what he has gone through.’WSC
made much of the declaration later
(Churchill, vol. iii, f); Cecil King (diary, Jan ) called it ‘the usual verbiage’ and
found that even The Times gave it only ‘a
single column top.’

     
13 Eden to WSC, Jan  (cab./). WSC
to Hull, Jan ,  (Hopkins papers:
Sherwood collection, box ).
14 WSC to Attlee, Jan ,  (cab./
); cf. Taylor, Beaverbrook.
15 WSC to Attlee, Jan , , Churchill,
vol. iii, . He also praised FDR’s breadth
of view, resolution, and loyalty. ‘There is
not the slightest sign here of excitement
or worry about the opening misfortunes,
which are taken as a matter of course and
to be retrieved by the marshalling of overwhelming forces of every kind.There will,
of course, be a row in public presently.’
16 Stimson diary, Jan ; and Conference at
the White House, : p.m., Jan , 
(Hopkins papers: Sherwood collection,
box ); FDR had held a meeting with
his Joint Chiefs on Jan  without inviting
the British (ibid.).
17 Stimson diary, Jan , . Marshall had
to take the overnight train back to Washington. ‘It was only due to the President’s
urging that he did not decline Churchill’s
invitation.’
18 Martin diary, Jan , ; Moran, op. cit.,
; Churchill, vol. iii, ; and prem./
. Gilbert, vol. vii, , is wrong in writing that WSC was accompanied ‘only by
his doctor.’ According to Colonel Jacob
(ibid.), WSC himself was worried about
arousing jealousies from FDR’s staﬀ if he
outstayed his welcome.
19 Cdr. C R Thompson MS. In Churchill,
vol. iii,  WSC wrote that he cabled to
Attlee on Jan : ‘Please make sure no notice is issued in England.’ The original is
clear – ‘D-notice’ (cab./).
20 Halifax diary, Feb ,  (Hickleton
papers, A...).
21 In violation of ancient treaties, Mr
Churchill had in March  ordered the
important RAF airstrip at North Front ex-



tended into the neutral zone between Gibraltar and the Spanish frontier. Gen. Franco’s government was assured that it would
be used only in an ‘emergency,’; a word of
which Mr Churchill however had his own
deﬁnition.‘In one sense, the war itself constitutes an emergency,’ he told his ambassador in Madrid. ‘In a narrower sense, an
emergency is created by the fact that aeroplanes cannot safely ﬂy direct to the Middle East.’ He ordered the planes to arrive
‘singly and unostentatiously,’ and told his
ambassador in Madrid not to inform the
Spaniards of the airﬁeld construction.
There were , aircraft movements
during , and , in . Air
Headquarters, Gibraltar, Intelligence Section, ‘Flying from the Rock: The Story of
Aviation at Gibraltar’ (RAF Gibraltar ﬁles).
The quotations are from a letter fromWSC
to Sir Samuel Hoare, ambassador in Madrid, Mar . For papers on the airﬁeld
and storing munitions for a war with Spain,
see air./.
22 WSC to FDR, Jan ,  (Hopkins papers: Sherwood collection, box ).
23 WSC to Attlee, Jan ,  (cab./
; Churchill, vol. iii, f).
24 WSC to Ismay and Sinclair, Jan , :
Churchill, vol. iii, .
25 WSC to Pound, Jan ,  (ibid.). Pound
described the human torpedo attack to
Lord Halifax (diary), Jan , : ‘They
hope to have the Valiant out again by st
May, but until they get her out of Alexandria dock they can’t ﬁnd out how much
the Queen Elizabeth is damaged. . . We are
keeping this very dark, in order that the
Italians may not know to what extent they
have got command of the Mediterranean
if they would only take it.’
26 Mackenzie King diary, Jan , .
27 Diary of Gen. Joseph W Stilwell, Jan , ,



     

 (Hoover Libr., Stilwell papers). On
Jan ,  Stilwell added: ‘To Betty’s
[Adm. Stark’s] oﬃce at  – Holcomb,
Turner, Stark, King, etc. Self satisﬁed gnats,
preening themselves on their pretty Gold
lace. . . All sore over England’s hogging
everything.’
28 War Cabinet, Jan ; Amery diary, Jan ,
; Dalton diary, Jan  and . Dalton
recorded on Jan ,  that Eden had
found Stalin ‘very straight, direct, and reasonable.’ Stalin never harangued like Hitler and Mussolini – altogether ‘quite a nice
gentlemanly fellow!’
29 Moran,‘diary,’ .
30 WSC to Eden, Jan  (cab./; cf.
Churchill, vol. iii, f, and Cadogan diary, Jan , , Churchill College, Cambridge: Cadogan papers). Eden’s secretary
noted on Jan : ‘I’m afraid we’re going to
have great diﬃculty over this. Winston is
au fond a die-hard imperialist – bad about
India (much trouble coming to us here
over his refusal to countenance Dominion
status) and bad about Russia.’
31 Halifax diary, Jan , .
32 WSC to Ismay and the defence committee, Jan ; FDR Libr., microﬁlm ;
(prem.//); cf. Churchill, vol. iii,
.
33 Hankey to WSC, Dec ; minute by WSC,
Dec ; chief of staﬀ committee, () th
meeting, Dec ,  (cab./).
34 Ismay to Col. C R Price, Dec , 
(cab./).
35 DO () st Meeting, Jan ; and conf.
annexe, vegetarian, Jan ; Ismay toWSC,
Jan ,  (cab./). Hankey, informed of a subsequent change of
codename to aladdin, grumbled:‘I always
forget the code word and have to go back
to the real thing. It is all rather a fad.’
36 Sir John Martin, notes on his diary;

Churchill, vol. iii, .
37 prem./.
38 WSC to Auchinleck, Jan , Churchill,
vol. iv, . Brooke Notes on diary, Jan ,
 (King’s College London, Alanbrooke
papers; and MS, /A/v). On Jan 
Brooke wrote to Auchinleck that his Intelligence staﬀ’s ‘highly coloured optimistic reports’ had of late frequently been
confounded by events. ‘These reports are
apt to create a spirit of unwarranted optimism amongst politicians, which is followed by one of doubt as to the veracity
of our statements.’ (Ibid., [d]).
39 Halifax to WSC, Jan ,  (Hickleton
papers, A...).
40 WSC to Stalin, Jan , . Sovyetskoangliiskiye otnosheniya does not include this.
41 Taylor, Beaverbrook.
42 Curtin to WSC, Jan , , rec’d :
p.m. (prem.//); cf. Churchill, vol.
iv, .
43 WSC to Curtin, Jan ,  (ibid.);
Churchill, vol. iv,  dates it Jan .
44 WSC to Eden, Jan , , : a.m.
(Hopkins papers: Sherwood collection,
box ). This remarkable exchange is
missing from Gilbert’s volumes.
45 Attlee to WSC, Jan , : p.m.; and
Eden to WSC, Jan ,  (ibid.).
46 On Jan , , Donovan informed FDR
that his agents in London predicted an
imminent showdown between WSC and
de Gaulle who was ﬂirting with Moscow
and stating he would ‘never deal with the
Americans again’ (FDR Libr., PSF, boxes
–, folder ‘OSS–Donovan Reports’).
47 Stimson diary, Jan –, .
48 Churchill, vol. iii, .
49 ‘Conference at the White House, Jan ,
, : p.m.’ (Hopkins papers, box
). There was also some discussion of
magnet, and of the consequential reduc-

     
tion in PQ convoys to North Russia.WashingtonWar Conference, Jan , , :
p.m. (cab./); Gilbert, vol. vii,  has
: a.m., an obvious misprint.
50 Stimson diary, Jan , : present were
WSC, Beaverbrook, Stimson, Hull, Morgenthau, Knox, Jesse Jones, Hopkins, and
Donovan.
51 Churchill, vol. iii, .
52 Warren F Kimball, ‘Lend–Lease and the
Open Door: The Temptation of British
Opulence, –,’ in Political Science
Quarterly, vol. , No. . Article VII of the
American draft read: ‘The terms and conditions upon which the United Kingdom
receives defense aid . . . shall provide
against discrimination in either the United
States or the United Kingdom against the
importation of any product originating in
the other country.’
53 Smith diary, Jan ,  (FDR Library,
Harold Smith papers, box ).
54 WSC to Attlee, Jan  (cab./).
55 Wavell to chiefs of staﬀ, Jan , .
Churchill, vol. iv, f; Gilbert, vol. vii, ,
says it was addressed to WSC.
56 WSC to Curtin, Jan ,  (prem./
/); Churchill, vol. iv, .
57 WSC to Wavell, Jan , : Churchill,
vol. iv, ; Gilbert, vol. vii, , dates it
‘Jan .’
58 WSC rebuked Attlee, Dec , : ‘It
would be most unfair to make him
[Brooke-Popham] a scapegoat. If Malay Peninsula has been starved for sake of Libya
and Russia no one is more responsible than
I, and I would do exactly the same again.’
When Canberra applauded the ‘belated’
removal of the oﬃcer,Churchill on Dec 
reminded Mr Hughes: ‘You will see that
the [Australian] Government of which you
are a member . . . sent most fervently eulogistic letter to him assuring him of their



utmost conﬁdence’ (cab./). Attlee,
Sinclair and Bracken insisted it was ‘inadvisable to include Brooke-Popham in the
New Year’s Honours’ (cab./).
Robert Menzies diary, Jan ,  (National Library of Australia, Canberra,
Robert Menzies papers, MS.).
59 WSC to FDR, Jan ,  (Hopkins papers: Sherwood collection, box ; and
FDR microﬁlm , ).
60 FDR, quoted in Stettinius Mission diary,
Mar ,  (na, rg., Edward R
Stettinius papers).
61 Meeting at theWhite House, Jan , ,
: p.m. (Hopkins papers: Sherwood collection, box ).
62Stimson diary, Jan , .
63 Ibid., Jan , .
64 Ibid., Jan , .
65 Churchill, vol. iii, .
66 Note by Hopkins, Jan , , cited in
FRUS,Washington.
67 Halifax diary, Jan ,  (Hickleton
papers, A...).
68 Halifax diary, Feb ,  (ibid.).
69 Martin diary, Jan , ; Churchill, vol.
iii, ﬀ; Moran, ‘diary,’ f.
70 Kelly-Rogers, bulletin, Jan ,  
p.m. (Sir John Martin papers, copy in our
possession).
71 Winston S Churchill, My Early Life (London, ); the river, at Pretoria, South
Africa, is in fact a rivulet, only inches deep.
72 James Leasor, War at the Top (London,
), ﬀ; Gilbert, vol. vii,  and .
Kelly-Rogers was an experienced navigator and never came within ninety miles of
the flak at Brest; see his letter in The Daily
Telegraph, Apr , , and E B Haslam’s
account of the discrepancies in RAF Quarterly, vol. xii, nos.  and .
73 Reported in War Cabinet, Jan , 
(cab./).



     

74 Daily Express, Jan , . Moran, ‘diary,’ .
75 Brooke diary, unpublished, Jan , 
(Alanbrooke papers, /).
76 Martin diary, Jan , ; cf. Bruce
Lockhart diary, Jan , .
77 Cecil King diary, Jan , . On Jan
, he added: ‘He returned home in very
complacent mood, ready to receive the
plaudits of the politicians. . . [On Jan ]
there was a cabinet meeting . . . the atmosphere was very diﬀerent from . . . expected.’ Beaverbrook accused Attlee later
of having failed to warn WSC of the storm
brewing while he was away in Washington. The PM had ‘at ﬁrst thought he could
ride the storm’ by ﬁrmness and refusing
to budge (Halifax secret diary, Mar ,
, Hickleton papers, A...).
78 War Cabinet, Jan ,  (cab./).
79 Amery diary, Jan , .
80 Ibid., Jan , .
81 Ibid., Dec , .
82 Ibid., Jan , .
83 Ibid., Jan , .
84 Press Association, quoted in Cecil King
diary, Jan , .
85 WSC to Attlee, Jan ,  (cab./
); Amery diary, Jan , .
86 War Cabinet, Jan ,  (cab./);
Amery diary, Jan . Eden opposed recording the House speech as setting an undesirable precedent: Harvey diary, Jan ,
, .
87 Wavell to WSC, Jan , : Churchill,
vol. iv, . Gilbert, vol. vii,  has WSC
receiving Wavell’s telegram of Jan 
(Churchill, vol. iv, f) on the morning of
the th.
88 Sir Hastings Ismay, The Memoirs of Lord
Ismay (London, ) (hereafter: Ismay),
.
89 WSC to chiefs of staﬀ, Jan , .

Churchill, vol. iv, f. Gilbert suppresses
WSC’s introductory reference to ‘Wavell’s
telegram of the th.’
90 HM King George VI diary, Jan , .
91 Amery diary, Jan , .
92 Cadogan diary, Jan , ; and Harvey
diary, Jan , , quoting Eden:
‘PM . . . is in the highest spirits and the
most truculent mood.’
93 WSC to Curtin, Jan ,  (prem./
/); Churchill, vol. iv, f; circulated
to defence committee (cab./).
94 WSC to Wavell, despatched Jan , ,
: a.m. Churchill, vol. iv, f.
95 Cecil King diary, Jan , ; Nicolson
diary, Jan , , : Randolph Churchill observed that the reception was nothing like that for Chamberlain upon his return from Munich.
96 Home Intelligence secret report for week
ending Jan , quoted in Donovan to FDR,
Jan , : ‘Unfair for Churchill to try
to reduce criticism by injection [of] personal popularity into the picture’ (FDR
Libr., PSF, box –, folder ‘OSS–Donovan Reports’).
97 Amery diary, Jan , .
98 Wavell to WSC, Jan  and ,  in
Churchill, vol. iv, ﬀ.
99 WSC to chiefs of staﬀ, COS () (O),
Jan ,  (cab./); and Churchill, vol. iv, f.
100 Chiefs of staﬀ meeting, Jan , 
(cab./ and cab./).
101 Defence committee meeting, Jan 
(cab./ and cab./); Amery diary, Jan . Brooke wrote that the meeting climaxed in ‘arrival of wire from Australia disagreeing with all the
arrangements PM had made with USA
concerning higher direction of the war!’
(Brooke diary, unpublished, Jan ; and
MS, /A/v. Curtin toWSC, Jan , ,

     
: a.m., cab./).WSC was surely
wrong in writing that Page was not invited
to this defence committee meeting.
Churchill, vol. iv, .
102 Amery diary, Jan , .
103 Eden diary, Jan . Eden, Reckoning.
104 Charles Peake, report on the meeting,
Jan  (na, State dept. ﬁle ./
·); PM’s card.WSC reported his ‘severe conversation’ with de Gaulle to FDR
on Jan  (FDR Libr., microﬁlm , ).
Hopkins recorded on Jan ,  that
FDR had shown him a dispatch from WSC
who had told de Gaulle ‘to get the hell out
of those islands’; if consultation with Vichy was required, WSC desired the State
dept. to handle it (Hopkins papers: Sherwood collection, box ).
105 Donovan to FDR, Feb ,  (FDR
Libr., PSF, box , folder ‘Donovan Reports’).
106 WSC to Pound, Jan ,  (First Sea
Lord’s records, adm./; and Churchill, vol. iv, ).
107 Brooke diary, unpublished, Jan , 
(Alanbrooke papers, /).
108 Cecil King diary, Jan , .
109 Martin diary, and Chequers register, Jan
– (copies in the author’s possession).
110 See Churchill, vol. iv, ; Gilbert, vol.
vii, , parrots WSC’s version. Amery’s
diary, Jan , , conﬁrms that Page was
present, as do the minutes in cab./.
111 Curtin to WSC, Jan , received Jan ,
. Churchill, vol. iv, f. At his next
cabinet, on Jan ,WSC ‘ungraciously’ accepted that Australia should be represented
on the cabinet, until a new telegram arrived from Curtin demanding even closer
involvement in the War Cabinet’s decisions. ‘Winston,’ wrote Amery, ‘at once
took this as meaning interference with our
domestic aﬀairs and exploded.’



112 Hankey diary, Jan , .
113 Brooke diary, unpublished, Jan , 
(Alanbrooke papers, /).
114 Chequers register, Jan –, .
115 Clementine to WSC,‘Thursday’ perhaps
Jan , : cited in Mary Soames, op.
cit., f.
116 Beaverbrook memo, Feb ; and Cripps
to WSC, Jan , , quoted therein.
Beaverbrook met Cripps that day and tried
to persuade him, but Cripps insisted on a
seat in the cabinet (Beaverbrook papers,
D.).
117 WSC to Auchinleck, t./, Jan ,
 (cab./). Churchill, vol. iv: The
Hinge of Fate (London, ), ﬀ.
118 Martin diary, Jan , . Hollis noted
that day, ‘I am casting around for something to relieve the gloom and am unable
to do so’ (cab./). In the National
Archives,Washington, is a  page ‘Log of
Messages’ between prime and potus (the
prime minister and the president of the
US); the ﬁrst item, on Jan , is timed: ‘In
p, our p, clear wup, with the
remark:‘PM ready for test. Not answered.’
119 Brooke diary, unpublished, Jan , 
(Alanbrooke papers, /; and MS, /A/
v, ).
120 Oshima (Berlin) to Togo (Tokyo), No.
, Jan , intercept No. ,, translated Jan  (hw./). Ribbentrop had
seen him for an hour on Jan , .
121 WSC to Duﬀ Cooper, Jun , 
(prem.//a).
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: Poor Winston
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‘Donovan Reports’).
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Churchill, vol. iv, f.
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Feb ; intercept No. , translated
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II//).
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29 HM King George VI diary, Feb , .
30 Bruce Lockhart diary, Feb  and .
31 Brooke diary, unpublished, Feb , ,
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32 Eden diary, Feb , , , .
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34 No defence committee (Operations)
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35 Harvey diary, Mar , . Cadogan diary, Mar , .
36 Amery diary, Feb , .
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38 Harvey diary, Feb , .
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Soames, op. cit., .
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41 Clementine Churchill to her sister Nellie
Romilly, Feb : Soames, op. cit., .
42 WSC to Auchinleck, Feb , and reply,
Feb , : Churchill, vol. iv, ﬀ.
43 Moran, ‘diary,’ .
44 Harvey diary, Feb , .
45 Ibid., Mar , .
46 Garﬁeld Weston, quoting Beaverbrook, in
Cecil King diary, Mar , .
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Prophecies and Some Economic Consequences’ (Beaverbrook papers, D.).
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49 Harvey diary, Feb , .
50 Brooke diary, unpublished, Feb , 
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, : Churchill, vol. iv, .
55 WSC to Ismay, Feb , : Churchill,
vol. iv, .
56 WSC to FDR, Feb ,  (FDR Libr.,
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57 WSC to Curtin, Feb : Churchill, vol.
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58 Chiefs of staﬀ meeting, Feb  
(cab./).
59 WSC to FDR, Feb ,  (FDR Libr.,
microﬁlm , ).
60 FDR to WSC, Feb , enclosing his message to Curtin: Churchill, vol. iv, .
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when the First Sea Lord called me up at
: a.m. about the destination of the convoy with the th Australian Division on
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and Rangoon, marking time pending approval from Australians to use it in Burma.
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President of USA. As a result we shall
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61 Curtin to WSC, Feb , : Churchill,
vol. iv, .
62 WSC to Curtin, Feb : Churchill, vol.
iv, ; Amery diary, Feb –, .
63 Curtin to WSC, Feb , : Churchill,
vol. iv, .
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,  (FDR Libr., microﬁlm , ﬀ).
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, ﬀ).
69 Churchill, vol. iv, .
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71 Linlithgow to Amery, Feb ; Amery diary, Feb , .
72 Amery diary, Feb , , .
73 Ibid., Feb , .
74 Beaverbrook, quoted by Margesson: Cecil
King diary, Feb , .
75 Amery diary, Feb –, .
76 Ibid., Mar , .
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78 WSC to Bridges, Feb , : Churchill, vol. iv, .
79 WSC to Eden, Feb , : Gilbert, vol.
vii, .
80 Brooke diary, unpublished, Mar , 
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, .
82 Eden diary, Feb , .
83 Cadogan diary, Feb  and , .
84 Cadogan diary, Feb , .
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and Mar ,  in Stalin–WSC Correspondence, vol. i.
86 Harvey diary, Mar , .
87 Harriman to Hopkins, Mar , 
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88 Wavell to WSC, Feb ; and reply, Feb
,  (cab./).
89 WSC to Ismay, Feb , : Churchill,
vol. iv, ﬀ.
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91 Cadogan diary, Mar , .
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papers, A...).
93 Memo by Adolph Berle, Mar , ,
State dept. ﬁle ./. There are
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94 Memo by Adolph Berle, Mar , ,
State dept. ﬁle ./.
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96 WSC to FDR, Mar ,  (FDR Libr.,
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97 WSC to FDR, Mar ,  (FDR Libr.,
microﬁlm ,ﬀ).
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99 Ibid., Mar , .
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102 Dalton diary, Mar , ; Cadogan diary, Mar , .
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105 Butler to Hoare, Mar ,  (Cambridge University Libr., Templewood papers, xiii, ).
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108 Cadogan diary, Mar , .
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111 Harvey diary, Mar , .
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114 WSC to Stalin, Mar : Churchill, vol. iv,
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possible Churchill had Martin intercept
and answer letters from Weizmann and
Namier.
139 Minutes by Roger Allen and A Randall,
Aug ,  (fo./).
140 F K Roberts to Godfrey Liss, Min of Inf.,
Aug ,  (ibid.).
141 Martin to WSC, Oct ; and see C
Thornley to Mar tin, Nov , 
(prem.//).
142 Martin to Namier, Mar ,  (ibid.).
143 Halifax secret diary, Dec , 
(Hickleton papers, A..).
144 Morgenthau diary, Nov ,  (FDR
Library, Henry R Morgenthau papers, vol.
, ).
145 See FDR’s remarks to Gen. Noguès, Jan
, : FRUS Casablanca, .
146 See e.g., Postal & Telegraphic Censorship, ‘Report on Jewry,’ Jan ; Oct ,
; and Feb ,  (./).
147 Halifax diary, Oct , .
148 Halifax secret diary, Jan , Jul , Sep
, Oct , ; Jan , , .
149 Morgenthau diary, Jul , .
150 Ibid., Jul , .
151 Grace Tully to Felix Frankfurter, Jul ,

 (Library of Congress, Felix Frankfurter papers, box , ‘Roosevelt’).
152 Eden toWSC, Mar ,  (prem../
).
153 WSC to Eden, M./, Mar , 
(prem../).
: The Blame for Tobruk
1 Stimson diary, Jun , .
2 John Spurling to Lieut. Col. W Stirling,
Apr ,  (cab./).
3 Table Talk, Jun , midday. Henry Picker
(ed.), HitlersTischgespräche (Stuttgart, ),
; David Irving, The Trail of the Fox, ,
, , Rommel’s intelligence oﬃcer
Hans Behrendt conﬁrmed to us,‘We knew
them as the Good Source.’ Reference to
these Cairo intercepts will be found in
Walther Hewel’s ledger of items shown to
Hitler, Feb  (na microﬁlm t, roll
) and the German naval staﬀ’s war diary, Apr , . Originals of the Fellers
dispatches from Cairo are in Gen. Marshall’s daily log, in na, rg., ﬁle ‘CCS
. ( May ).’
4 Signal to Fliegerführer Afrika, Ic (Intelligence), May , intercept CX/MSS/
/T, May ,  (hw./).
5 Portal to WSC, Jun ;WSC minute, Jun ,
 (hw./).
6 CX/MSS//T, read by WSC June ,
 (hw./).A pencil note onWSC’s
letter reads: ‘See XG  to Washington,
 fromWashington ..’; this implies
that the content of the decrypt was immediately brought to the American authorities’ attention.
7 CX/MSS//T, read by WSC June
,  (hw./).
8 C’s covering letter C/, Jun , ,
in this ﬁle is only a Xerox copy, the original having been withdrawn Oct , 

     
under section () of Public Records Act,
.
9 C to WSC, C/, Jun ,  (hw./
).
10 CX/MSS//T, read by WSC June
,  (hw./).
11 C to Portal, C/, Jun , 
(hw./).
12 C to WSC, C/, Jun  (hw./).
13 C to Portal, C/, Jun , 
(hw./).
14 C toWSC, C/, Jun ,  (hw./
). C considered that the Germans had
succeeded in photographing the American
cypher book.
15 Panzerarmee Afrika signal, Jun , intercepted as CX/MSS//T, translated
Jun , with WSC’s minute, Jun ; C to
WSC, Jun ,  (hw./).
16 Panzerarmee Afrika signal, Jun , intercepted as CX/MSS//T, translated
Jun , with WSC’s minute, Jun ; C to
WSC, C/, Jun ,  (hw./).
17 David Irving, The Trail of the Fox, .
18 Ibid., . For more on ‘the Cairo débâcle’
see Geoﬀrey [Kendrick?] to ‘John,’ Jul ,
 (hw./).
19 GC&CS, Hut , to ACAS(I), Jun , 
(hw./).
20 Draft signal by C to AOC-in-C Middle
East; Gp Capt. F W Winterbotham to Hut
, undated (hw./). Brereton was to
discuss the messages with nobody whatsoever other than authorised British oﬃcers. ‘Any document falling into enemy
hands or any message enemy might intercept or any word that might be revealed
by a Prisoner of War or any ill-considered
action based on information leading to suspicion in enemy mind would cause immediate cessation of source which would vitally aﬀect conduct of war on all fronts.’
21 Martin’s diary notes only, ‘P.M. had vari-



ous conferences and left in evening. . .’
22 PM’s card. Doris Castleroose toWSC, Jun
, ; the letter arrived afterWSC left,
and Hopkins snaﬄed it (Hopkins papers,
box , ‘Churchill and family’).
23 Conclusions of a meeting held at the
White House, at : p.m., Jun , 
(Churchill College, Jacob papers, jacb./
); a ribbon copy is in cab./.
24 Churchill, vol. iv, ; Inspection Programme, Camp Jackson, South Carolina
(Churchill College, Jacob papers, jacb./
).
25 WSC to Stimson, Jun , .
26 Stimson diary, Jun –, .
27 Berle memo, Jun ,  (FDR Libr.,
Adolph A Berle papers, ‘diary’).
28 Halifax diary,‘July ’ [should be Jun ],
 (Hickleton papers, A...).
29 Butcher diary, page A., Jan , ,
unsealed.
30 Halifax Tel. No.  to FO, Jan , 
(fo./). Eden discussed it with
WSC and Beaverbrook, but they discouraged further action.
31 Auchinleck toWSC, Jun  (cab./);
Churchill, vol. iv, . In stalky No. 
to Brooke, Jun , , Auchinleck
oﬀered to resign:‘No doubt you are already
considering this and quite rightly.’
32 Brooke to WSC, Jun ; Minutes of CCS
meeting, Jun , , : a.m.
(Churchill College, Jacob papers, jacb./
).
33 WSC to Auchinleck, Jun , 
(cab./); Churchill, vol. iv, .
34 PM’s card. Mackenzie King diary, Jun ,
. Those present included Lord Halifax, Field-Marshal Dill,Walter Nash, New
Zealand; Sir Girja S Bajpai, India; Sir Owen
Nixon, Australia; Mr Close, South Africa.
35 On Jun ,  Hughes writed from
Canberra: ‘Nearly , American



     

troops in Australia crowd the streets producing great impression on the public
mind. Mcarthur’s [sic] conﬁdential report
to the Government is strongly anti-British. He is highly thought of, is Government
adviser, his soldiers are here, the Government leans naturally to America. Strangely
forget what they owe to Britain.’ He
strongly recommended the ‘despatch of
substantial number of British troops to
counteract the American inﬂuence on the
Australian public’ (cab./).
36 Frank McNaughton, memo to James
McConaughty, Jun , , onWSC’s remarks to Congressional leaders (Harry S
Truman Library, Frank McNaughton papers).
37 Letter to WSC, Jun ,  (FBI Archives, Washington DC: Classiﬁed File,
‘Winston Churchill’).
38 Intercepted letters dated Jul  and , in
Postal & Telegraph Censorship Report on
the USA, No. , Sep ,  (fo./
, ‘United States, ’).
39 Eden diary, Jun , .
40 John Martin letter home, Sep , :
‘The PM . . . has been caught in this way.’
On Mar , , Churchill opened his
minute on an interview with the American Archbishop Spellman,‘The Archbishop
answered satisfactorily the question “Are
you a Short Snorter?” and produced his
credentials, which were in due form’ (/
/a).
41 Brooke recorded in an unpublished segment of his diary for Jul ,  that a
very disturbed telegram was received that
day from Smuts about the court of inquiry.
‘Eden then suggested that I should wire
oﬀ to Wilson that he should cook his court
of inquiry to ensure this S A commander
should be exonerated!’ Brooke told Eden
that the court of inquiry ‘must report true

verdict,’ but it could be kept secret by the
government and ‘dealt with as they
thought best’ (Alanbrooke papers, /a).
42 Smuts to WSC, Jun  (cab./).
43 Harvey diary, Jul , .
44 Cadogan diary, Jun , ; Harvey diary, Jun , .
45 C to WSC, Jun , , initialled ‘WSC,
.vi.’ enclosing CX/MSS//T,
/T, /T, /T, /
T, and others (hw./).
46 PM’s card, Jun –, .
47 Hughes-Hallett, unpublished MS, ,
quoted by Ziegler, op. cit., ; defe./
, fol.. Field-Marshal B M
Montgomery, Memoirs (London, ),
f.
48 Chiefs of staﬀ meeting, Jun , 
(cab./); J R M Butler, Grand Strategy,
vol. iii, .
49 WSC to chiefs of staﬀ, Jun , Gilbert, vol.
vii, ; chiefs of staﬀ meeting, Jun ,
 (cab./).
50 War Cabinet, Jun , conf. annexe
(cab./); Cecil King diary, Jul , .
51 defe./, fol..
52 Earl Mountbatten of Burma, ‘Operation
jubilee: The Place of the Dieppe Raid in
History,’ lecture on Sep ,  in Toronto, published in the Royal United Services Institution Journal, March , ﬀ.
Hughes-Hallett, op. cit., f.; Ziegler, op.
cit., .
53 Brooke diary, unpublished, Jun , 
(Alanbrooke papers, /a; and MS, /A/
vi, f).
54 Martin diary, Jul ; WSC to Auchinleck,
Jul ,  (cab./).
55 Nicolson diary, Jul , .
56 Cecil King diary, Jul –, : ‘So
Churchill wins one more meaningless parliamentary victory.’
57 Eden diary, Jul , .

     



58 Sir Hugh Linstead (Conservative MP for – Bletchley Park refused to comply and
Putney, –), Macmorren Lecture: the ultras were corrected in ink for hs
‘The Inﬁnite Adventure of Governing beneﬁt throughout the war.) There is a slip
Men,’ Oct , , in The Pharmaceutical reading ‘Miss Pettigrew.  a.m. Attached
Journal, Dec , .
[were] read over to “C” whilst in PM’s
59 Ismay to Spears, Jul ,  (Churchill oﬃce,’ attached to the intercepts ‘read
College, Cambridge: Gen. Sir E L Spears over’ – a planned attack by ten Ju s on
papers).
Alamein on Jul , congratulations from
60 GC&CS intercept of Alba’s Tel. No. , Jeschonnek to Fliegerführer Afrika Hoﬀmann
to Madrid, Jul ,  (hw./).
von Waldau on his Ritterkreuz, and com61 Eden diary, Jul .Or as Cadogan (diary, plaints about RAF activity (hw./).
Jul ) had it: ‘You think I would be like a 3 Irving, PQ17, f. It was not until Jul 
fat old bluebottle on a cowpat’; Harvey that WSC read and initialled C’s ﬁle C/
diary, Jul , , .
 containing the GC&CS Naval Sec62 COS meeting, () th, Jul ; COS(W) tion’s ‘Naval headlines No. ,’ issued at
 to C-in-C, Mediterranean, repeated  a.m. the day before. This summarised
to JSM, Washington, Jul , , : that Adm. Ciliax, the German ﬂeet comgmt (cab./).
mander, had arrived in Alta fjord in Tirpitz
63 Brooke diary, unpublished, Jul , .
at  a.m. on Jul , joining Scheer,  destroy64 Amery diary, Jul , .
ers and an oiler. The U-boats had been in65 Brooke MS (Alanbrooke papers, /A/vi, structed on Jul  to keep shadowing the
).
convoy; one of them had brieﬂy sighted
66 Brooke diary, unpublished, Jul ,  Hamilton’s cruisers by  p.m. on Jul ; at
(King’s College London, Alanbrooke pa- : a.m. on Jul  all U-boats were orpers; and MS, /A/vi, f).
dered to treat his squadron as their main
67 Martin diary, Jul , .
target if met (hw./). WSC probably
received ‘rushes’ of each intercept by
: The Knight’s Move
landline earlier than Jul , as soon as it was
translated.
1 Capt. Henry Denham to admiralty, Jun , 4 Pound to Cunningham, Aug ,  (Britreporting intercepted signal of the Ger- ish Library, Add. MS ).
man Flottenchef, Jun ; quoted in Irving, 5 WSC to Pound, Jul  (Pound’s records,
PQ, ; cf.Tovey, Despatch, Jan , , adm./). This did not identify the
in London Gazette, Oct , .
precise signal from Tovey that WSC ob2 CX/MSS//T, /T and /T, Jul jected to. The signals concerned are how; the summary is endorsed to C’s secre- ever clearly admiralty to Hamilton, Jul ,
tary Miss Pettigrew – the model for ‘Miss : p.m., and Tovey to Hamilton, :
Moneypenny’ in the James Bond novels – p.m. (Appendix to Hamilton’s preliminary
‘. A.M (à la P.M). Attached have been report, Jul , ; Tovey, Despatch, and
taken over by “C” to P.M. & returned.They London signal log. Irving, PQ17, ﬀ). It
will probably be required for boniface.’ is unlikely that WSC should have bothered
(WSC obstinately insisted that -hour himself with such minutiæ, unless he had
clock times be amended to ‘p.m.’ and ‘a.m.’ originated the admiralty signal himself.



     

6 CX/MSS//T.. Fliegerführer Lofoten
to Luftﬂotte  at Kemi, Jul , , :
p.m.: ‘A/c torpedo attack with  He 
of I/KG.. Probable time of attack from
 p.m.’ Intercept telexed to London at :
p.m.; shown to WSC the next day (hw./
).
7 GC&CS Naval Section ‘Naval Headlines
No. ,’ datelined  a.m., Jul , ;
initialled by WSC, Jul  (hw./).
8 Author’s interviews of Adm. Sir N E Denning, Lord Justice Winn, Capt. G R G
Allen (WSC’s naval ghost-writer), Adm.
E L S King, Rear-Adm. E J P Brind, ViceAdm. Sir Henry Moore, Rear-Adm. H B
Rawlings, in .
9 Halifax diary, Jul ,  (Hickleton papers, A...). Cadogan had written in
his private diary on Nov , : ‘Long
discussion on Ethiopia, during which I –
like Pound – went actually to sleep, I think’
(Churchill College, Cadogan papers).
10 A V Alexander toWSC, Jun ,  (First
Sea Lord’s records, adm./). On Jul
 Alexander proposed Adm. KennedyPurvis.
11 Eden diary, Jul , . He added,‘I know
little of him [Tovey] but it always seemed
to me a waste to send Cunningham to
America.
12 Amery diary, Jul , .
13 Oﬃce of War Information report, ‘AntiBritish Feeling in the United States,’ Jul
,  (Federal Records Center,Winant
papers, box ).
14 Ismay, op. cit., ; Dwight D Eisenhower,
Crusade in Europe (London, ), f;
hereafter: Eisenhower.
15 WSC to chiefs of staﬀ, D./, Jul ,
 (First Sea Lord’s records, adm./
). Although WSC claimed credit for the
idea for a descent on North-West Africa,
Brooke hotly argued that it had originated

with the chiefs of staﬀ. Sir James Grigg,
interviewed by Sir Arthur Bryant
(Alanbrooke papers, /xi//).
16 Stimson diary, Jul , .
17 Ibid., Jul ; the nonchalant memorandum by Marshall, King and Arnold, ‘Paciﬁc Operations,’ Jul , , under-estimated the task that faced them in that
theatre (Stimson papers).
18 Stimson diary, Jul , .
19 Ibid., Jul , .
20 WSC to FDR, Jul ,  (First Sea
Lord’s records, adm./).
21 Stimson diary, Jul , .
22 Instructions to Marshall and King for the
London conference, Jul ,, draft,
not adopted (Hopkins papers: Sherwood
collection, box , folder ‘Hopkins to
London, Jul ’).
23 Instructions to Hopkins, Marshall, and
King for the London conference, signed
original, Jul ,  (Hopkins papers:
Sherwood collection, box , folder
‘Hopkins to London, Jul ’).
24 Dill to WSC, JSM., Jul ; and reply,
Jul ,  (cab./).
25 Stimson diary, Jul , .
26 War Cabinet, Jun , , conf. annexe
(cab./).
27 WSC to chiefs of staﬀ, Jun , , in
Gilbert, vol. vii, .
28 Cadogan diary, Jul , .
29 Brooke diary, unpublished, Jul , 
(Alanbrooke papers, /a; and MS, /A/
vi, ).
30 HM King George VI diary, Jul , .
31 Halifax secret diary, Jul , .
32 Halifax diary and secret diary, Jul , 
(Hickleton papers, A...); PM’s card
shows him lunching with Halifax, dining
with the Edens at the Savoy. On May ,
 he recalled having found Churchill
very tired and nerve strained (Hickleton

     
papers, A...).
33 Butcher diary, , Jul , , unsealed.
34 Harris to WSC, Jul ,  (Bomber
Command papers, air./).
35 Brooke diary, unpublished, Jul , 
(King’s College London, Alanbrooke papers; and MS, /A/vi, ).
36 Brooke diary, unpublished, Jul , 
(Alanbrooke papers, /a; and MS, /A/
vi, ). The answer was that the Middle
East command covered Somaliland, Abyssinia, Palestine, Lebanon, Greece, Crete,
Iraq, and Iran as well as the western desert.
37 Chiefs of staﬀ meetings, Jul , , ,
 (cab./).
38 Mountbatten, interviewed on BBC television, Aug , ; Ziegler, op. cit., .
39 Earl Mountbatten of Burma, ‘Operation
jubilee: The Place of the Dieppe Raid in
History,’ lecture on Sep ,  in Toronto, published in the Royal United Services Institution Journal, March , ﬀ.
During Jul  Mountbatten ﬁgures on
the PM’s card only on Jul , during the
Marshall–Hopkins conferences; Dieppe
was not discussed.
40 Mountbatten to Ismay, Aug , 
(King’s College London, Sir Hastings
Ismay papers, II///).
41 GC&CS Naval Section Naval headlines
No. , Jul ; C to WSC, C/, Jul ,
 (hw./).
42 Defence committee (Operations) meeting, Jul , , six P.M (cab./).
43 Halifax diary, Jul ,  (Hickleton
papers, A...).
44 WSC to Pound, Jul  (First Sea Lord’s
records, adm./).
45 Defence committee (Operations) meeting, Jul , ten P.M (cab./); Brooke
diary, unpublished, Jul ,  (King’s
College London, Alanbrooke papers; and
MS, /A/vi, ).



46 Defence committee (Operations) meeting, Jul , ten P.M (cab./); Brooke
diary, unpublished, Jul  (Alanbrooke papers, /a; and MS, /A/vi, ).
47 PM’s card, Jul . Maisky at once told
Winant what he thought of the British decision.Winant to FDR, Jul ,  (FDR
Libr., PSF, ‘Winant’).
48 WSC to Pound and Alexander, M./,
Jul ,  (First Sea Lord’s records,
adm./). This was the minute in
which WSC added the ominous words, ‘I
was not aware until this morning that it
was the Cruiser Adm. [Sir Louis] Hamilton who ordered the destroyers to quit the
convoy [PQ].What did you think of this
action at the time? What do you think of it
now?’
49 Brooke MS, unpublished (Alanbrooke
papers, /A/vi, ).
50 Brooke diary, unpublished, Jul , 
(King’s College London, Alanbrooke papers; and MS, /A/vi, ).
51 Halifax secret diary, Jul , .
52 Halifax diary, Jul ,  (Hickleton
papers, A...).
53 Cecil King diary, Jul ; PM’s card, Jul
, .
54 Cecil King diary, Jul , .
55 Eden diary, Jul , .
56 C to GHQ, ME, Jul ; Churchill inquired: ‘How & when was this passed to
GHQ, ME?’ C replied by C/, Jul ,
that it had gone on the same day, July ,
 (hw./).
57 Hinsley and Jack Good in Hinsley &
Stripp, ﬀ, ﬀ.
58 GC&CS meeting, Mar ,  (hw./
). For a highly technical GC&CS history
of  (Geheimschreiber) interception, Mar
, see ‘The Interception of German
Teleprinter Communications by Foreign
Oﬃce Station, Knockholt’ (hw./).



     

59 WSC to FDR, No. , Jul ; reply, No.
, Jul , , : a.m. (cab./
). Ismay’s diary and other records of
the American delegation’s visit are in
cab./.
60 Col.Vivian Dykes reported to the JSM in
Washington, Jul , : ‘Unrecorded
and inclusive private huddles all day to be
resumed tomorrow morning’ (cab./
).
61 Hopkins to FDR, Jul , ,  P.M
(Hopkins papers, box ). He concluded,
‘Would say in general that things are progressing well.’
62 Halifax diary, Sep ,  (Hickleton
papers, A...). Dill had warned WSC
on Jul  that despite his kind invitation
to Chequers ‘our friends’ felt their mission would be better served if they could
have two or three days alone with their
American colleagues in London ﬁrst
(cab./).
63 Hopkins to FDR, Jul ,   P.M
(Hopkins papers, box ).
64 Brooke unpublished MS (Alanbrooke papers, /A/vi, ).
65 British minutes of a Combined Staﬀ conference, Jul , , : P.M (Hopkins
papers, box ; and Sherwood collection,
box , folder ‘Hopkins to London, Jul
’).
66 Marshall and King to FDR, Jul , 
(Hopkins papers, box ).
67 PM’s card. Halifax diary, Sep , 
(Hickleton papers, A...). ‘This is not
necessarily conclusive though about Max’s
position.’
68 Cadogan diary, Jul , .
69 British minutes of a Combined Staﬀ conference, Jul , ,  P.M (FDR Library).
70 Butcher diary, Sep , .
71 FDR to Hopkins, Marshall, and King, Jul

 (Hopkins papers: Sherwood collection,
box , folder ‘Hopkins to London, Jul
’).
72 na microﬁlm T, Roll , ﬀ. It
may be commented that Eisenhower’s naval aide was Harry C Butcher; and that
‘Betty’ was Adm. Stark’s nickname. The
Nazis will not have learned much from this
transcript.
73 Marshall and King to FDR, Jul , 
(Hopkins papers, box ).
74 Minutes of a Combined Staﬀ Conference
held at No.  Downing-street, Jul ,
three P.M (Hopkins papers: Sherwood collection, box , folder ‘Hopkins to London, Jul ’).
75 Marshall and King to FDR, Jul , 
(Hopkins papers, box ).
76 Stimson diary, Jul , ; and Stimson
to FDR, Jul , .
77 Stimson diary, Jul , .
78 Ibid.
79 FDR to Hopkins, Marshall, King, Jul (?)
(Hopkins papers: Sherwood collection,
box , folder ‘Hopkins to London, Jul
’). FDR added this postscript to
Hopkins: ‘Give Winston my best and tell
him not even he can stop that wedding.
Randolph lunched with me and he is in
ﬁne form and the back continues to improve.’ Hopkins was getting married on
Jul , .
80 Eisenhower to Major Gen. Orlando ‘Pink’
Ward, Oﬃce of Chief of Military History,
Apr ,  (Eisenhower Library, ﬁle ,
‘Orlando Ward’); Eisenhower, .
81 Stimson diary, Jul , . Charitably
accepting his error, Stimson pencilled a
comment later in the diary arguing that
only the Russian victory at Stalingrad, the
defeat of the U-boat menace, and enormous luck in landing in Africa had averted
this disaster.

     
82 Eden diary, Jul , .
83 Ibid.
84 John Martin, letter home, Jul , .
85 Stimson diary, Jul , .
86 Ibid., Jul , . Asked on Aug  by
Stimson whether, if he were dictator or
president, he would continue with torch,
Gen. Marshall responded:‘Frankly, no.’ He
would halt gymnast – i.e., torch – if he
thought it was headed for disaster (ibid.,
Aug –, ).
87 Cunningham to Pound, Washington, Aug
,  (British Library, Add. MS
). ‘In my view,’ persisted
Cunningham,‘[King] is a determined noncollaborator and means to work entirely
for his own naval ends.’ King was determined not to put US ships under British
command; this surprised Pound, as they
already were, on PQ escort operations.
88 Eden diary, Jul , .
89 Brooke diary, unpublished, Jul , .
90 Stimson diary, Jul , .
91 Harvey diary, Jul , ; cf. W S
Churchill, Jr, Randolph Churchill, .
92 Eden diary, Jul ; Martin diary, Jul .
93 Cadogan diary, Jul –, .
94 Halifax diary, Jul ,  (Hickleton
papers, A...).
95 Eden diary, Jul , .
96 Brooke diary, unpublished; Cadogan diary; War Cabinet, Jul  (cab./).
97 Eden diary, Jul , .
98 Ibid.
99 PM’s card, Jul ,  p.m.; Cecil King diary, Aug , .
100 Cecil King diary, Oct , .
101 Report on conduct of enlisted men, Sep
, . ‘Soldiers do not altogether realize seriousness of the act’ (na, rg.,
Records of the Army Staﬀ, IRR ﬁle X
, ‘Winston Churchill’).
102 Cecil King diary, Oct , .



103 Halifax secret diary, Jul , : ‘That
man [Beaverbrook] has double-crossed me
three times, and I can’t work any longer
with him.’
104 Eden diary, Jul , .
105 Beaverbrook to Paul Patterson, Sep ,
 (Beaverbrook papers); Taylor,
Beaverbrook, .
106 WSC to Dill, T./, ‘clear the line,’
Jul ,  (original in cab./).
107 WSC to Eden, Aug  (‘President did not
read it until I rang him up at  o’clock
yesterday’); Minute by C Scott, Aug ,
, in Eden papers (fo./).
108 Extract from WSC Tel. (to R Campbell,
Washington), Aug ,  (ibid.).
109 WSC to Eden, Aug ,  (ibid.).
110 Campbell to FO, Aug ,  (ibid.).
111 WSC to Stalin, Jul ; and reply, Jul 
(original in prem./a/; and Churchill, vol. iv, f; Sov.-angliiskiye, f).
112 WSC to Auchinleck, Jul , 
(cab./); cf. Churchill, vol. iv, .
113 Auchinleck to WSC, Jul , quoted in
Churchill, vol. iv, ; War Cabinet, Aug
 (cab./). Eden diary, Aug , .
114 Eden diary, Aug , .
115 King George VI to WSC, Aug , :
Gilbert, vol. vi, .
116 WSC to King George VI, Aug , : in
Royal Archives, Windsor, quoted by Gilbert, vol. vi, .
Part III
: A Visit to the Ogre in His Den
1 Elizabeth Layton, letter home, Aug , :
quoted by Gilbert, vol. vi, .
2 Ibid.
3 JSM telegram JSM  to WSC, Aug ,
: Gilbert, vol. vi, .
4 WSC to FDR, Aug ,  (prem./a/
); Churchill, vol. iv, . Adm. William



     

H Standley, usn Ret’d, ‘Winston Churchill and the Second Front,’ in US Naval Institute Proceedings, vol. , No. , (),
. Harriman had on his staﬀ Loy Henderson, Gen. Russell L Maxwell (from
Cairo Command), Gen. Sidney P. Spaulding, of Lend–Lease Administration, a Col.
Kremer, a Lieut. Gerard (aide) and Francis
Stevens of the State dept. The two planes
had fourteen crew members.
5 C to Ismay to WSC, Aug  (hw./).
6 Churchill, vol. iv, .
7 C R Thompson, MS (Thompson papers).
8 Cadogan diary, Aug , .
9 Cadogan letter home, Aug , .
10 Brooke MS, unpublished (Alanbrooke
papers, /A/vi, ).
11 COS () , Aug  (cab./). Meeting in British Embassy, Cairo,  P.M., Aug
,  (cab./ and prem./a/
). On TORCH, Brooke explained that he
hoped that ‘by placing the American ﬂag
in the forefront at each landing place [local French] resistance would be at the most
half-hearted.’
12 Cadogan diary, Aug , .
13 Dalton diary, Aug , , quoting
Desmond Morton.
14 Churchill, vol. iv, ; quoted by Hugh
L’Etang, Fit to Lead? (London, ), .
15 Churchill, vol. iv, .
16 Clementine to WSC, Aug , : quoted
by Gilbert, vol. vi, .
17 Brooke diary, unpublished, Aug , 
(King’s College London, Alanbrooke papers; and MS, /A/vi, : ‘I may have
been weak at the time. In any case God
took the matter in his own hands within
 hours of our decision.’)
18 WSC to Clementine, Aug , : Gilbert, vol. vi, ﬀ.
19 Dalton diary, Aug , , quoting
Desmond Morton.

20 Brooke diary, unpublished, Aug , 
(King’s College London, Alanbrooke papers; and MS, /A/vi, : ‘There is no
doubt in my mind that Winston never realized what this decision cost me.’ Brooke
described the reference to this decision in
Churchill, vol. iv,  as ‘surprisingly lacking in any kind of gratitude!’).
21 WSC to Attlee, Aug , , : P.M
(cab./; Churchill, vol. iv, ﬀ).
Eden noted (diary): ‘Winston’s ideas on
changes in command came in early, asking for immediate reply. Cabinet :.We
did not like division of command and still
less calling Auch.’s new slender command
Middle East. Appointment of Gott to
Eighth Army pleased everybody & myself
most of all. Some doubt as to whether Alexander, the very good ﬁghting man, had
headpiece for C-in-C, who is in truth a
C.I.G.S. He will need a ﬁrst-rate Chief of
Staﬀ. Left Attlee to draft our views.’ See
too Eden diary, Jul , .
22 WSC to Attlee, Aug  (cab./;
Churchill, vol. iv, f). Eden diary, Aug
, : ‘Cabinet at : P.M. when
Winston’s reply came in. It was confused
& unconvincing & worried me because it
seemed to pretend that tho’ Gott was to
command th Army Alexander was to run
the battle. An impossible division of duties & repetition of Auch.–Conyngham &
Auch.–Ritchie periods.’
23WSC to Auchinleck, Aug , : Churchill, vol. iv, f; Jacob diary, Aug , .
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